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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

anal 1872

Holland, Michigan, Thuredaj, January 19, 1939

Volume Number (8

Lbcal Girl Is

Council Notes

Our Treasurers

Wed In . Mayor Geerlings opened the May Get More
with prayer, and the “city Than Two Terms
African Church meeting
fathers” and audience saluted the

First To

DAUGHTER AND

tee

SON ARE
FIRST WHITE CHILDREN TO
BE BAPTIZED IN TAKUM,

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,
Thirty, Twenty and Ten Years

Has

Many Thrilling
Experiences

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
COUNCIL RESOLUTION ON
DEATH OF MRS. STEFFENS

BRAVE COASTGUARD TO RE-

BRING THIS ABOUT; THINGS
WERE POPPING AROUND
GAS PLANT; ALL IS REMEDIED SAYS MANAGER
BERG

Sam Miller
Gives Motor

A

resolutionextending the sympathy of the members ox the Com-

mon

Ago Today

CHANGE IN CHARTER MAT

Life Saver

Car History

Council to Alderman Ben

Steffens and his family on the loss STATES HE HAD THE SECOND
member of the family;
CAR EVER DRIVEN IN
Whereas, the members of the
HOLLAND
Common Council have learned with
deep sorrow of the untimely death.
Sam Miller, for many years resWednesday, January 4th, 1989 of tauranter of the Holland depot, and
Mrs. Ben Steffens,and
for some time Justice of the Peace,
Whereas, the untimely death of and Holland’s only one-armeddrivMrs. Ben Steffenscomes as a shock er, owned the second automobile in
to all those who had the privilege RMa. city. He disputed the claim
of knowing her as a friend and is
ven in the historic column of the
a sad loss to the members of the
olland City News that the late
family, who held her dearly; now John Cappon had the second car.
therefore be it
Mr. Miller says that his was the

of a dear

TIRE; RECEIVES MANY RECA house on Michigan Avenue
OGNITIONS, ONE A GOLD
known as the Cliffman place was
Sixty Years Ago Today Park during the winter has been
disturbedbecause a dozen new
slated for condemnation. The place
• • •
WATCH
: ' LUPWE
cottages are in the course of conis an eyesore and unfit for habitaPessink Bros, announcein an ad\
struction
and
the
echo
of
the
hamtion, aldermen state. The matter,
vertisement that they sell dfcars of
Chief Boatswain' William E.
. Almost ten years ago a young
Although the council meeting all grades from 2c each to 10c each. mer and the saw is heard where
however, was left to the fire chief,
Preston with a record of 84 years
lady, then Miss Nelle Breen, daughotherwise
there
has
been
a
dead
started
late,
since
the
mayor
had
Mr. Blom, to investigate.
They give a list of brands. Now
in the U.S. Coast Guard service at
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Breen,
a speaking engagement of a half you cigar smokers,see how many silence in the winter time.
• • o
Grand Haven, will be retired on
246 W. 15th St, left Holland, sail• • •
hour, adjournmenttook place at 9 of these brands are still on" the
Aid. Drinkwater, chairman of
ing for the continent of Africa.
Dog and man got hurt at Over- Feb. 1, accordingto word which
o’clock, and considerable was ac- market 60 years later: None Such
Miu Breen left this city for work the building committee, states that complishedin that hour.
isel, according to these accounts: was received at the 10th district
(not mince meat), High Life (not
office.
on the mission field on July 16, the city hall is undergoing a washAid. Prins brought up a matter beer), Red Seal, Incian, Regatta, Marinus Slotman who, carrying a
ing, and that all the rooms on the
Boatswain Preston has a long
* 1080 and the years that have since
relative to the Michigan Gas & Jewel, La Alborada, Extra, Venus, bag of grain, slipped ' and fell,
Resolvedby the Common Coun- second car and that the son of the
rd floor have now been washed,
and enviable record of life-saving,
gone by are surely interestingto
Electric
Co., stating that neighbors Hem ter, Invincible,Sweet Home, spraining his foot. John Immink
admired and honored in all parts cil, that the members of the Coun- tannery founder owned the third
review, since many of the incidents and those departments occupying were annoyed because of constant
got
his
hand
mixed
up
in
the
wheel
Loyal, Bock, My Pet, Victor,
car.
will be history in the years to them, mostly welfare,ask for paint
of the 10th district and Old Chicago cil extend their sympathy to our
explosions at the newly-remodeledHabana, Murilo Swan, Rippers (the of a windmill while oiling it and
Mr. Miller save that his ear was
colleague, Alderman Ben Steffens
to decorate some of the rooms. As
station
where
he
entered
the
sercome.
plant, between East 12th and 13th latter must have been two centers). broke a bone in his hand. The dog
called
“The Monarch," which
and
his
family,
on
the
untimely
long as the city furnishes the paint,
vice in 1904 and remainedthere for
Miss Breen, who by the way is
Streets. It will be remembered that Pessink Bros, firm was an old-time of Adolph Goseling was filled with
death of Mrs. Steffens,a beloved would go 15 miles an hour if pushnow Mrs. Edgar H. Smith, sailed the job will be taken care of. The the Gas Co. spent a great deal of bake shop and confectionerylocated buckshot after damaging a but- 10 years.
wife, mother and friend,and be it ed very hard, but he says that wasmatter was left to a committee to
to Africa in response to a request
money recentlyto remodel the where Du Saar’s photo shop now chered hog at a neighbor’s house. He was officer in charge of the further
n't fast enough to suit him so '
investigate.
The
second
floor where
Grand
Haven
station
from
1922
unmade by the late Miss Johanna
The dog made two attempts at the
the city clerk, city treasurer, and plant, and a type of 'gas is being is. They had the first soda water hog but the third meant “out” for til 1935 when he was transferred
Resolved,that a copy of this res- decided to have a new engine
Veenstra. pioneer missionary to the
manufacturedthat does not leave fountain in Holland.
in; therefore,he made up
his mind
:p his
.
olution be transmitted to the fam
Sudan, Africa. Miss Veenstra, as city assessor,and other officers are
the canine. H. Langeland of Over- to the 10th district office.
residue of coke. Anyway, the
to place his “Monarch” on a
• » •
located,
are
also
being
cleaned,
so
ily,
and
spread
on
the
records
of
The
most
prized
possession
of
has been stated before, was the
isel will undoubtedlybe the next
new machineryto manufacturethis
Haven-Milwaukee boat, and
The City Hotel hack has gone rural mail carrier.
“Bill” Preston’s is a gold watch the Common Council and published
first white lady in that district,and it appear* that the city hall is un- gas was put in operation, and the
for Milwaukee where he had a
into winter quarters and a light
dergoing
a
housecleaning,
not
polipresented to him by the people of in the newspapers.
too much cannot be said of the
*
*
•
explosions wtere said to be terrific bob sleigh is now drawing passenlarger engine installed. Mr. Miller
cally,
but
in
the
true
sense
of
the
Grand
Haven
for
his
gallant
serwonderful work performed by
Resolution offered by the spec- went along with the car and the
Elam H. Fenn, founder of Fennfor a few days, and Mayor Geer- gers from the hotel to the depot
word.
vice in September, 1930, when he ial committee, Frank Smith, chairher. Miss Johanna Veenstra
lings appointed a committee, com- and back. Sleighing has been good ville, died at Allegan Monday. He
change was made at a cost of $866.
• • »
died on Palm Sunday, 1030
prising City Attorney Clarence and it brings manv farmers to started the first sawmill in those rescued two persons, given up for man; John Menken and Edward This was in 1904. When he brought
Aid. 'Brouwer, chairman of the
lost,
from
the
barge
“Salvor,”
following an operation at Vom
Brouwer.
Lokker, Aid. Prins and Brouwer, to town with cordwood, logs, stave- parts and around it. Fennville
the car back, he found that ths
hospital, located 60 miles from civic committee,who was to re- call upon Manager Berg to see
grew. He built the first Methodist which went aground north of Musmachine did go 8 miles faster, or
bolts and grain for our mills.
Lqpwe, and was buried in the >rt on the proposal to buy the what the remedy should be.
church at Fennville and donated it kegon in one of the worst gales on
18 miles top speed. It was emphat• * •
Christian cemeteir also located at _asonic Temple on Tenth Street
In an interview this morning, There is quite a school war to the congregation. The late Mrs. record.
EXCHANGEITE8 SEE WHAT ically understood that although the
for
the
city,
a
matter
that
will
have
Vom. Her grave is fittingly markThe story of that ride from this OUR PACIFIC POSSESSIONS furniture man, Mr. George BrownCharles L. Mulder was a grandMr. Berg said, “In 1924, we put in
ed with a stone engravedwith her to come up to a vote of the people, new machines, and for a few days raging in Holland township over daughter of Mr. Fenn.
station as officerin charge until
ing, had the first automobile, a
the
ceding
of
territory
for
a
new
LOOK LIKE
favorite Bible passage, “For Me to reported progress. Mr. Brouwer these explosions occurred. At that
• • •
the time of his return with the two
“one-lunger,” he had the second.
school district. Everybody is fightstated that the option on the propLive is Christ, to Die is Gain.”
time there were also complaints, ing (legally)to keep the territory The bodies of Michigan soldiers men, half dead from exposure, is
The second car he purchased was
But to get back to the story; erty, which was to have arrived but after a few days, when the maApproximately 200 Exchange a two-cylinder,and the first shaftwho died in Cuba during the recent another epic which was written of
intact.
Miss Breen while in Africa met early in- the week, was not received chines were broken in, the explosclub members and their wives or
• » •
Spanish-Americanwar have been superb courage and seamanship.
drive in Holland and R was called
a young man by the name of Ed- until late Wednesday,and the com- ions ceased. Neighbors have long
It was when he was at Old Chi- “sweethearts” heard Dr. C. E. the “Wolverine.”The other can
disinterred,
placed
in
hermeticallyColumbia Fire Co. No. 2 of Holgar H. Smith, a native of London, mittee had no time to put the mat- since forgotten that there were excago station that he assistedat the Boys, surgeon of Kalamazoo, give were chain drives, Mr. Miller
land took a sleigh ride to Drenthe sealed caskets and will be shipped
England,and also a missionary in ter in proper form but he stated
Eastland disaster which took toll a lecture, illustrated with about 2,- states. He says he remembers when
plosions at that time. With the in- via Zeeland. When they returned by boat and rail to this state.
Afnca. The meeting was more than that he would report fully at the
of over 800 lives, when that ship 800 feet of color movies on Hawaii, he took his “Monarch” down E
• • •
stallation of the new machinery there was a hot oyster supper wait“just a meeting”,however,for in next council meeting, and city atProsecuting Attorney Arend Viss- turned over in Chicago river. For at the annual Exchange club La- Street,which was in 1908, thu.
the same thing occurred. It was ing for them and the ladies.
1984, upon Miss Breen’s return to torney Clarence Lokker stated
cher made his last official visit to his superb work at that time he dies' night banquet Wednesday eve- chugged down between anow heaps
like starting a car on a cold morn• • •
„ Africa after spending almost a there would be plenty of time to
Grand Haven when he relinouished received the Eastland Star, a testi- ning in the Warm Friend tavern. and sloppy puddlaa and the storee
ing. For a week these explosions
Mr.
Klootwijk,
a
former
Holland
year in Holland and vicinity on place the matter on a ballot at the
The program followed a banquet emptied to see what was coming
continued, but now they are all resident who moved to Saugatuck the office to Attorney Patrick H. monial from the people of Chicago
furlough,she, an American of March primary. It is stated that
which
began at 6:80 P. M.
and
Cook
county
and
the
Chicago
McBride,
the
new
prosecutor.
Note:
down the line. Eighth Street wasDutch descent, and Mr. Smith, an the propertycan be purchased at over. The machinery is running recently, is endeavoringto raise
The party began with the sing- n’t even paved, and the clay gravel
much
smoother
than
the
old, there money in Holland and Grand Rap- The former was the father of Mr. Tribune medal for having shown
Englishman, were wed in Africa. a very reasonable figure, and there
Arthur Visscher and Miss Anna the coolest nerve and finest display ing of “America” after which Rev. highway with the opening of
The marriage took place in the are many uses to which the build- will be less noise, and much less ids to complete his invention,“per- Visscher of Holland, and the latter of courage in several shipwrecks Paul E. Hinkamp opened with
was more of a quagmire
Takum church on Oct 4, 1934, the ing can be put, a library being one smoke. I was down to the plant petual motion.” (?) Note: No the father of Attorney Charles H. off that shore. He has a silver cup prayer. President Vernon Ten Cate
street, but he ssys he bumpthis morning as soon as I heard of doubt the invention died with the
first wedding ever to take place of them.
the complaint from the common man for this problem has not yet McBride of this city. Both filled which was given him by the peo- acted as master of ceremonies. ed through despite the condition
in that church, in the presence of
• * •
ple of Fort Wavne, Ind., after he Community singing, led by Clyde of the street
the office for several terms.
council, stayed there for an hour, been solved by anyone.
about a dozen white people and a
rescued 58 children from the Or- and Ardene Geerlings, was com
• • •
He stated that Mr. Cappon, who
Aid. Brouwer also reported prog- and heard no explosion.I am sure
• • •
large number of natives, who, of
phans’ Home from certain death posed of group singing of two owned the third car, had a two-cylress, being chairman on a commit- there will be no more complaints
“Uncle
Tom’s
Cabin”
at
Lyceum
Markets:
Butter,
10c;
eggs,
doz.,
course, are colored folk.
numbers,“Let’s All Sing Like the inder Ford, and that R. M. De Mertee appointed by the mayor some
16c; hay, $10
- ,per ton ; whea
.icat, 84c opera house on Jan. 9. A parade, on March 26, 1913, when the buildA daughter was bom to Mr. and time ago to investigateold age as- from now on now that the machinBirdies Sing,” and “Heigh Ho.”
ing
was
washed
away
during
a
rail, the stone cutter, had a two' bushel;
ery is in working order.”
______ . corn,
____ 40c
40c per
pe bushel; band, bloodhound, “Topsy” and all
Mrs. Smith in the following year, sistance.
Rev. W. G. Flowerday acting as
flood.
ons,
86c
_______
in
the
afternoon,
and
at
night
the
onions,
per
bushel;
potatoes,
Aid. Ed Brouwer brought up a
and her history thus far is also
Probably one of the most har- chairman of the aims and purposes
• * »
matter that has to do with the 40c per bushel; beef, 4c to 6c per troupe’s band will play a concert rowing experiences of his career committee commented upon the
unique, considering that little
pound;
pork,
8c
per
pound
‘; chick- on the balcony of the playhouse on
Aid. Menken asked common coqn- city treasurer’s office. Heretofore
Alyce Jean as she was called, is
ens, 7c.
8th street near Cedar street (Col- was on Nov. 30, 1934, when he formerly announcedengagement of kink of Kalamazoo came to Holbut 3% years of age. The daugh- cil to investigatethe entry way to the treasurercould only run for but
launched a lifeboat in the face of the president, Mr. Ten Cate, and land to serve as pastor of the
• • •
he Third
lege avenue).
Longfellow
school
.where
one
of
two terms. Just why such an unter was bom in England on Aug* * •
tremendous seas and went to the in honor of his approachingmar- Reformed church and he had a
Fifty Years Ago Today
ust 8, 1936, while Mrs. Smith was the fifth ward polling booths are usual clause should be a part of
rescue of the Cort, a whaleback miage he was presentedwith
small Phaeton, which
Thirty Years Ago Today that foundered on the Muskegon beautifullydecorated wedding cake. one-cylinder,
on a short furlough, Mr. Smith re- located. He stated that a narrow the city charter and other city
• • •
he steered with a lever rather than
«
stairway
is
part
of
the
entrance
to
charters, as well as some regulamaining in Africa. When the baby
Hon. D. B. K. Van Raalte has
Put presidents,who were also with a wheel.
breakwater, endangeringthe lives
was about two months of age, Mrs. the polling booth, and it is not only tions in some counties,is not made sold his brick store on 8th st. to
John A. Pieters, former Holland of some 30 men.
honored included Messrs: Arthur
In describingthe George W.
Smith with her infant daughter inconvenient,but not any too safe. clear, unless it was to protect cit- Simon Reidsma, the furniture man, citizen, now a merchant of FennA. Visscher. Sears McLean, Dr. A. Browning
ling car, he said it was a loHe
stated
that
between
the
board
traveled back to Africa,where Mr.
ies and counties against the irreg- who hZs been conducting hie busi- ville and president of the village,
Leonhouts, Wynand Wichere, E. P. comobile steamer, in other words,
Rev.
E.
Paul
McLean
of
Hope
Smith eagerly awaited his wife of education and the common coun- ularities; however, Mr. Brouwer ness in a frame building just west died. He went to Fennville in 1888
lege
a trip to Stephan, Geo. A. Pelgrim, Earnest propelled by steam rather than by
and new child. The baby was bap- cil' some remodeling should take pointed out that with the checks of this one. Note: The store is
manager of a clothing store
E. Brooks, Dick Boter, J. J. Rie- gasoline, and it was the surry
Florida.
tized in the Takum church, the first place there, in order to remedy this and balances and the different aud- still there just west of thb City Started by A. B. Bosnian of Hoi
mersma, Wm. J. Olive, John E. type, much like the surry buggies
condition.
The
matter
was
left
to
and only white child to be bapits during the year, and the bopds Mission. Mr. Van Raalte built it land and purchased the store in
Kuisenga,Paul E. Hinkamp. Wil- of yesteryear.
More than 1,000 persons are extized in that church up to this the committee on buildings and exacted, it seems that such a clause for a boot and shoe store which he 1891. He married Miss Grada
liam Westrate, Milton L. Hinga,
Mr. MUler also states that he
pected
to
attend
the
first
“comtime. The Smiths continued with public property.
Boone
of
Holland,
daughter
of
Mr.
would be obsolete.He pointed out conducted in the early days. Boots
Andrew Klomparens, J. H. D
was the first man to own a garage.
• • •
munity
sing”
to
be
held
at
the
their mission work until the spring
that a good treasurer under our were then worn even more than and Mrs. Hermanus Boone, and
Herder, Jacob Fris, Joe H, Geerds, He says he went in company with
p of 1937, when they were sent on
Mayor Henry Geerlings appoint- charter can only serve two terms shoes, and oxfords were not even three children were born to them, Holland armory Sunday evening. and the immediate past president, Arthur Stein, jeweler with the lata
furlough for a half year. After ed a committee composed of Aid. (four years out of any six years) thought of, and the ladies “nothing Helen, Margueriteand Roelof. It is being arranged by Wesleyan
Mr. C. C. Wood. Several of the William Hardy, who then conducspendinga few weeks in England Kalkman, Oudemool, and Menken, while he should be able to serve on their feet but straps.”Shoes Note: Mr. Pieters was the brother Methodistchurch of this city and
above mentionedwere unable to be ted a jewelry shop in a small buildtney came to the United States to confer with labor authorities the city faithfullyand well as long had not been invented.
of Dr. Albertos Pieters, long a Rev. C. W. Meredith will be in present Mention was made of the ing on the site of the Holland
(Mr. Smith for the first time). relative to hiring Holland men as the voters will have him.
missionary to Japan and for sev- charge. The sing will be conducted
* • •
last two members to join the Ex State Bank. Miller and Stein startDuring their stay in this country first when the new electric light
Two deer were seen at North eral years on the faculty of the by N. T. Vanda 11 of Akron, Ohio, change group, Mr. Frank Essen- ed their garage in the rear «f tits
These changes have taken place
they spent most of their time with plant is to be built. Mr. Kalkman
nationallyknown directorof choirs
in counties, and he proposed that Holland by Albert Keppel, Allie Western Theological seminary.
burg and Mr. Gilbert Vande Wa- old hotel bus barn, where Hamr
Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. stated that it is a Holland project,
Rev. Roelof Pieters,who followed and author of religioussongs and ter.
this clause in the charter, as this Van Raalte and Charles Harmon.
Kmpe conducted a garage later. It
Breen.
that we are all paying taxes, and relates to the city treasurer, be Although the three were out hunt- Dr. Van Raalte as pastor of the hymns. Vandall is in Holland for
Mr. Eugene Heeter was in was the barn on Central Avenue
Van
Raalte
church,
was
his
father.
two
weeks
aiding
in
conducting
In January of 1938 the Smiths that the idle labor of Holland changed, authorizinga treasurer ing, they did not molest the deer.
charge of arrangingthe evening’s •nd Seventh Street,where the City
• • •
evangelistic services at Wesleyan
again returned to the mission field. should be given first consideration. to seek the officefor as many terms
• • •
program. Mrs. Stewart Ludlow, Hotel hacks and busses and horsea
Young
Charles
K.
Van
Duren,
However, it was decided that due
» • »
as he sees fit. The balance is left
A call has been extended by 14-year-old son of Attorney and Methodistchurch.
whose husband holds a position in were kept, conveyancesnecessary
to the intense climate,it was best
On motion of Steffens, council to the vote of the people. Mr. Hope church congregation to Rev. Mrs. Arthur Van Duren of Holland,
the music departmentof the Hol- to take travelingmen from the hothat the little 2% year old daugh- approvedthe auditing of the books
Brouwer’s motion was passed un- J. Talmadge Bergen of Shokan, N. has been selected by Paul King,
land public school system, sang tel to and from the depot. Mr.
ter be left behind, and thus little
of the board of public works, city animously,and it will be one of Y. Rev. Bergen preached here a clerk of the Michigan House of roughest weather of the entire voy- two numbers,accompaniedby Mrs. Miller says there was very little
Miss Alvce Jean Smith is now clerk and city treasurerby the the proposals that will be voted short time ago and made a very
e appeared to be when the Pres- W. Curtis Snow. Her selections auto repairing to do at that time;
making her home with her mater- firm of Maihofer,Moore and De upon during the primary election. favorable impression.Note: Dr. Representatives, to draw out the
mt’s
ship passed us and we were “The Sleep that Flits on Ba- however Mr. Stein waa of a melegislator’s
seat
numbers
from
a
nal grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Long of which Cornelius Kragt is
Aid. Brouwer also called atten- Bergen did come to Hope and we hat and as the numbers are drawn imagined that Woodrow Wilson and by’s Eyes” and “Yarmouth Fair.” chanical turn of mind and he took
Breen of this city.
resident manager. The price of tion to a “public forum” article consider him one of the most be- the clerk announces which solon his party must have been quite sick For an encore she sang, “When I care of the repair work. He figures
On September 29, 1938, the the
that altogether, there were about
audit will be the same as last printed in the local press, signed loved pastors Hope church has had. gets which seat. This selectingof judging from the boys on our boat. Have My Songs for You.”
Breens received a cablegramwhich
year, which will be $300 for the by Chief Blom, in which he asks He served the church a great many seats by lot is always an exciting Nothing but sailors were seen on
Dr. Boys’ lectureproved both in- eight cars in Holland at that time,
sltated, “Born to Mr. ai\d Mrs.
city clerk and city treasurer audit for new equipment,and in which years and his influence for good ex- moment at the first session in Jan- deck for days. How glad we were terestingand educational.Dr. Boys, and it was noticeable that there
Smith at Makar Hospital— a son.”
beyond the church. He went uary and the selection of young to see the Statue of Liberty. All beside being a prominentsurgeon, wasn’t a living in the business with
And this again brings forth an- and a same amount for the board there is a clause where the chief tended
of public works unless additional states that present ladder equip- into the highways and byways and Van Duren is a pretty compliment suffering was forgotten when we is also a basoon player in a Kala- but so few automobiles to service.
other
Then Fred Jackson came along
took hard drinkers right from the to the Holland lad. Note: This tied up in the good old U. S. A. mazoo orchestra,a traveler, and a
Miss Veenstra prior to her death work is done for which payment ment was eptirely unsafe. Mr. Brouis made by the board.
wer stated that he was appointed saloons of those days and brought young lad is now 44 years old and The New York Sun at that time big game hunter. He preceded his and bought out the business for a
ufead made many requests for funds
* * •
on a committee which a year ago reformation.He would ask them like his father is also a practicing stated that the De Kalb, reported pictures,which ranged from some “song”. Mr. Jackson started the
'^so that a school and chapel comfirst Ford agency and conducted it
With no objections being pre- went to Detroit to look up aerial to go hunting or fishing and inter- attorney in Holland. Charles K. lost, had experiencedthe worst vary beautiful “shots” of the flow- for several years, and his chief
bined could be buUt at Lupvje, the
ested
them
in
other
things
and and the estimable Mrs. Van Duren storm that sailors could remember. ers which have made Hawaii famladders,
and
favored
one
of
65
feet,
place where she and her co-work- sented, council approved the produring those periods brought to live on Waverly road and they call The transport captain states that ous, to the celebrated Hula dance mechanic was Ralph Hayden. Mr.
eifc, the Misses Breen, Stielstra posed paving of West 21st St. from but that the chief of the fire dethem the teachin of the Bible. their home “Het Loo Meer.” The one wave smashed the deck house, which has also played its part in Jackson later was a member of the
partment
and
the
committee
had
and Zagers, were stationed. Fol- Michigan Ave. to State St. Work
He served Hope church on two dif- home is located in a quiet spot sending it overboard.Several of gaining for this island its well-de- board of police and fire commisdifferences
of
opinion
at
the
time
lowing Miss Veenstra’s death the is expected to be carried out this
ferent
occasions and also held a beside a miniature lake of clear the life boats were stove in and served popularity,wKh a short his- sioners. He sold out to HollemanLadies MissionaryUnion sponsor- spring under WPA assistance for relative to such a ladder and the
De Weerd. and the Ford agency
place on the Hope college faculty. spring water. Charles don’t need made useless. The ship’s funnels tory of Hawaii.
ed a fund which soon was large which the city will make applica- matter was not pressed further by
conducted by John Vrieling and ElHe
became
interested in Y. M. C. a bath tub for he can jump right were bent until they looked as if
Mimeographed
material
concern,
the
mayor’s
committee.
Mr.
Brouenough to pay for such a building. tion soon.
wer stated that he had no objec- A. work andbsuch an organization from his veranda into a 300-foot some one had poured too much ing the Michigan State Exchange mer Plaggemars under the name
The fund was augmented by spec• • •
was established and a building swimming pool which nature has ‘hard stuff’ into them— like drunken Clubs’ Mid-Winter Conference of V riel ing-Plaggeraars, Inc, is
ial collections taken each Palm
The council set its Feb. 15 tion to the communicationany furthe outgrowth of this first garage
sailors, undoubtedly.”Note: Five which is to be held in Detroit on
Sunday in the Sunday Schools of meeting as the time when it will ther than that if somethingwould built called Bergen Hall. After Dr. provided.
conducted by Miller and Stein.
Bergen
left
Holland
the
second
the
28th
of
this
month,
was
also
the Christian Reformed churches. hear objections to installationof happen to the firemen in doing
• • •
hundred wounded on but one transAs the .HollandCity News has
floor
of
the
Bergen
building
was
port ship, most of them handi- distributed to the members. The
The result was the Johanna Veen- a sanitary sewer 4on Water St their duty with the present ladder
already reported, Harry Plaggeused for that purpose for a time Twenty Years Ago Today capped for lifeconvention will include the ladies
stra Memorial chapel and school,
equipment, which is “unsafe,” the
•
•
•
from 10th St. to Van Raalte Ave.
but interest lagged and later the
as well as Exchange members. mars recently bought the buildbuilt at Lupwe, the place where
Jacob Nibbelink,son of Seth
ings. the one on Ninth Street havand on 21st St. between Pine and present common council and his Y. M. C. A. was discontinued and
Among the speakers at this con- ing
Miss Veenstra spent so many Michigan Aves. Estimated cost of committeewould be blamed for not
been erected by Fred Jackson,
Ten
Years
Ago
Today
the building was converted irtto Nibbelink, West 9th st., died at the
ference which will begin at 10:00
years of her life as a pioneer in
and the large commodious building
the Water St. sewer, including taking any action, and he felt that the City Library, with reading age of 26 years. He is survived by
•
•
a
A.
M.
and
close
wRh
a
dance
at
the work she held dear. It was in
it would be a reflection upon all of
on River Avenue waa built later by
interestfor a five-yearperiod was
rooms in the front. Miss Jennie a widow and one child.
this Memorial church that the son
The Victor Oil Co. well at Mus- 9:30 P. M. will be Dr. Henry Hitt Holleman and De Weerd. The erecgiven at $923.94 while cost of them. As Mr. Brouwer put it, ‘The Kanters was then librarian. The
Crane and Past State President F.
of Mr. and Mrs. Smith was bapBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Peter K. kegon, started by Joe Victor and
tion of these buildings cleaned out
the other aewer was set at $1,043.- people would blame us, and that building in question was what is
tized. He was named Paul Edgar.
other Holland men, is now flowing William Liddle for the men and a bad rookery of blacksmith’s
30.
Plans and estimates for the would be unfair.”
now
the
John
Good
Co.
store on Zalsman,a daughter.
Mrs.
Delmer
C.
Cowing
for
the
We might say, too, that the work
Mr. Brouwer stated that at that West 8th st. Mr. Bergen comes to
a sizableamount of crude oil after
shops and tumbledown wooden
sewers were presented last night
of building the chapel and school
Mr. James Himebaugh of the having been idle the past month, women. The address at the ban- buildings.
time the mayor appointeda com- Holland from time to time, visiting
by the board of public works.
was supemsed by Mr. Smith rho
mittee to Investigateladder trucks, his son and daughter-in-law, Mr. Strand theatre,gave a party at this and is running at the rate of 500 quet in the evening will be deliver- Mr. Miller states that he also
was put in charge of the work at
and Mr. Brouwer wished the com- and Mrs. C. Bergen, East 14th St. playhouseon West 8th st to the barrels per day approximately. ed by Judge W. Lynn Parkinson of received the first driver's license
Lupwe and outstanding stations CHAMBER AT HOLLAND
S. A. T. C. boys. After the ban- Andrew Klomparens,Pete Lievense, Lafayette, Indiana.
mon councilto go on record as fav• • #
in Holland. That was in 1906, and
soon after Miss Veenstra’s death,
quet they were disbanded by the Joe Victor and Joe Kooiker of HolPLANS DRIVE FOR FUNDS oring an aerial truck at this time
the number waa 489, and he has
The Holland City News review government.This organization was land visited the well Tuesday to see MAPPING AND SOUNDING
a The chapel seats 160, with services
or anv other equipmentwithin reathat same license number today.
for 1888 shows that during the past composed of young men of High this well and watch the preparations
in charge of Mrs. Smith, while Mr.
LAKE IN SOUTHERN
The first license cost him $2, and
The board of directors of the son that was for the safety of the year the Ottawa Building and Loan
Smith preaches at the Takum
PART OF MICHIGAN he said he received a small disc
chamber of commerce plans to hold men. He stated, “I am really glad associationwas organized. It was school age-students of Hope col- for the bringing in of the new
church each Sunday.
to paste on the dash of his car, ina financialcampaign to get funds .Ghief Blom brought this matter up. the first enterprise of that kind in lege-placedin training command- Kooiker and Victor well. Note: If
A missionary in the midst of to back various projects suggested •I am also pleased that he h a s
ed by government and local officers the well has been yielding600 barTwo crews have begun an extenOttawa county and was successful as a war measure of preparedness. rels per day for the past ten years sive program of mapping and dicating that it was a certificate
Africa must usually be more than
from the state that he had p«id the
during the business dinioi last changed his views on the aerial from the start. At least 700 shares
just •» teacher or pfeacher. Mr.
week,
Charles
R.
Sligh, Jr., pres- truck. I am not saying this as a were sold and the associationnow The World War Armistice, having then 1,826,000 barrels will be the sounding lakes in southernMich- license. He said that the car ownand Mrs. Smith when returning
been signed on Nov. 11 of this total amount of this gusher. Oil is igan, working with a new type of ers themselves had to put on their
ident, announced Monday. Dick Bo- matter of criticismto Mr. Blom. I
loans from $600 to $1,000 a month
to Africa last January took with
year, training was no longer neces- well that *ends— well now about it, portable electric drill which enables own identification mark to take the
feel that he has made a wonderful
them a windcharger and electric ter, a member of the board of di- chief, and he has served this city to members, mostly for home con- sary. A great deal of training was “Klomp!”
three men to accomplish as much place of the metal license plates
rectors, has been appointed .camlighting plant. The only light that
• • •
work in the same time as previously that came later. When applyii
thoroughly and well for, many struction.The organization is des- done on the college campus which
paign
chairman.
had bien used up to that time were
tined to play an importantpart in
attracted a large audience daily.
Mrs. William De Free of Zeeland took ^approximately20 by former for license he was told to get
years.”
candles, kerosene, lamps, etc., and
aiding to build Holland. Note: The
These S. A. T. C. organizations passed away at the age of 74 years.
piece of leather and print on
so the Smiths and co-workers were
Ottawa County Building and Loan were formed in every city of any She is the mother of Mrs. Wynand
The drill was developedat the in sizeableletters the word V
MISSIONARY
WILL
SHOW
PICof
light
without
apparent
aid
from
indeed happy with the light plant,
60 years later is still In existence size and in the colleges of the Wichers, whose husband is on the institutefor fisheriesresearch, a
igan,” which would indicate
TURES OF WAR-TORN
which was made possible by the from any source. Surely this too
and is in a flourishing condition.nation. Who wants that to happen
ha
faculty of Hope college.
branch of the fish division of the it was a Michiganear and
CHINA
gifts of friends in the U. S. A. will be a great help to the misErnest V. Hartman is in charge. again— training boys for war while
• • •
department of conservation. The ed the purpose of a license
However,, the charger had to be sionaries in their work.
It is located under the clock, River
John Arendshorst, local real implementprovides a quick method today.
not yet out of their teens?
Immanuel Church will be
>e priviThe
Smiths
write
that
the
work
assembled and put up and the light
and 8th, and is still carrying bn the
• •
estate man, has opened an unofficial of penetrating the ice preliminary
tear Rev. Ralph Phillips,
eged
plant, and wiring, lights,etc. in- is progressing wonderfully and
work it began 60 years ago onlv on
A
Holland
boy,
gunner’s mate auto license bureau in his building, to sounding and mapping opera- HOLLAND WILL FACE
or
>f
the
thi
South
China
Mission,
next
stalled and as Africans are not ac- that each Sunday finds the 160
a much larger scale. Their creditaWilliam Romeyn, who returned 59 East 8th at and has a 24-hour tions.
BENTON HARBOR T_
quainted with electricity, it was seats in the Lupwe chapel filled. Thursday evening at 7:30 He will ble financial statement will be from France after the Armistice service for auto owners. The servThe crews now at work were
tell
of
inissionary
work
and
condiSurely the events as chronicled
to Mr. Smith to do the work
found elsewhere In^thls issue.
had been signed, tells us that he ice is without cost and the plates Selected from state hatchery emtions in war-tornChina and show
The Holland
»elf. He tells in a recent let- above are well worth enumerating.
The end of 1888 shows that 80 left Brest, France, on the trans- will be returned from Grand Haven ployes and will be moving from ball program
that he had a difficult time Mr. and Mrs. Smith write interest- motion pictures to illustratehis
talk. He has labored in China over new dwellings have been built in port De Kalb on which there were within 24 hours. Note: Long since, lake to lake during the remainder
natives to climb any dis- ing letters from time to time. Co600 wounded American soldiers. All
of the winter.
a the ground a n d so workers with the Smiths are Miss 20 years and with Mrs. Phillips Holland during the year just closed. the way to New York harbor the Holland has had a state license
bureau where a state man not only
founded the Phillips MissionaryThree new churches have been comall of the work was up Jennie Stielstra,daughter of Mr.
roughestsea in years was raging takes care of the service but has
This Thursday evening as the
plant is now in use, and Mrs. Nicholas ; Stielstra of Horae. This meeting will be held in pleted, namely the First Reformed
the
Holland
Armory.
C. M. Beert- at 9th and Market streets (Central and with every lurch of the boat the plates on hand. Bertal Slagh. News goes to press, the Holland
Lakewood
Blvd.,
who
is
now
enin the honles of the
was intense suffering among Democrat has been the head ox high school band is giving its winroutc to Africa after having spent huis, the pastor: will preside.The
“““"“^Lutheran church there
in
*•J - -Z
__
-YlQCBAfi
ter concert at the
streets, the new
to*"**, g»rtof theipTS, and public is cordially invited to hear
Washington
in
under the
Mr. Phillips and see the pictures.
hurch at 9th st
Mr.
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in this they are

LESS TEACHERS IN

INDORSES HOLLAND MAN

FOB

pastor, Bar. Herman Dykhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Grinwis and
the country over.
Gordon of Grand Rapids ware supDecline in grade school enrollat Tavern Jan. 28
(Grand Haven Tribune) .
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. HerA good many members of Con- ment in the
he Grand Haven public
* # t
man De Vries and children on Sungress and of state legislaturestake schools has become so marked over
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., is in charge
Ernest Fett, past commander of day evening.
(Established 1872)
their duties seriously and work a 10 year period that grade con- of a committee of the Holland the Charlea A. Conklin post No.
Naxt Sunday evening the leader
solidations
nave
been
effected
Lions Clnb which is making plans
Office - - - .
hard to perform them satisfac28, American Legion, was elected at the Christian Endeavor society
Supt. E. H. Babcock which el£ for the annual President’# Birthtorily. A good many others seem minate four teachers from the day ball in the Warm Friend tavern presidentof the Ottawa county of the Second Reformed church
council at a meeting held in the will be Mr. Henry J. Grit
chieflyinterestedin drawing their grade school staff. The fourth of a week from Saturday, on Jan. 28.
Legion headquarters last night. He
Rev. and Mrs. Newhouae and
these,
consolidating
the
third
and
Proceeds
of
the
affair
are
used
salaries, without exerting themsucceeds Henry Poppen of Holland. children were entertained by Rev,
fourth grades in Ferry school, will for the National Foundation for
Tony Mulder of Zeeland was elect- and Mrs. B. W. Lammers and famselves on behalf of their constitube in effect Monday and the InfantileParalysis.
ed vice-presidentand Everett ily on Sunday.
ents. And these shirkersare large- teacher relievedof duty there will
Entertainers from Chicago will Barnes, Ferrysburg,a member of
Mrs. Jacob Poortengawas taken
ly responsiblefor much of the bad be transferred to Central school be brought here, Mr. Sligh said,
the local post, was chosen adju- to the Cutlerville hospital 1
to
fill a vacancy.
and both the lobby and the sixth tant.
legislation that gets on the books.
treatments on Monday.
In 1928 when the Ferry school floor ballroom will be in use, with
The P.T.A. of the Jamestown
Alfred C. Joldersma of Holland
was built, grade enrollment reach- two orchestras. Dinner will be
ed its peak of 1,042 students.Since served early in the evening for was endorsed as a candidate for school will hold their meeting on
Sweeter Beet Discovered
state legion commander to be sun- Friday evening.
then the decline has been steady those who wish to dine.
Jeep end ym will have plenty
The Girls’ League for Service of
• * e
until a drop of 63 in Sept., 1938
Chairmen of various committees ported at the 1939 convention.Mr.
if earn.”
Distributionof more than a hun- over Sept., 1937, give a present are as follows: William Nies, deco- Joldersma’scandidacy had been the Second Reformed church met
JANUARY
previously endorsed by the local Friday evening at the church pardred pounds of seed of a new sugar grade enrollment of 798 students rations; P. J Vicari. tickets:Rus»«
1— Pared post iy«t*mwtablore.
or
244
less
than
the
peak.
In- sell Haight, publicity;George Legion post.
• cva.ee
a la the
i# United
Ur
lishec
beet variety developed at Michigan
0 >
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lou
Vande
Bunte,
FOR DFPE NDABLE
creases in junior high and high Damson*, treasurer.
The proper celebrationof ArmisState*. 1911
State college leads to a prediction school enrollmenthave kept the
DRUG STORE
tice day which has been made a of Gitchell,were visitors of Mr.
I— Georgia ratifiedthe conby Dr. Paul M. Harmer, college public school enrollment figures
national holiday, will be brought and Mrs. Clyde Hollis on Saturetjtutlon of the United
to
the
former
level.
160
Farmers
before the fifth district meeting to day evening.
muck crop specialist, that sugar
State*, 1796.
•
o
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. Wilbe held at Grand Rapids next week
beets as a cash crop will be grown
Get Beet
S— "lite," the huraarrnogo
in an effort to have definite pro- liam Rues entertainedwith a showPOPULARITY
CONTEST
Bn*. wa» brat Issued.
a much greater portion of the
in Allegan County grams carried on in celebrationof er at the home of Mrs. Jack WierBRINGS MANY WINNERS
ta of Allendale for Mrs. Wierstate’s muck soils than at present.
the day which is the most impor4— The flret radio chain
Applicationsfor one hundred tant one in the American Legion sma’s pleasure.The following were
A sugar beet grown on muck
(Holland High Herald)
resent: Mrs. Martin Petroelje,
broadcastwas made,
and sixty Allegan county fanners calendar.
ZOWeit 8th St. — Holland, Mich.
formerly took second place to a
Ire. Jake Van Hoven, Mrs. Rufus
1921
who
raise sugar beets were
The council is made up of four
The most popular boy in Holland
Van
Noord,
Mrs. John Wyma, Mrs.
beet grown on mineral or upland
4-Capt Dreyfus d*arad*d
High school is His Honor the brought to the Allegan agricultural posts in the county at Holland. George Van Rhee, the misses
soil, the reason was that the sugar
and lent to Devil * Uland.
adjustment association offices for Coopersville, Zeeland and Grand
Mayor, John Pelon. The most popuLouise Ter Haar, ElisabethVan
1095. ,
content failed to equal the upland lar girl is that stellar attractionof distributionamong the participants Haven. Three representativesfrom
Rhee, Jeanette Van Noord and
in the program, Leonard Swanty, each post form the council.
•-George Wcahmgton and
beet.
the senior play, Marion Geerds.
Elisabeth Van Noord, Gertrude and
chairman, said today. Farmers who
Martha Cuitu were marThose persons adjudged as beAlida Poortenga, Mrs. Wiersma reExperimentationwith this probried. 1759.
will receive benefits will be called
lem began back in 1921. Fertiliza- ing the brainiestare Miss Pauline into the offices for signing the ap- THE NYKERK CUP CONTEST ceived many useful and lovely gifta
(she of the fiddle) Loew, and Alvin
and a deliciousluncheon was en7— The Englishlost the city
tion, Dr. Harmer recalls, helped
plicationswithin the next 10 days,
(magic fingers of assembly) SchutHope college freshman girls fol- joyed by all.
of Colon. 1568.
it is expected. Checks in payment
the muck grown sugar beet in- maat.
lowed the precedent set by the vicMrs. Rymer Scholma of Jenison
will be sent from Lansing within
crease its sugar content, but even
The very blonde junior girl with three or four weeks after papers torious freshmen last fall as visitedher children,Mr. and Mrs.
thev won the fourth annual Ny- Melvin Kronemeyer on Friday.
a high-potash mixture failed to get that silky hair, those baby blue have been completed.
eyes, and those rosy cheeks— the
Miss Gertrude Van Noord of
this sugar up to the mineral soil
Payments are based on the per- kerk Cup contest between coeds of
best looking girl in school — is
Winters Have Changed
the freshman and sophomore Grand Rapidi visited Sunday with
centage
of
sugar
in
the
1938
harproduct.
Helen Mae Heasley. Her exact opclasses Monday evening in Carne- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
vest. An average of seven tons of
So in 1924 a successionof breed- posite, that dark, smooth, handgie gymnasium.
R. Van Noord.
beets to the acre is reported for
The recent announcement that ng experiments was started. Three some sophomore,Ransom Everett,
On Thursday evening the Young
The first-year girls were victoriAllegan, but the acreage of the
was considered to be the best look- crop for the past year will not be ous by a 65-59 score in oratory,mu- People’s Bible class of which Mr.
winter sports would be introduced
successive plant breeders at the
ingboy in school.
fat Florida had more significance
known until final reports have sic, and dramatics. Judges were Jacob Tigelaar is the teacher, encollege tried their skill at selecting
The best all round boy was the
Mrs. Stewart Ludlow, Mrs. Bruce joyed a get-to-getherat the church
than many people may have, at beets that could prove suitable pro- title conferred upon Cecil Bachel- been made.
Van Leuwen and Miss Adelaide parlors.A short program was renThe
program,
which
is
offered
first thought, supposed.
ler, and the Best all around girl
dered consisting 6f a reading by
duction on muck.
to Allegan county farmers for the Dykhuizen,all of Holland.
was Betty Knapp.
The North is at last giving the
Willard De Groot of Holland, Mrs. Stanley Richardson and a solo
second year, correspondsto the
Ordinary muck beets contain 12
o
by Mr. Albert Kooiman. Games
South a real battle as a winter to 15 per cent sugar. The mew
special wheat subsidy payment due president of the student council,
were played and a deliciouslunchpresided.
in
February.
While
it
is
designed
moxt
CIVIL SERVICE
strain finally devised has averaged
eon was served and a fine time was
neither to cut down or increase
Young people have acquired a 16.4 per cent sugar for five years,
EXAMINATIONS
enjoyed by all. A short business
the crop, it is said to maintain
meeting was held in which the foltmmudous fondness for vigorous comparable to the mineral soil
ANNOUNCED present production of sugar beets.
lowing were elected officers: Presioutdoor winter life in these latio
beets. Tonnage seems to run around
dent: Melvin Kronemeyer;Vice
The United State Civil Service Members of the Holland Furnace
tndos, as the developmentof winter
11 to 12 tons to an acre although Commission has announced open Employe’ Credit union voted to
President, Mrs. Albert Kooiman;
•ports in Michigan shows.
Secretary-Treasurer,
Mrs. John
16 to 17 tons has been reported. In competitive examinationsfor the pay a 5*4 percent dividend on
Ohhimers can remember when
Tigelaar;Ass’t Sec.-Treas., Mrs.
positions named below. Applica- shares Monday afternoonat their
1938 the college muck plots proStanley Richardson.
tions will be accepted not later
there was a bit of sleigh-racing,
duced 180 pounds of this selection. than the closing dates specifiedin annual meeting. A 100 percent increase in membership was announcwhen children coasted down nearby
Much of this is to be released to each case. The first date, (a), ap- ed. Elections resultedin the follow- Next regular meeting Thursday,
hills and young and old skated
the Farmers snd Manufacturers plies if applications are received ing being chosen on the managing Jan. 26, V.F.W. hall at 7:45 p. m.
leisurely on neighborhood ponds
from States east of Colorado; the staff: J. Brinkman, Miss J. Len- The Ladies Auxiliary meets same
Beet Sugar association to carry
second date, (b), applies if appli- ters, G. Slenk, S. Stoel, E. Teus- evening in the G.A.R. room in the
it-' end streams, but when, for the
on field trials out in the state. The cations are received from Colorado
ink and R. Woldring to the board city hall.
rest, winter was a bore from which
balance is to be retained at the col- and States westward.
* * *
of directors, H. Morren and A.
those who could, fled to warmer
At the last meeting, the first in
ScientificAid (Graphic Arts), Van Raalte to the credit commitlege for further experimentation.
$1,800 a year, U. S. National Mus- tee and Miss C. Hilardeis, J. Hoek- the new year, we initiated a new
Those who have aided in this
eum, SmithsonianInstitution. Cer- sema and H. C. Van Dyke to the member. Keep it up fellows,that
AH that is changed or changing
developmentinclude college plant- tain high-schooleducation,and
supervisorycommittee. The re- surely is a good • start
And how fast it is ghunfoy ig
• •
I- shown by Census Bureau reports breeders E. E. Down, Charles Lavis specified experience are required. tiring members of the board are Our fish fry went over with a
Pereons who do not meet the edu- C. De Vries, G. Kuiper, E. Oonk,
and H. L. Kohls.
that from 1935 to 1937 the ski outcation requirementwill be given M. J. Tinholt and Mrs. S. Tinholt. bang. Lots of fish, shoe string potatoes, sandwiches, and coffee. Also
a
mental test Applicants must not
put in this country increased by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, have passed their fortieth birthday. A. Helder is treasurer and H. Heit- entertainment. Everybody had a
brink is assistant treasurer.
nearly 200 per cent, the ice-skate Jr., Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lowry, Mr.
good time and are looking forward
Closing dates: (a) February 13;
Tires
Batteries
to more of them.
Mtput increased by nearly 100 per and Mrs. George Copeland, Mr. (b) February 16, 1939.
The Rev. Theodore Zeille, pastor
• • •
I? cent, and the output of toboggans and Mrs. Warren Merriam. Mr. Assistant
Technologist, of Zion Lutheran church, Holland,
Our Zeelandersshowed up last
$2,600 a year, Bureau of Agricul/. sad sleds more than trebled.
and Mrs. Louis Hohman. Mr. and tural Economics. College education is attending a Youth Service com- meeting but we are still looking
The popularisationof hockey, Mrs. Jerry O’Connor, Mr. and Mrs. or study in a textile school, and memorating the 50th anniversary for Fennville and Saugatuck. Come
on Comrades, no hibernating this
l which ws borrowed from Canada, Hollis Baker, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. experienceare required. Certain of the founding of St. Stephans winter.
Lutheran church in Chicago Friday.
• • •
f accountsfor some of this change Llllard, Miss Mary Bremer and graduate study may be substituted
oBrand New— Still Crated
; in attitude toward winter in our Mias Ruth Hendrickswere among for the experience.Applicants must
We hear the Siersma’s already
Wednesday, Feb. 15, will be the
Chas. Van Zylen, Prop.
not have passed their fortieth birth* northern states, but the thrifty the Holland residentswho were in day. Closing dates: (a) February date when the 'board of public started out on their trip to Flori1938
works
and
common
council will da.
Grand
Rapids
Saturday
night
for
182 River Ave.
Scandinavians, who have come over
* • •
Phone 5695
13; (b) February 16, 1939.
receive bids for the contract for
the annual furniture ball.
Senior Field Representative, steam turbo-generators, condensto *f»ch Americans the fine points
Comrade J. Bontekoe and the
iiS’S00 a year' FfeM Representative, ers and heaters for the city’s new Mrs. returned from their trip to
s of skiing, account for even mors
$3,200
a
year,
Apprenticeship million and a half dollar power
of it
California. Although a little sunService,Department of Labor. Ex- plant, members of the board decidburned he still is the same old Jake.
Winters have changed not only
perience involving the development ed at their regular meeting MonThey stopped at the Grand Canyon,
and promotion of improved labor
for youth, but also for the railCharged with shooting his shot- standards,or the administration of day night. The board also approv- Colorado, Carlsbad Caverns,New
roads, which now feature snow gun about 20 times while intoxied preliminaryspecificationsfor Mexico, Boulder Dam, Los Angeles,
labor laws, is required. Applicants the equipment.
San Francisco, and many other
we' trains and ski trains; for hotels, cated Friday, Andrew Paimbos,44, must not have
. passed
pa
their fiftyo
points of interest.
of
Mud
Lake,
Jamestown
townwhich formerly closed for the winVery Low
third birthday. Closin
ng (‘
dates: (a)
• • •
Henry F. Milans of Pearl River,
was assessed s fine and costs February 14; (b) February 17,
: tor but now stay open; and for ship, was
N.
Y., former New York newspaper
iyf
of $83.95 Monday when he pleaded 1939.
every other industry that purveys guilty upon
editor, will speak Sunday, January found, notify him that we are lookIT
ui
arraignment before
Full information may be obtained 22, at the Salvation Army’s Corps,
to a younger generation that pre- Justice John Galien. He is serving
ing for him at the meeting.
from Mr. Klein, local post office. in Holland. Commissioner William
Ip - tea battling with ice and snow to the sentence in jail. Deputy Sheriff
o
A. McIntyre, who retiredthis week
Our Commander is still looking
John Boes of Zeeland swore out the
naming away from them,
Funeral services for Miss Cor- as head of the Salvation Armv in
forward to getting first prize from
complaintHe will be in the county nelia Ver Heesch, 86, of Lakewood
the 11 Midwest states of the Cen- the Fish and Game club for the
jail for 90 days rather than pay a
blvd., were held Thursday morning tral Territory, calls milans “The
fine of $83.
in St. Francis de Sales Catholic greatest miracle I’ve seen in my biggest fish (a muskie) that towAn “Invisible” Glass
ed him and his boat all over Lake
Make their own gas from
» * •
church, with the Rev. Fr. J. M.
Their 25th wedding anniversary •Westdorp officiating.Mrs. Ver 55 years of Salvation Army ser- Macatawa before the prize catch
common gasoline
4125-6
vice.” Milans will tell in his ad- was made.
A woman scientist has invented was celebrated last week Thursday Heesch died in Grand Rapids Mondress here how a “Boozers’ Day”
* • e
TABLE TOP
a varnish which makes glass as in- afternoon and evening by Mr. and day night at the home of her meeting organized in New York
If you were in the A.E.F. you beInstant Lighting
vtaftta and transparent as air. The Mrs. Claude Dunnewin of Central nephew and niece, Mr. and Mrs. in 1910 by Commissioner McIntyre
long in the V.F.W. Come on felPark. More than 70 friends and
varnish can be applied in a film relatives dropped in during the John Vender Kerkhof. She is sur- led to his conversion.Although, as lows, these promises to be at meetPore-Enameled
Ovens
vived by her sister, Mrs. Lambert he states in his own writings, he
ings don’t means anything. Let’s
that is colorlessand thinner than day. Misses Claribel and Eleanor
Van Lith of Spokane, Wash., a had been a drunkard for 35 years, BE THERE.
a wave length of light to any kind Dunnewin and Miss Ruth Ploegsma brother-in-law, Johannes Vandieil after his conversion he never again
Regular $104.50
• * *
served refreshments.
of glass.
Kerkhof of Lakewood blvd.; and a even wanted a drink.
• • •
For a real sociableevening, let’s
o
One thing it will do is abolishall
Members of the Beechwood number of nieceao and nephews.
Frank Williams, 25, of 151 East go to the V.F.W. Fun Party Friday
reflectionof light from any angle school P.T.A. met Friday evening
Dr. C. F. Sulkers exhibited col- 16th st., and Martin De Ridder, 25, 8 p. m. in V.F.W. hall. The public
and any degree of glare. And an- at the school. The program con- ored moving pictures of a recent of 106 Columbia ave., were each is invited.
o
sisted of “Topsy-Turvey,”
presentother thing it will do is enable ed by Miss Cena Bos’ pupils, and hunting trip in British Columbia assessed a fine and costs of $11.15
One Only
JAMESTOWN
before members of the Holland Saturday morning after they pleadglass to transmit more than 99 per
five-reel moving picture on
burners, large oven,
Dental society Monday evening in ed guilty to charges of intoxicaemit of the light, as against 92 per “Which Shall It Be,” shown by
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smallegan
the Warm Friend tavern. New of- tion and disorderly conduct when
porcelain,broiler.
cent of light transmitted by the Mr. Klingenburg. Elbert De Weerd ficials are Dr. M. J. Cook, presi- arraignedbefore Justice of Peace of Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. Kenread the prologue. Group singing
neth
Folkersma
were
entertained
dent; Dr. G. W. Van Verst, vice John Galien. Police arrested the
heat untreated glass.
was also enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Regular $69.00
H at
the h°me
Mr- 8nd
*n- Ed Van
Haften
and°fMrJ)
L Van.Haften,
The commercial possibilitiesof Smith, Mr. and Mrs. John Kool, president;Dr. H. J. Masselink, men after a fight near 16th st. and
secretary-treasurer.
Columbia
ave.
Saturday
morning.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Ada and Ray on Wednesday.
this invention, attributed to Dr. and Mr. and Mrs William Kool
served
refreshments
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
P.
A.
De
Jonge
and
son
reKatherineB. Blodgett, at the GenWillis De Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
turned to their home here from the
WINTER BUILDS A SPIRE
eral Electric Company’s research Hiddinga and Mr. and Mrs. Chubb
Blodgetthospital.The little child
laboratoriesin Schenectady, N. Y., were in charge of the program.
is being cared for at the home by
2 Only
Walter Van Bemelen presided.
Miss Pauline Hall.
it are incalculable.
Matineee Daily at 2:30
* # •
Mrs. T. Van Haitsma is staying
3 burner table top.
Contlmioes Daily Starting 2:30
There are places in the world,
Funeral services for Henry
with her children, Mr. and Mrs.
Evenings—
6:30 and 8:45
Price Change— 5900
Large
porcelain
oven.
though, where Dr. Blodgett’sinvis- Batjes,62, of Lakewood blvd., route
Nfck Van Haitsma of Zeeland for
Continuouson Saturday
ible glass will probably find little 4, Holland, were held Tuesday
a short time.
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 20, 21
Price Change— 6^6
Value $89.50
' About 65 ladies attended the secdemand. When glass was first afternoon in the home and in Central
Avenue
Christian Reformed
ond in a series of meetings conducplaced in the windows of railway
church, with the Rev. D. H. Walters
ted by Dr. Georgia Mills “at the
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 20, 2!
ears in Korea, for example, a good officiating. Mr. Batjes died Saturchoolnouse on Friday afternoon.
many passengerswere injured by day night at his home. He was a
The next meeting will be on Friwith
day, January 20, at 3:45 o’clock.
thrusting their faces through the native of the Netherlands.He
moved here 13 years ago from
Fredric March and Joan Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jansma and
1 Only
windows as if there were no glass
Chicago, and became a member of
children of Grand Rapids visited
“Dead End” Kids in
In them. Stripe of papers had to be Central Avenue church here, servAdded— News, Cartoons and
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy 4 burners, large oven, a beau“LITTLE
TOUGH GUYS IN
tiful
range
at
a
wonderful
low
Popular Science
and children on Sunday.
v pasted on the glass to warn pas- ing as elder for the past five years.
SOCIETY"
A number attendedthe Golden price. '
Mgers that there really was some- Surviving are the widow; four
GUEST NIGHT— StU Jan. 21
daughters, Mrs. John Iwema, Mrs.
Chain
meeting
at the Second Re‘THE LAST WARNING"
r, thing between them and all outHenry Noorlag, Mrs. Ray Stuit, all
formed church of Zeeland on
with
Value $45.00
“BLUEBEARD’S
EIGHTH
WIFE”
of Chicago, and Miss Dora Batjes,
*<«•
Thursday evening. Motion pictures
Preston Foster
with
Among people more familiarwith at home; two sons, John and Mayof the Kalamazoo convention and
Added— Episode No. 9 of Serial
the World’s convention at Australia
(tan there ought to be any num nard, both of Holland; the father,
Gary Cooper and Claudette Colbert
“Flaming Frontier"
Meindert Batjes of Chicago; eipht
were
shown.
Rev.
La
Verne
Spaffan of usee to which glass that grandchildren; three sisters,Mrs.
ford was the speaker. Refreshdoes not reflect light and permits Nicholas Renkema of Holland, Mrs.
ments were served in the church
Monday, Tuesday .and Wednesday, Monday and Tnosday, Jan. It, 24
the transmission of a higher per- Jacob Schaaf and Mrs. Louis Vanparlors following the meeting.
2 Only
der Kamp, both of Chicago; one
Next Sunday morning the sercentage of light could be put in the
January 23, 24 and 25
brother, Benjamin Batjes, of Chivices of the Second Reformed 4 burner, large oven, all the
Interests of health and happiness. cago. Burial was in Pilgrim Home
church will be conductedby Rev. latest features. SAVE.
cemetery.
B. W. Lammers.
Goddtag Legislator*
with
Fight
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Veldman
• • *
Funeral services, for James PipPatric Knowlee and
and children of Jamestown attendWallace Beery and Robert Taylor
proposal to install a time- pel, 54, of Borculo, a former resiIS
ed a birthday party honoring their
RocheDo Hudson
mother, Mrs. M. Veldman of South
clock in the New Hampshire legis- dent of Zeeland, were held WednesAdded— News, Musical and
Added— News and Novelties
Blendon.
tttaro in order to enforce attend- day afternoon In his home and in
Bordulo Christian Reformed churcn,
Mr. and Mrs. John Roelofs atUnusual Occupations > “
Wednesday and Thursday,
has been do- with the Rev. A. DeVries officiatPRICE.
tended a family gathering of Mr.
January 25 and 26
_ tejeeted by the legislators. ing. Burial was in Zeeland cemeand Mrs. Fred Roelofs of Hudson- THIS
OF
LIFEville at the Georgetown hall
The author of the proposal con- tery. Mr. Pippel died Saturday
TIME
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
last Monday evening.
that important legislation afternoon at his home. He moved
to Borculo eight years ago.
Fannie De Kleine, Justin LeenJanuary 26, 27 and 28
delayed by absences, snd that Surviving aie the widow; two sons,
heer, Gerald Van Noord, Ivan Sne“LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE”
rtaho io not attend to busf- Cornelius of Holland and Harold
den, twelfth traders at the Hodat
home;
a
daughter,
Irene
at
sonville
school,
enjoyed
a
trip
to
hsye their
Ann Gillie
home; five brothers,John of CoopKalamazoo where they were taken
^Free
ttprifa Cornelius of Holland, Hen"SPAWN OF THE NOl
through the paper mills and the
With.
thp people of New ry of Zeeland and Ed and Anthony
asylum. Thursday they were taken 3315
Delivery
with
, as a whole, art a hard- of Rockford, 111., and three sisters,
rh the '
Ionia
tarefo
reformatory.
Pat O’Brien and Joan BlendeU
Mrs. John De Jonge of Zeeland,
Mrs. K. De Heer of Grand Haven
and Mrs. Anna Boeskoel of Fre-
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not very different from legislators
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was not mistaken.She began

he attended the Great Lakes River
and Harbor Improvement conference last week.
• • •

For the second successive year,
the Queen’s cup race across lake
Michigan will be held on the night
of Sept 1 from Milwaukee to
Spring Lake, a racing classic that
attracted some of the finest boats
on Lake Michigan last Labor Day
week end.

Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceBouman
entertained their friends
inenoB at their
meir
home Tuesday evrening. Among

a a

:*»o avfe

Hr. George SomMr
f Chicago and1 Miss Margaret
Stegink of Holland. Mr. Somers is
doing special research work for
the Armour Leather Co. of Hol-

those present were

• • »

mm3

land.

Grand Haven’s municipallight

mvt

e*

i

cornered. Ordinary denials were insufficientHe grew desperate and
called down wrath on himself if
his words were untrue. He took a
solemn oath that he was telling the
whole truth. He went so far as to
tell a falsehood, declaring that he
did not even know Jesus.

City Clerk Oscar Peterson received an application for a building permit Monday from Ed Dekker of 326 West 25th St, who want,
to change an inside stairwayat a

plant producedthe largest output
of electrical energy in its history
during Dec. 1939, 728,559 kiolwats
or 28% per cent more than in Dec.
1937. The greatest previous output
-was in Aug. 1937 when 716,033 kil- colt of $50.

owatts were

• •

sold.

see
Fractureof her right wrist will
keep Mias Henrietta Wamahuis. W.
13th St, from her music at Third
Reformed church for a time. The
accident occurred last Tuesday,as
she was about to board a bus for
Muskegon.

• •

»

Le Roy Hiddinga, three years
from
the removal of his appendix with

old, is doing well, recovering

pneumonia complications. He is
confined to Holland hospital.

•

Elders and deacons were elected
Mondav night at the annual congregational meeting of Third Reformed church. George Mooi, Henry Van Ark, Prof. Clarence Kleis,
Ben Du Mez, and W. E. Van Dyke
were elected elders, and Jacob Lie.
vense, John Muller, Jacob Zuidema.
Albert B. Van Dyke and Bernard
Arendshorst were made deacons.
The Rev. William Van’t Hof presided, with G. J. Kooiker acting as
stated clerk. Approximately 200
were present.

The

stillness was pierced by the
crow of the cock. This was
the second time Peter had heard
this sound. To others it meant the
marking of time; to Peter it meant
a forced memory of Jesus’ prediction that before the cock crows
twice he would deny Him thrice.
The recollectionof Jesus’ words
crowded into his mind. He realizhe what he had done. He might
have stood up for his Master had
he been dragged into court with
him. He might have gone with him
shrill

to the cross. But he could not speak

• •

•
Twenty-seven people were fined
Marvin Alverson was honored here last week for violating traffic
last week Thursday with a fifth
regulations, according to Police
birthday anniversary party given Chief Ira Antles. They are as folby his parent^, Mr. and Mrs. J. lows: Donald Hartman, James BulAlverson. The guests played games
ler, John Boros, Everett Fish, Henand enjoyed a luncheon.
ry W. Brusse, Jr., John W. Princ*.
• « •
Albert Roelofs, Edward Van OosFeb. 8 and 5, Dr. K. Schilder,
terhout, Cecil Van Slooten, John
professor of ethics and dogmatics
Lebasti, Robert Green, Jay
at the University of Kampen in
» • •

word for Him or acknowledge
that he knew Him.
Peter went out to be alone. He
wept. He was inwardly penitent.
This was the start of repentance
and the first step toward his restoration.

A.A.U.W.

Van

and continuingthe remainder of
that week, the Holland Museum

Robert Dyksterhouse, speeding,

cost of $2,700.

ing, $29.15; Henry De Kraker and

• * *
Gilbert G. Komegan of Groningen was reported last week to have
caught a 12-inch perch Thursday
in Pine Creek bay, Lake Macatawa.
• • •

New officers were elected Friday
night at a meeting ocf the Holland
Pointer and Setter club in the
American Legion club room. Cecil
Seery succeeds Dr. William Tappan
as president; Leonard Dailey is
vice-president,and Orlie Bishop,
secretary-treasurer.New directors
are Dr. Tappan, George Caball and
C. Tubergen. Members of the club
decided to request 1,000 pheasant
eggs from the state departmentof
conservationand raise pheasants
for release in this vicinity.
• • •

Ben

Wierda, parking too near
fire hydrant, $3 each; Tony Weller, faulty brakes, $10; Otis
Christoyerson,no license plates
on trailer, $5.

turned away. This
under the auspices of the Eunice Aid, and tickets
can be secured at Selles Jewelry
Store and at the door.
is given

» » •

sink and Mrs. Gary De Weerd,
joint hostesses, a program was
given and the remainder of the
evening was spent socially.

-

o

-

OTTAWA DEMOCRATS TO
MEET FEBRUARY 4
Ottawa Democratswill hold their
convention for nomination of a candidate for school commissionerand
selectionsof delegates to the state
convention, Feb. 4 at 2 p. m. in the
court house. The state convention
is in Flint Feb. 18.

-

o

-

INDIAN CHIEF TO SPEAK AT
FENNVILLE

M you have

difficultyfalling asleep
frim • good book perhaps a dreamy

waits will do the trick. With this
combination radio-bedlight one can
at least have the privilege of trying
both.

*—

Outfit I
Buyers
N

Come

TRIPLETS

RECOVER

FROM MILD ATTACK
OF CHICKEN POX
The Wildrom tripletsat Grand
Haven, Jerry A., Julian A. and Joel
C., who were 16 months old Jan.
11, are recovering from their first
childhood contagious disease, chicken pox. The

son of Mr.
and Mrs. Adrian Wildrom of Friant
street, became ill Sunday, contracting, the disease from an older sister, Dolores, seven years old, who
jht
caught

it

triplets,

at school. Anothez. sister,

Mae, six vears old, also has
chicken pox and the parents re-

sy
Shirlej

ported working 24-hour shifts
earlier in the week. The triplets
have a light attack and are not
particularly bothered except at
night.

In
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Reduced!

Easy Terms!

OrlU Mouth Wash
Pints 3 for §7*
Essjay Brand
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3

to

_

discover vulcanisation.Mayor W.

fu otace im h#
^d.B,b,l3,>D#ip,i#hij
.

and

la January, 113$. fit* dabt-rlddan Inventor

L Kane and

MassFurnitureCo.

for

>7C
.

Cream

«

U 0 “ay and sleep, but
tour hours.

Librarian W. D. Goddard head

.

Rub Alcohol
3

for

Mineral Oil

Green Label 3

^Orlis'

for

Says the

Man Who Bums
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That Practically BOOTLESS

COAL

LOADED

with what H takes to kstp tbs houss eo8|;
and comfortable regardless ol whsrt tbs msrcwT(
links 1 It's practically sootl— — which msans oca];
Hying for

-

conctrnsd with ths houstwoik. Hot dsca$

all

—

Beatrice Hagen, and Miss Ruth

and carsires

Nibbelink.

a man through the whole heating season with rial

-
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and so reasonably priced that it takes

;
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NEWS ONE DOLLAR. A YEAR.
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most determined of the disciples
was Peter. He had reached prominence through his great confession and his promises of loyalty.
But Jesus was sad-hearted as He
thought of Peter’s coming denial.
He warned him. He gave him a
chance to guard himself against

BARGAINS!
w* i!»:i!i im..

such a disgraceful failure.

Hvmc same old standbys fixed in the
familiar way. Take potatoes now.
There’s just a few ways to do
potatoes. You can boil them, bake

them, mash them, brown and f
them. Then you have to start a.T
over again. So, when you run into
a brand new idea like these novel
Browned Potatoes, it’s well worth
your while to clip the recipe and
try the trick right off:
• • •

—

21

bottle of

100 3

for

37c

Tooth Paste— Milk of

IMagnesia 3

for

17c

Yeast and Iron Tablets

bOs 3 for

Anidon

a

793

Tablets for Pain

12a

3

for

hands 3

39*^

for

S7<

Balm

Kdlergr 3 for

61c

Hair Oil

3

for

SPAGHETTI WITH SAUSAGE

CAKES

19c

up in tins ready to heat and eat

Sometime soon try a merger

of

red kidney beans with oven-baked
beans done up in tomato sauce with
pork. Lay this on in layers with a
lb. sausage
then brown on both aides in filling of racy-flavoredtomato
ketchup tucked in between. Then
skillet
top with bacon strips and bake till
Place in greased casserole—
1 large '(24 oz.) can cooked spa- the bacon is crisply browned, and
sauce is all bubbly, and the ketchghetti in tomato sauce.
Slice and arrange over spaghetti— up has simmered and seeped clear
through the whole pot Makes
1 medium sized onion* •
ition for solid eating
then top with browned ‘sau- fine Combine
sage cakes.
done so:
Cover and bake in a moderate
oven (375° F.) 45 minutes or until COMBINATION BAKED BEAN
CASSEROLE
onion slices are tender. Uncover
and brown top slightly.
Arrange in alternatelayers in casserole, having two layers of each—
1 medium (18 oz.) can ovenSSL
' baked bean* With pork and
tomato sauce
1 medium (17% oz.) can ovenbaked red kidney bean*.
Spread over each layer a, small
amount of—

Form

1

Pills

too. Specially if you use the readyto-serve beans that come all done

to at first taste:

into cakes

—

’Tomato ketchup.

PARTIFIED POTATOES
• • s*

Cat—
3 Urge

slices bacon in halves/
then arrange over top.

..fUrJurters

Big 6.75 Cn. Ft. Size

TT!

at the price of a *5’!

BROWNED POTATOES

» • •
then he was not humbled. With
Boil—
more heat than before he declarSPAGHETTI* SURPRISE
6 medium sized potatoes.
ed that death might come, but de• t •
Arrange the boiled potatoes in
nial of is Lord could not be. FolEvery once in a while we need
a shallow baking pan.
lowing Peter’s example, the other
disciplesmade the same promise. to be reminded of some old favor- Pour over top
None of them could imagine any ites in the line of victuals.They % cun butter, melted.
condition that could drive them to sort of slip our minds if we don’t Combine—
be ashamed or afraid to own Jesus jog ourselves up a bit. Now, there’s % cup rice flakes, crushed
as their Lord. But how strong or spaghetti! We’re mighty partial % cup grated American cheese,
then sprinkle over potatoes.
how weak they were, they would to a good spaghetti supper at our
house. Specially if the spaghetti is
Bake in a moderate oven (350°
learn when the test came.
Events moved rapidly.Jesus cooked just so — not too mushy— not F.) Vi hour. (Serves 6.)
spoke at length, trying to meet too hard— but just right. And then
their needs. In Gethsamene He we like every luscious strand posiprayed. There He was arrested tively dripping with rich, spicy toand taken to Jerusalem for trial. mato sauce well flavoredwith some
The secret plottingsof church good, robust cheese. And what’s
leaders had drawn Judas into a more, we don’t want to spend a lot
shameful contract to betray Him of time fixing up this feast either.
for a small, amount of money. It So we just open a tin or two of
was early morning, and in the the ready-to-serve variety of spaghetti from our pantry shelves.It’s
absolutely the champion of hurrySPICY BEAN POT
up meals, because it comes ready to
• • »
heat and eat and is practicallyall
Next time you have a raft of
you need for the main course of a
meal. In just two turns of a can hungry folk to feed, why don’t you
opener and a couple of minutes on try * big crockful of beans seathe fire, you'll have a feast any soned with a tasty tomato ketchuD
family would fancy. Why don't sauce? There's a brace of fine
you treat your own folks to a spa- flavors for you now! A rugged,
ghetti supper right soon? Here’a man-sized combination if there
a delicious dish they’re sure to take ever was one. And it’s easy to do,

Analgesic

57C

I”

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

Lavender Lotion for the

37<

“Not

officersinstalledlast week
*aaaaaaAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahouse of Caiaphas, Jesus was be- ed that he was a Galilean.Besides, at a meetipg of the Metropolitan
ing examined.The guards were this probably was the maid who club in the club rooms are as folPREMIUM POCAHONTAS- ALL SIZES
lows: Mrs. John Veldneer, presiwaiting in the courtyard, wanning at John’s vouching for Peter had
COKE — BRIQUETS
HARD COAL
dent;
Mrs.
John
Bowens,
vicethemselves around a fire that was admitted him to the court. She
BLUE FLAME SMOKELESS STOKER COAL
burning there. Peter had gathered spoke to Peter, referring to the president; Mrs. Rufus Cramer, ree e e
WOOD AND KINDLING
courage to follow Jesus to see fact that he was with Jesus. He cordingsecretary; Mrs. Gerald VanJanuary 22, 1939.
pretended ignorance of the whole derbeek, financial secretary; Mrs.
what the end would be.
A. A. Nienhuis, treasurer; Mrs. H.
John’s acquaintance with the matter, denying that he understood Vredeveld, sergeant-at-arms; Mrs.
Peter Denies His Lord — Luke
what
she
was
talking
about.
This
high priest assured Peter’s admisEd Streur, Mrs. Ted Wyma and
22:31-34; 54-62.
sion. In the light of the fire, an was the first of the three denials.
Mrs. E. Bear, trustees. The proWithdrawing
to
a
darker
place
near
apparentlysafe place, Peter was
gram for the meeting consisted of
Henry Geerlinga
the
entrance,
lest
he
be
embarrassrecognized as not belonging to the
496 Colnmbift
a playlet directed by Mrs. Sam ’’hone 2679
guard. So a maid, discharging her ed again, he was again recognized
Plagenhoef,
and
magic
tricks by
duty, saw Peter’s face and conclud- by the maid, who was sure she was
Clayton Congleton. Mls» Hazel
It was at night when they closVeldheer, Mrs. T. Vande Water and
ed their meeting in the upper room
Mrs. J. Batema served refreshwith a hymn, and started through
ments.
the dimly-lighted streets on their
way to Gethsemane. Their course
led over the side of Olivet. Jesus
resumed His prophetic role in predicting what would happen. The

2-A;.
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New

S7c

Cod Liver Oil— Lototen
IPihtB 3for iIaOI

New,
1

ol JUItlc#

a clvlr committee['tr a nal'ongl Goodyear centennial observance,

Hinkle

Magnesia
3 for 13c

Po*Do Shave

full pints

Ave.

j

Castoria— Crw Brand
3 oz. 3 for 17c

Full Pints

I

-y,

___

WOBURN, MASS., the Iowa whora

^#cam*

Buy 2 and Save Sale!

Large 3 for

ives

S'0*"

Charles Goodyear dropped a mixture o! crude rubber and sulphur on a hot stove

q
j

Aspirin Tablets

Teat

bo®*

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, ENDS JAN.

SPECIAL

All Prices

01

Impulsive, warmhearted, loving
By Frances Peck, Heinz
Peter could not stand the thought
Institute.
The famous Indian chief, White of such cowardice. He did not beFeather, well-known evangelist and lieve it possible for anyone of the
grandson of Sitting Bull, has been disciples to be faithless. At least
scheduled to appear on Tuesday, he was sure of his own unshakable
Jan. 24, at the high school audi- loyalty. Either to encourage his
torium in Fennville.He was booked Master or to redeem himself, he
for a lecture some time ago but emphaticallypromised to stand
was unable to come at that time. by Jesus. But he did not know himHe is said to be quite an attraction self. Christ centeredattention on
with paint and feathers of his fore- him and designated the hour that
bearers.
night and the three denials of
which Peter would be guilty.Even

and Take

of

U tbown

many were
comedy

Circle No. 3 met at the home of
Mrs. George Wassink, West 9th
St., Friday evening. Business of
the evening included the usual
reading of the minutes, etc., and it
• • •
was also decided to hold a baked
Attorney J. Thomas Mahan re- goods sale on Saturday afternoon
cently returned from Chicago where an evening, Jan. 28, in the De Vries
& Dornbos Co. store. After the
luncheon was served by Mrs. Was-

*—

coon-M*

• • •

Applicationfor permission to
build a 12 x 20 garage at 684 Washington ave. at a cost of $100 was
filed with the city clerk Friday by
John Kortman.

MM

[Jmud 1°

three-act comedy, “The Closed
Door," will be presented at Holland high scbosl auditorium on Friday evening, January 20, by a
;p-oup from Muskegon. Those takng part gave the play in Muskeseating capacity of 1,400; however,

have on display on the second
floor a group of pictures placed
there by the local chapter of the
American Association of University Women. The museum will bp
open daily beginningJanuary 2f28, from 9:30 to 12, and 1 to 6.
The display is free to the public.
This collectionis made up of 19
to 25 water colors, oils, and prints
by outstanding Detroit artists. The
pictures are all for sale.
The general public is encouraged
to visit the exhibit,and arrangements will be made for clubs and
special groups to view the exhibit
in the evening if they desire. Those
desiring to view the pictures at
this time may make arrangements
by calling Mr. Willard Wichers or
Miss Ruth Nibbelink.
The committee in charge of the
arrangements is headed by Mrs.
Henry Steffens, assisted by Miss
Gertrude Steketee, Mrs. J. D.
French, Mrs. J. J. Brower, Miss

will

A

gon in an auditorium having a

ART EXHIBIT

BeginningSaturday, January 21,

the Netherlands,will give two Der Kolk, Bernard Kraai, and

talks in Holland. The Rev. Daniel
each fined $6 except Fish who
Zwier of Holland is on the commitwas fined $7 and Van Slooten who
tee which is arranging his appear
was fined
_____ $10;
____ _____
______
Peter Meurer,
ance here. Dr. Schilderis the
cutting in funeral procession,
author of "Christ in His Suffer4.15; Earl Tollman,Martin Rotings.”
man and Willard De Jongh, failt • •
ing to stop for stop street,$3
Application for permit to build
each; Norman Carrothers, im propthe fifth house in Holland since
passing, $10; John Slag, double
the first of the year was received
parking, $4.15; Donald Prins,
by the citv clerk last week from through intersection,$5.60; LeonJohn Ver Hulst, who would like to ard Welling, no operator's license,
build at 283 West 16th st. at a
5; Bernard Meiste, reckless driv-

to

nearby that he
was one of them, meaning that he
belonged to the group headed by
the Nasarene. He denied again. He
was brought into prominence by
the maid’s words, and no doubt
was closely observedby the people near him. They were certain,
when they heard him speak, that
he was from Galilee and, in soite
of his former denials, told him that
he was one of them. Peter was
tell those standing

OT'
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Interior Light!

• Genuino Dulux Exterior!
• Automatic Releaitson

Ice

Trays!
r?"

NOT a last year’s model ... but a
brand new, 1939 model! We sold the
same size, quality, and features for
$20 more last Spring! Our buyers
bought the materials for this refrigerator while prices and labor were
down! That’s why you save now/
Has loads of storage space . . shelf
area is 14 sq. ft. ! 2 big vegetable bins
4 Jiffy Cube trays 1 Makes 80 cubes,
8 lbs. per freezing 1 See it today 1
.

!

•Monthly Payments,
Carrying Chargo

w(

Extra large

9 Cubic Foot Size!

"109”
• Food Guardian I • Interior Llghtl
• Twin Vegetable Bintl
Here’s another great 1939 value .
months in advance to save y(
$20 under Wards price of a year
ago! Extra large, 18.07 sq. ft
area! 6 Jiffy Cube Trays!
120 cubes, 12 lbs. per
built

•Monthly Payments,

At

Ancient Masonic

Much Game Being

Killed

Apron

Is Interesting Relic

NOTED CRITIC

DISCUSSES

STRONG AND WEAK PARTS
OF PLAYS

leaves its audience a bit uncertain

FARMERS MUTUAL

DRBNTHB

INSUR-

ANCE OO. HOLD MEETING
AT ZEELAND

Angelina Brinks of Zutphen
Moon,- br Clifspent last week Wednesday with
(Coopers ville Observer)
The Woman’s Literary Club met ford Odett, the story of some unher brother and sister-in-law,and
from the dty to raral route
in the club rooms Tuesday after- happy, lonely people in New York
A conservation-minded
12- yearThe annual meeting of the Far- when she returned in the evening
new telephone number hi old girl who knows her animals, The Observer editor was much noon, and were entertained by Dr.
dty; and “Oscar Wilde,” by Leslie mers Mutual Fire Insurance Co. of the house was fiHed with alxrat
has added her bit to the store of interested in an ancient Masonic WOUaiii- P. Halstead, assistant
apron
that was brought in for us professor of speech at the Univer- and Sewell Stokes, portraying two Ottawa and Allegan counties,hav- 36 girls who had gathered for a
wo Bosma, who has operated scientific data accumulatingin the to see, Tuesday morning, by Frank sity of Michigan, who gave a resing a membership of 5,217, was miscellaneous shower in her honor.
Cream Top Dairy in Zeeland game division of the departmentof Holmes of CoopersvAle. Mrs. lyne of the plays of the past year, trial scenes, were other plays dis- held in Zeeland Civic auditorium on
conservation.
' The membership papers of Mk
several years, has just comHolmes came in that afternoon and and a brief review of numerous cussed by Dr. Halstead. “Hellas- Wednesday.
She is Joyce Stutte of Flint, and
I the construction of a new
The report presented by Mayor and Mrs. Isaac Van Koeveringand
gave us more of the details about popular successes.He also gave the poppin,” a musical drama, by Chick
children have been transferred to
house on his premises on Ot- when her father sent in his deer the apron, which had been the
Gerrit Yntema of Zeeland, secremembers of the club some interest- Johnson and Ole Olsen, veteran
the Hudsonville Chr. Ref. church.
hunter’s
report
card
she
accomstreet The interior is of
property of her grandfather, James ing and necessary information con- vaudeville team, was termed as tary treasurer of the company,
panied it with the following letter:
tile construction,most sanishowed a gain in membership over
Marlin, who came from Ireland to ceming new plays appearing on
"I am sending in a list of the
“perhaps the hit of the season.”
NEW GRONINGEN
f, and inviting.
1987 of more than 260. The total
Canada in 184$. He died soon after Broadway.
dead game I found on the highThe chairman of the meeting. amount of insuranceof force is
landing in America, of disease conways in lower Michigan from tracted on shipboard, and from In New York, there is much ar- Mrs. Kenneth De Free, announced $18,548,825,a gain of 1664.075 over Mrs. J. Nagelkerk is visiting her
,8. R De Free, widow of the
March 1. 1938, to December 31, which three childrenalso died.
guing and debating as to the good that the evening guest program 1987. The total paid for losses in children. Mr. and Mrs. H. De Jonge
Dr. S. De Free of Sioux Cen1938. I found 76 rabbits. 15 pheasand bad points of each of the plays. scheduled for January 81 was post- 1988 waa 38,940.29. Receipts for and baby, in Muskegon. During
Mr.
Marlin
had
been
a
Mason
for
fcma, is a guest of Mr. and
ants, one partridge,54 skunks, one
He considered “Abe Lincoln of Il/ear totaled $99,741.99and to. her absence Mr. and Mrs. Harold
^Bernard De Free in Holland, ground hog, two fox souirrels, eight perhaps five years before leaving linois” by Mixie Sherwood, to be poned because the speaker of the
evening found it impossible to be tal disbursements equaled $44,375.- Nagelkerk and daughter will stay
Ireland,and the apron, of course,
iur De Free of Detroit was a
muskrats, one red squirreland one
about
the most importantplay. It in Holland on that night The re- 48. The balance on hand totaled at the Nagelkerkhome.
with relatives in Zeeland porcupine. I thought you might be has never been used since that time. is the story of the struggle of the
vised schedule will be announced $55,866.51 with impounded funds
Holland.
It is made of silk faced with linen,
interested.”
life and career of Lincoln, in which as soon as H is arranged.
totaling $15,257.40.
and while somewhat faded, the emMr. and Mrs. Henry De Jonge of
And the game division was in- blems are still plainlyseen. It has the author has attemptedto devel- Mrs. Buel H. Harris, Mrs. L. J.
Officers are: President, G. J.
Muskegon announce the birth of a
terested
because
the
extent
of
the
Jast Saturday evening Gerrit
been in possession of the family op the character of Lincoln as ful- Stempfly, and their committee Veldman of Holland; secretary- daughter, Marcia T., on Thursday,
*ik and Mr. and Mrs. Gus traffic toll on game animals is ever since, but since none of them ly as possible. Despite the fact that served a New Year tea following treasurer, Gerrit Yntema of ZeeJan. 12. Mrs. De Jonge is the forof Zeeland called on Mr. somethingon which game investi- have been interested in Masonry, the author has created a very hu- the program.
land; directors,including Veldman
mer Henrietta Nagelkerk,daughgators
would
like
more
complete
man
portrait
of
Lincoln,
and
that
Mrs. G. J. Veldman of this
and Yntema, are Fred Engel of ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Nagelkerk.
it is to be sent to another member
the play is about a national hero,
Mrs. Veldman is recovering information.
Dorr,
Marinus
DeKleine
of
Zeeland,
of the family, B. D. Eckler, at
. injuries which she received in
A* H. Schrotenboerof Holland,
Tacoma, Wash., who is a prominent Dr. Halstead explainedthst beCannot Sleep Open-Eyed
cause of the “chronicle” form, it
Miss Clara Veltheer of North
.fall from the porch at her home,
J?*™ F. Knoper of Zeeland, Albert
Mason in that state.
There
are
two
principal
reasons
might not be termed by some as a
also called on Mr. and Mrs. served last year, together with
Scholten of Holland, John Freeman Holland was removed from the
why
our
eyes
are
always
closed
great play. In this case, as well as
of Dorr, George F. Brower of Hol- Zeeland hospital during the past
ie to see their infant son their wives, at their home on
Shades of Sitting Bull
others, the play has been produc- when we are really asleep. The land, Fred Berens of Hudsonville, week to the home of her sister,
has been very sick, but is now Tuesday evening. Special guests
ed, and often directed,by the au- first is that, though we do not real- Alexander Klooster of Byron Cen- Mrs. Bert Riemersma.
‘ ig nicely.
were Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Wolbrink
American Indians are not a van- thors themselves.
ize it, the mere fact of keeping our ter, Cornelius C. Zeerip of Hoiof Allendale, Mrs. Stoppels’ sisishing race, as many people have
/
Another play discussed by Dr. eyes open requires a definite effort land, Luther J. Mulder of CoopersR* Sligh, Jr., generall ter and brother-in-law.They have been led to suppose, according to
Albanian LangnareLive*
the President’s Ball travelled quite extensively in the the Office of Indian Affairs in Halstead was “American Land- on the muscles of the eyelids, and ville and Albert Mieste of Holland.
The Albanian language, which la
o
that effort la naturallynot applied
be given at the Warm Friendl United States and Mr. Wolbrink
scape” by Elmer Rice. The author
Washington.
supposed to be descended from the
showed
motion
pictures
of
various
when
we
are
asleep.
The
second
» Saturday night, Jan. 28,
The Adult class of the LakeThey are on the increase instead. sets forth the story of a New Eng- reason is that merely seeing things
sponsorship of the Holland places of interest including the
wood Sunday school will present ancientIllyrian and employ* a large
Commissioner
John
Collier
esti- land family, and shows how the attends to make the brain alive and a sacred program Sunday evening number of Latin, Greek. Italian and
club, announced today that Niagara Falls, scenes from Wymates the present Indian populaSlavic words, exists despite the fact
for the dance will go on oming and Aritona, northern Michtitudes of employer and ' employe ective, so that both darkness and at 7:30 o’clock. There will be
tion of the United States at 337,here either Thursday or Fri- igan, the "Soo” as well as pictures
are
usually very conflicting. This the closingof our eyelidsmake it hymn singing and special instru- that, owing to its complexity,many
000, as compared with 266,000 at
Tickets may be obtained from of Tulip Time in Holland and Cherplay was spoken of as being an easier for us to get that wonderful mental numbers. Mrs. Paul Kuy- forces have tried to destroy It, aays
member of the club, he said, ry Blossom Festival in Traverse the turn of the century and 846,- impassioned and dramatic state- rest and restorativewhich we call ers is president of the class and Collier’sWeekly. Once even the
000 when the first white men ardance will be in keeping with Citv. A two-course lunch was servment of two points of view, having sleep.
Comie Vanden Broek, student at clergy taught that the Albanian lannation-wideobservance of the ed by Mrs. Stoppels and Mrs. Wol- rived from Europe and began kick- two fine acts but a weak closing.
Hope college, is teacher.The pub- guage was useless In prayer being
the
Indians
around.
anniversary of President brink. Those present were Messrs,
An
unusual incident in the play is
lic program will be held in Lake- cause neitherGod nor Allah could
The number of Indians roaming
funds ftom which will and Mesdames Benjamin Lemmen,
understand it
the conferencewith a group of
wood Farm.
The First Manufactured Color
used to fight infantile paraly- Edward Lam, John Ligtvoet, Her- through the woods and plains of family ghosts.
this country before the white man
I Mr. Sligh announcedthat Dor-[ man Mooi, Henry Swierenga, John
A musical comedy, “Knickerboc- The first color to be actually comcame can only be guessed at, but
Hurtig of Chicago will have De Groot, and John Wiggers.
ker Holiday,” by Maxwell Ander- pounded from inorganic substancea
by 1900 it was possibleto make a
of the floor show for the
son, was described by Dr. Halstead is the so-called "Egyptianblue,”
fairly accuratecounting of their
Hurtig arranged the floor
as being satiricle, not only as far which was prepared and sold as
Death came to Mrs. M.'C. Van descendants.
ow given here last year. She al- Kampen. living on Route 4, HolAnd for that reason Commis- as Peter Stuyvesant, the “first Am- early as 3000 B. C. This paint was
had charge of providing enter- land. She was formerly Miss Lena
erican dictator,”is concerned, but popular in the days of Rameses and
snt at the auto show and fur- Beeler, daughter of the late Mr. sioner Collier’sestimate of an in- also the political leaders of today. King Tutankhamenand Is also
crease
of
upwards
of
70,000
in
the
ball in Grand Rapids SaturThe play is already becoming pop- found on the walls of ruined buildand Mrs. Henry Beelen, and was
17 night Proceedsof parties, born at Hardewyk on July 10, Indian populationin the last 38 ular, and contains perfect music,
ings of PompeiL The Egyptians
Us or personal contributions go 1887. She was a member of the years can be accepted as approxi- but the action is rather slow.
probably exported it not only to
mately
correct
the support of the National Central Avenue Christian Reform“Here Come the Clowns,” by Rome, but also to Greece, Babylon
Confirmation of this increase
ition for InfantileParalysis,
Philip Barrie, is one of the most
ed church of this citv. She was also
and the rest of the important counmay be found in another fact cited
je part of the money is used
debated plays of the season. It has
a member of the Deborah Ladies
nsearch to gain new knowledge Aid society, and her husband is an by officialsin Washington:that the numerous heart-rending scenes,but tries antedatingthe Christian era.
Indians are outgrowing the land
•Rll PERFECT*
it the disease and also to asofficialin the church. Funeral serand resourceswhich they have
in care of cases of infantile
PEI8 AIMITTEI
vices will be held Saturday at 1:15

By Autos

Ahn* Koertfe Wolfert has

^wk^totoe

-

-

^^of

t,
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Art at killing sharks by kindness

as practiced in the Fiji

Festered SIlkwtf rm Industry
BenjaminFranklin, when be was
in England as agent of the Colony
of Pennsylvania, sent home silk*
worm eggs and mulberry cuttings
so as to establish the silkworm industry in this country.
A Seventh Oentary City
Durazzo, a port in the kingdom of
Albania, was founded ai Epidamnus by Corcyreans and Corinthian*
as s colony in the Seventh century
B. C. A quarrel between the two
groups led to the Peloponnesian
war.

hanging a symbol on the front door,
declaresCollier’s Weekly. In most
countries, the natal sign is a wreath
of laurel ivy or parsley. In Sweden, however, It la • crocheted ball
and, in the Netherlands, a rosette
of lace.
Sirius and Our Sun
Compared with Slrlua, our sun Is
a mere infant beside a giant If
the two were to exchange placts
the aun would be barely discernible without the aid of a telescope, whereat Sirius would consume the earth as quickly and completely at a blast furnace would a
gnat for It would taka 400 tuns to
make Sirius.

COUNTRY CLUB

OUNTRY CLIB

OATS

"StciuMVcf

rom

the

home and

2 p. m. from the

C. church in Holland, Rev. D. H. Walsi have returned from Grand ters officiating.Interment will take
where they attended a con- place in Fairlawn cemetery.The
of the NationalAssocia- survivors are the husband; two
of Piano Tuners. We assure sisters, Mrs. Oscar Vandenberg of
that the boys are now ready Ottawa Beach, and Mrs. Gerrit
any tuning up there is to do. E. Vanden Brink of Holland township; three brothers, Gerrit and
sr C.

Cook and Peter

William B. Elferdinkof Hol- Peter Beelen of Waukaxoo and
was appointed on the Trav- Henry Beelen of Holland.
jnry for the March term of
in the Federal building,
Rapids, presided over by
' Judge Raymond.
Group 8 of the American Legion
of which Mrs. Henry
is chairman, will meet
the Legion club rooms toay at
“ o’clock. Mrs. Martin KaramerMrs. Sion Prins and Mrs. HarVande Bunte will be the hos-

The Intermediate C. E. Council
Monday evening in First Reled church. Kenneth De Groot
•dent presided.Devotions were
charge of Bernard Scheerhorn.
were made for the Rally to
held on C. E. Sunday. February
b Third Reformed church. Dr.
Drukker has been secures speaker. A skating partv for
Intermediates will be held on
8. All societies of Holland
Central Park were represent-

George Trotter of the City
has returned from Grand
where he has been attendBible conference a greater of
week at the Citv Mfoion of
brother, Mel Trotter.Mr. and
s. William Modders also attendr.

1

the conferences.

Two orchestrashave been eng* trio furni«h the music for the
’s Ball to be held SaturJanuary 28, at the Tavern
the auaoiee* of the Holland
Club. This is the announceof Charles R. Sligh, general
liman. The program will get
way at 9 p. m. Tickets at 12
eounle are now being offered for
It anoears that there will be
a better attendance than last
r. One of the orchestraswill be
the Cody Hotel at Grand Rap>

Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Van
238 W. Iflth St., a daughr. named Patricia Lon.
John R. Douma, Holland’s onlv
Wise veteran, observed his
birthday anniversary todav,
»v, at the home of hi* dauvhr, Mrs. Albert Lampen, 86 E. 14th
Mr. Doum* is confined to
bed and is in failing health.
The funeral services for Mr.
,

J.

Reinder*. are 78. are being held
Grand Rapid* this Friday. He
the father of Mrs. G. J. Vander
of Overisel.

Tkt Rev. and Mrs. C. A.

Stonentertained the elders who
now serving and those who

been permitted to retain.
Although these native Americans
have a high birth rate, they also
have a high death rate, which tends
to restrict their population increase
to a small annual increment.
The time is by no means yet at
hand when we interlopersneed begin to fear of being crowded out
by the descendants of the aborigines, whom our ancestorsousted
from the soil we now possess.

-
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Shrine Circus to Offer Famed Proske
Tiger Act

.

Kroffer'iCountry

SWEET
TINY
6 oana 78c

-

Fancy

2

Michigan Maid

Flour

4

Country Club Pure Hawaiian Juice

Flour

Dolidoua Old Faebioaod

%

Flour

Boat Flour (Lily Whit* 14^-lb. aack 75c)

FRIDAY ONLY

fishing season opens.

— Thousands of fishermen
enjoy this winter sport on

Left

hundreds of lakes throughout

the state. An investigation
is being

made

this winter to

gather data on how heavy
the winter taks of flsh is and
effect on the supply.
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With Purchase of Puritan Syrup
/

Laig*

CHIPSO

pkg*.

Country Club Honor

CHEESE

GRAHAM

BREAD

MARKET DAY

»

gggnt-Pfj

Croc*™

RAISINS

£

4

"Hot Dated" Coffee

SPOTLIGHT

£lOc

lb.

bag

Event -Wu Cooperate

5c

1

to Market Farm
SurplusesEffectively

SATURDAY ONLY

BROADCAST
PURE PORK

Krogtr’f Froth

RAYS-N-DAYT

BREAD
FiM

SANTA CLARA

PRUNES
>

SAUSAGE

Toxturo
lb. loaf

25c
Z

A Producor-ConmnoT

pk

1 fwirl CrystalDessert Dish** and 1

TWINKLE SSSJ X

70-80 Sise

4 H 19c

(Rtgularly Slo Lb.)

MICHIGAN MAID

4

BACON

GRAPEFRUIT

lb. Limit

Pound

Fancy
| WSliood pkg. B # C

i

15c £

-19c

6

(64

Six

3 (or 18c)

ORANGES2d~29c
22c ORANGES mothoiu. 10 35c

Broadcast "Redi-Serv"Smoked

HAMS
HAMS

GRAND

The Mrteevat of AO

RAPIDS

a

California Seedless - 288 Sise

n

n

a*

lb.

25c)

Hom

BANANAS

4

APPLES

5

Coldeu Tallow Fruit

Conntw Club

* 23c

fawr

NMNoa

Ipt

25c

Sugar Cured, fmoked. Cooked «a (Butt Half lb. S5e)

STRAWBERRIES

HAUBUT STEAK * 25c
A Dettdous SUeed Fiah

MOCK CHICKEN

Rayal

It Swr
Art •< ha

UK

Krogur • Pimtnto

PORK LIVER

12%c
1214 c

OtUAHS-Vto*

I,

Kroger's Free-shorn

.

j

HEAD LETTUCE

TOMATOES m*. *

POTATOES

13

£

Pint

1214c

21c

FRESH PEAS

-

OYSTERS

SHRINE
s3SS&SV&

£

Leaf — Anuour’a Her — fUoed

iMgai Tiftn
Un» No Wlfc-M, Cm- TW
I
•! »• HmX

Mm

pkff' Co“trr Club Both e
PANCAKE FLO
for 1

(Lux Soap Flake* Largo pkg. lie)

CAPTAIN PtOSIFS

.

EB

ED
rllEE

PILLSBURY'S “.T 77c

COM, MON, MATINEE JAN. tl

FirNNM

EXTRA SPECIAL

Fig Bara or Ginger Snap*

WORLD'S
ANIMAL ACT

I

bottle

QUANTITY LOTS AND SAVE

IN

Redi-to-fry-Redi-to-boke(Butt Half

DAYS
NIGHTS

27c

can*

“T 45c BUTTER 2 roll 53c
KING'S FLAKE “T 55c
COOKIES 3 L 25c
COUNTRY club “T 65c
PINEAPPLE
25c
GOLD MEDAL
79c
POUND CAKE s^r i2c

the

AUDITORIUM

Largo
14-0*.

FLOUR

-

cnic

Mo. 8

King'* Sinoority

mq

such as the many that sprout
up on the lakes when the ice

CATSUP

11 oana $1.85 - 14 oana 11.88

BUY

to an issue in the eastern part of
this state, The Gazette today
requested statements from Sheriff
Fred W. Miller and E. L. Andrews,
prosecuting attorney, concerning
their attitude toward possible
gambling in Allegan county. Special reference was made to slot
machines and other mechanical
gambling devices.
Miller declared in a short statement that he would co-operate one
hundred per cent with tho- prosecutor in stamping out any gambling
in this county and said he was
especially interested in learning
whether or not attempts would be
made to set up mechanical gambDOWN AND AROUND
ling devices in places where beer,
Although this pips looks eftmpVx it wines and liquors are sold. He
really isn’t The Idea Is to maks pointed out that the law calls for
the smoke take t circuitous route, immediate revoking of license to
At one command from Capt. Roman Proske, this tiger sits up
thus cooling it and at the same sell liquor if gambling devices are
found
on
the
premises
of
saloons.
and
performs
other stunts. Capt. Proske and his famous animal act
time extractingimpurities. The ceAndrews, when requested for a
ramic filter does that and its cleanswill be the opening number on the program of the Shrine circus at
ing Is a mere matter of placing it statementas to his attitude, deover a flame, upon which it re- clared gambling should not be the Civic Auditoriumfor a week beginning Monday, Jan, 23
sumes its pure white color.
tolerated.
Beginning Monday, January 23, to the tip of the tail. He enters the
Miller announced he would issue
• • •
the Shrine Circus, a most popular cage quietly, without the flare of
a detailed statement in the near
innovation, will again appear at guns or he crack of whips or the
future, and it is expected that Anthe Civic Auditorium,Grand Rap- holding of chairs to prevent the
drews will do likewise.
ids, and will be there all next week. animals from attacking him. He
It has been reported that gambThis circus will gladden the talks to the beasts, telling them
ling devices have made their
appearance in the surrounding ter- hearts of young and old, for it just what to do. They form pyraritory and that attempts will be comes at the time of the year when mids, and do other stunts, and
made to locate machines in the circuses are not under the "big three of them lie on the ground
top.” All the thrills of a regular while Proske lies on top of them,
county.
circus, with rings and everything, with the fourth forming a cover as
o
elephante,and tigers, vaudeville he pretends to sleep.
Agreeing With Uncle Eben
Puts Head in Beaste’ Mouth
stunts, and aerial performances,
'ToDu dat don't agree wlf me,” will all be shown. These circuses
Then, as a startling finish, he
said Uncle Eben, “may be wrong, each winter have become so popu- puts his head into the mouth of
but dey can’t expect me to put In lar that folks from all over Mich- one of the tigers, following this
too much valuable time changin’ igan schedule an evening or an af- by feeding the beasts pieces of
dere opinion.”
ternoon to see these performances. meat. Purposelyhe allows a piece
o
Remember the Shrine Circus of meat to drop to the ground.
SHOOT DEER OUT OF SEASON opens Monday, January 23, with Immediately one of the larger
“cats” leaps for the steak, but
daily performances afternoon at
Proske takes it away from him
Two hunters who told conserva- 2:30 and evening at 8 o'clock.
before he devours it. This, with the
tion officers they had intended
The Royal Bengal Tiger act as eliminationof pistols and whips, is
shooting foxes but “compromised”
pictured on this page is worth the what
American trainers
when they saw four deer along
The demand for compact kitchen Swan creek, paid fines and costs price of admission alone. It is con- doubted, but after being shown the
ceded to be the most sensational
utensils is met by this dish drainer.
of $107.25 each Monday morning and remarkablefeature of its kind act they admittedit was the most
It holds dishes up-right between
miraculous ever shown the Ameriwhen arraigned before Justice in the world.
horizontalsprings and corrugated
can public.
Volney Ferris of Allegan.
rubber strips.The rubber covered
The trainer enters the large steel
The managementof the Shrine
Lawrence Kolb of Holland and
basket holds silverware,cups and
Edward Gamby of New Richmond arena into which has been placed circus announces that this astoungla-ses. When not in use both units were arrested early Monday by eight large Royal Bengal tigers, ding presentation will be the open,
fold up compactlyas shown, enconservation officers who said the none of them measuring less than ing number of the program which
abling it to be tucked away in the
10 feet from the tip of the nose contains 35 other features.
men admitted killing two deer.
cupboard.
The meat was confiscated.

—Typical “shanty town"

TOMATO

2 11 25c

PEAS

Xfogav'a Country Clnb

Due to the keen interest through-

Top

COUNTRY CLUB

23c

6 oana 71e - 11 can* 11.40 - 14 cane 61.75

i

rirs#

"l!

Kroger'* Country Clnb Large

out this area on the question of
gambling, which has been brought

-

PEAS
PEAS

2
xua Me - U oana SL15 - S4 oana fl.46

Given in Allegan Co.

-

Clnb

SIFTED

Statements on Gambling

DISH DRAINER

Quick Cooking

YevV be prtod la Mv* ms Map
froM My CavnSry Club con onto
veer I4le, far yee cMlfey JW,
kJa«M pe« , , and I cat! you
Um Boa ma*y otW brwdk.

-

(Allegan Gazette

Baby

Announcing Birth of

Many rural peoplesIn Europe still
announce the birth of a baby by

KROGER’S

1

islands:

Fijians drive sharks into a large
net Then treacherouslykiss the unsuspecting flsh on their upturned
bellies. The shark never moves
agsln.

3

»»

25c

NX
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Yacht Club For
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THIS FROG MUST BE
A TOUGH CUSTOMER

Lake Macatawa

Seems Assured

The Folks

Who

Ought

to

BARGES STILL ABLE TO
OPERATE IN RIVER

Be in History

coming

to the fore.

OLD INTERURBAN DOCK iAT
JENISON PARK PURCHA&tiDi
LOCAL BAY ONE OF BEST
COURSES ON MICHIGAN
LAKES

82nd Semi-Annual

Members of the

newly-organis-

ed Macstaws Bay Yacht dub met
in the Warm Friend Tavern Tuesday evening and adopted definite
plans to take part in the 1939 resort activities of this community.
There were at least 60 present including members and their wives.
,

dinner, followed by a dance. Plans
for erecting a clubhouse on the tacently-purchased property in Jenison Park, the site of the former
interurban dock juat west of the
Jenison ElectricPark, were formu-

TO GET NlSTfel
URGENT NEED OF ADDED
FIRE EQUIPMENT IS
es of gravel have been towed down
STRESSED AT BOARD
through almost open water the
MEETING
past few days, gas boats being

While Joe. Zwemer and E. L.
Leland of Saugatuck were tramping along a road eaat of town Monday they were surprised to see •
frog jumping along in the road in
front of them. This is either early
or late for the frog to be out of

used. Capt, Caleb Ver Duin of
Grand Haven sails one of the craft
Members of the board of .
used In towing the barges.
and fire commissioners voted a
vrrffftttMfttltyfffflff appropriation for purchasing
uniformsfor members of the
NEW OFFICERS NAMED
land police force et the
BY HOLLAND GROUP meeting of the board

his winter hibernating.

Zeeland Light
Plant Shows

The meeting was preceded by a

ternoon in the office of City

Cecil Seery has been named
president of the Holland Pointer
and Setter club, succeeding Dr. W.
H. Tappan, who served as president

Fine Profit

since the organization of the club
four years ago. Other officers are:
Vice-president, Leonard Dsiley;
secretary-treasurer,Orlie Bishop.
The club is requesting 1,000 pheatant eggs from the state conservation departmentfor hatching.

NET PROFIT OF OVER $3,008.00
DURING FIRST CURRENT
YEAR OF OPERATION

lated.

i>

St., Hollard

Oscar Peterson. The board
continued considerationof the

chase of new

fire-fighting

ment.

Maj
Ivor Henry Geerlings
that he believesthat a
to issue bonds to buy
would be defeated, and that
board should investigatethe cost*
repairing the present

fcXuj ____
__ _ __
_
AAOLOme,
*>*.*•"
(Zeeland Record)
Membership in the North AmMMS CXJLV A OmMAM/J
it.,—. i a
*
erican Yacht Racing Union, the
Commissioner Fred
__
however, said that he believes
Lake Michigan Yachting associa- One complete calendar year has
people would vote for such a
tion, and the West MichiganYacht- passed since the organization of
issue if they knew of the Ml
ing associationwas approved, and the Zeeland Municipal Electric
YOUNG
WOMEN
S
LEAGUE
cy which exists in regard to
also the registration of its flag Generating Plant, and we believe Fish & Game Club Makes
MEETS AT ZEELAND
Tells of
ment.
with the Lloyd’s Register of Am- many citizensare curious to learn
Plans For Banquet
erican Yachts, the flag being in the what success has been achieved by
Asked the cost of replsdng
Approximately600 young women
form of a red triangle with one the undertaking. We have also
of the defective parts of the
Elect Officers
gathered in the auditorium of the
large white diamond, around which been concerned, but have been in
ent fire defenses, Chief Con __
North Street Christian Reformed
more or less touch with the situsare four smaller diamonds.
DESCRIBES OLD CITY OF THE Blom said that it would be hard
church
Monday
evening
for
the
The formal opening of the club tion, which has been encouraging Jacob Lievense was elected presAGES WHERE ONLY ONE state, because some of the
ident of the Holland Fiah and Game January meeting of the Hollandis to take place the week end of to some degiee.
are no longer manufactured.
OF 16 CHURCHES REFirst of all we want to say that club for the fifth year last week Zeeland League of Young Women’s
July 4, when the 1939 resort seaBlom said that whereas much
societies,
North
Street
and
Borculo
son in Michigan also officiallyopens. the total operating revenue has Thursday at the annual meeting of
MAINS STANDING
the present apparatusis in
being
the
entertaining
societies.
Several activities have been sched- exceeded expectations and about a the club in the city hall.
condition, the ladders and hose ml
Because of the Illness of Miss
Other officers are C. De Waard,
uled for the approaching season, sum equal to the three-years esti(By Dr. A. J. Brower)
be replaced,and “the chassis of
and the club is expected to parti- mate has been achieved the first vice-president;Henry Vander Dena Kuiper, president of the
ladder truck is obsolete.”
league,
Miss
Albertha
Bratt
precipate in many interesting feat- year of operation; which estimate Schel, secretary,and John Galien,
VISBY, AN ANCIENT CITY C
The chief estimated the cost
sided.
A
portion
of
Scripture
was
ures. Races by the Lake Michigan had been placed at $80,000 an- treasurer. Sam Althuis,Ted Wyma
tn serial truck at $18,760.
RUINS
AND
ROSES
and S. H. Houtman were elected read by Miss Kathryn Walcott of
Yachting association will be run nually.
• • •
“The city should buy soi
the North Street society.
The exact gross operating in- directors.
from Milwaukee and Chicago to
This beautiful island of Gotland, equipment instead of trying to
After
the
business meeting, an
Mr. Galien reported that the club
Lake Macatawa, when the yachting come as shown by the records is
interestingprogram was given, at of which VIsby is the capital, is pair present equipment,^
season opens, with at least ,60 30,676.42 This is set up as do- is worth $18,040.38. Expenses for
which Mrs. Grace Pels, former a possession of Sweden In the Baltic sioner Herman Prins said,
skippers with yachts participsti&g.mitotic, $12,966.71; commercial, carp fishing during the last year
common council should do is
missionary to China, was the prinTrophies will be hung up for these 12,303.79; street lighting, etc., were $1,920.06 which, subtracted
cipal speaker/ She addressedthe Sea, not far from Stockholm.It is away a certain amount each
races. There may be a possibility 5,360.13, and forfeited discounts, from an income on the fishing of
pirls on “The Position of a Chinese an extremelypopular vacation re- and then buy new equipment
$3,086.63, left a profit of $1,116.57*
that Venetian Evening will again $45.79.
Woman.” A trio from the Borculo sort, It was once one of the fab- five or ten yean.”
The club voted to hold a fox hunt
To offset this revenue there was
be revived and fourth of July night
society rendered a few selections,
The board discussed it
may be selected for that purpose, set up a total of operating expense, at an unnamed date iq the future. and a reading was given by Miss ulously wealthy headquarters of •gents of various sp[
when an illuminationon the bky, investmentcharges and depreda- Jake Van Bragt was appointed as Janet Morsink, also of Borculo. A the HanseaticLeague like Bergan facturing companies here to
accompanied with a display of tion of $27,546.98, leaving a net chairmanof a committeeconsisting musical number, composed of one
In Norway. It is the sort of place members of the board to see
fireworks,will be featured.
ncome for the period of operation of Dr. O. Vander Velde and organ and two pianos, was given
that in France would be officially ment
Relative to the purchase of the since December 1, 1937, of $8,129.- “Yokum” Woldring, who will
by the Misses Helene Mannes,
arrange
the
hunt.
The
object
is
to
“Monument HIs- The $800 appropriation for
dock property, formerlyowned by 14, which is a net profit after
Thelma Meeuwsen. and Hazel De proclaimed
the Holland Interurban, and used maturinginterest on the investment reduce the number of foxes in this Koster, all of the North Street so- torique.”Within a broken wall, with police uniforms was made at
vicinity and prevent their killing
more than two score crumbling request of Police Ire A. Antlea.
as freight connection with Chicago bonds were payed.
ciety.
fund will be divided into a $80
so
many
rabbits.
boats, was gone into more thorThe records show that expenses
A luncheon was served by mem- towers, lie the ruins of an ancient lowance for each time of the a
Prizes for the biggest fish caught bers of the two entertaining soci- city and the quaint buildings and
oughly by Commodore Hollis Bak- are segregated under severaltitles:
officers with s Uke sum for one
er of the Baker FurnitureCo. of Production expense is charged during the last year were awarded. eties, after which a social hour modern buildings of a later day.
The latter, however, cover scarcely tra policeman. Expenses
Holland.Mr. Baker pointed out with $12,286.92,that is for expense Ben Rutgers of Holland was given was enjoyed.
$30 will be met by the ii
that the property had been acquir- directly connected with the produc- a reel for getting a one pound, six
a quarter of the space and the rest
officer, the board decided.
Is given over to puture and vegeed for the sum of $6,000, snd that ion of current at the plant; dis- ounce brook trout, 14% inches long.
LOW AUTO LICENSE NUM- table gardens in which stand the Plans for the uniformscall
at least $6,000 more for the pur- tribution expense is charged with Louis Johnson of Hamilton caught
BERS COSTING STATE
blue serge, with breechse,
ruins of old churches.Of the 16
poses of the improvements $1,404.18; depredation is charged a four pound, two ounce black bass.
TOO
MUCH
Pershing caps for the
necessaryto establish a club, in with $6,260.42, and interest and In the pickerel contest,Henry
churchesonly one remains today,
and smaller, soft caps
which local folks could take pride, miscellaneousaccount with $6,- Drenthe of Hamilton was winner
all the othera are gone or are in
officers. On the sleeves
and a place where the outside 906.41. The depredationis set at with his 17-pound entry. H. Franz Michigan will Issue no more ruins; also all the monasteries,
design of a black tulip
trick
license
plates,
Harry
F.
Kel
yachtsmen would be pleased to an average on 4.1% on the in
of Holland received a minnow
points arches, delicate rose win- powder blue background, with
ly,
Secretary
of
State,
announces.
come. He strewed the fact that ment cost.
bucket for catching a bluegill
dows and exquisiteoriels now
Heretofore the Bute Depart- frame only the blue sky and grace- words, “Holland Police “
the projectshould receive civic supnine ounces. George Tubergen reOh the basis of assets and D
ment” beneath. Patrolmen
port. since this vicinRy was a re- itiea, the assets show cash on hand ceived a first in th<e brown trout ment has tried to fill all special ful flying buttresses vainly supSam Browne belts, whei
orders.
Kelly
said,
but
the
business
sort district with plenty of activity $534,04, accounts receivable $8,- division with his two pound, five
port rooflesspieces of wall.
fle officers win wear a
of
seeking
special
numbers,
filling
and a yacht club would augment 660.68, prepaid insurance $986.33, ounce entry.
The great church of St. Nicholas, belt that will allow their
this activitytremendouslyif there and inventory of supplies $546.04,
March 3 was approved as the them and trying to take regular where two giant carbuncles once to hang on the right side,
was only facilities for yachtsmen for a total of current assets of date for the club’s annual ban
lanauet inventories in the branches has shone like flames for beacons to
flaps, shoulder straps and 1
from abroad to be accommodated. $4,658.96. Fixed assets total the in Holland armory. The Rev7. Mer- grown to such proportions as to sailors on the Baltic, is a mosswill be trimmed with powder
Mr. Baker pointed out that Lake
sum of $145,014.95 after ton S. Rice of Detroit will speak. interfere seriouslywith regular grown shell, but is still suggestive “A standardized uniform foi
duties.
Macatawa is not only the best harC.
Van
Dyke,
who
resigned
s
depredationin the sum of
of its vanished splendor. This licemen proved a
Says that Police Agree
bor for yachting, but that the bay $6,250.42.This brings the gross in- few months ago after having servcathedral once held a tremendous sion to outside visitors, ww
“I
have
sought
reports
from
was so laid out that it is the most vestmentin the municipal plant to ed 15 years as secretary of the
store of precious gems, while the ties said. “What I would lika to
ideal for racing.The broad expanse $149,678.91. This is offset by cur- club, presentedhis thanks for a branch managers,auditors and Visby merchants minted their own
heads of SUte and city police coins. Back in the time of the he continued, “is equip all .
of water constituting Biif?
; Bayou
Bi
rent obligations of $9,453.25,long gold watch and chain which were
men with new uniforms by the
since
I took office,” Kelly said,
cannot be surpassed anywhere.
erm obligations$119,600.78,and a awarded him in appreciation of his
Crusades, Visby was the commer- the Tulip Time festival opens.”
“and
they
are
all
agreed
that
the
The newly-acquiredproperty is capital surplus of $20,619.88.
services.
cial metropolis of Northern Europe
The board decided that ovei
simply made for yachting, since the
Approximately 168,000 bluegills fancy plates should go.
o
and the wealth of the Gotlanders can not be bought from the
• “I have nothing against the
water is deep there ana easily acbecame proverbial. According to ent appropriation.
Dr. A. Leenhouts,well known and 10,000 black bass have been
cessible,and besides, there is a physidan, is speaking tonight on a reared in the club’s ponds during issuance of special plates as a an ancient Swedish ballad they
Other business handled
practice,
but
it
has
reached
the
beautiful view not only of the in- current controversial subject,“So- the last year, making the past seaweighed their gold with twentyner bay, bat through the channel cialisedMedicine,” at the January son the biggest that the club has point where I must either discon- pound weights, and spun on golden
to Lake Michigan.The buildings meeting of the Grace church Men’s ever had, Mr. Althuis, chairman of tinue them to demand a trebled distaffs and their pigs ate out of the police fon
sUff to protect myself and the
now on the does can easily be re- dub Thursday evening in the par- the pond committee, reported.
silver troughs. All this treasure H. P. Harms that Chester
modeled into a clubhouse, and there ish hall. Refreshments for the
Thanks for the work of the club SUte.
excited the envy of other countries recently appointed fireman, la
“While it is true that the pracis a great deal of ground in the vi- evening are in charge of C. Ven- during the year were given by E.
so in 1861 Denmark captured Visby good physical condition. Ji
tice has been costing the SUte
cinity,also ^acquired in the pur- der Heuvel who is chairmanof the P. Stephan, secretary-manager
of
and plundered ind destroyed it court fees reported: Justice
more
than
$25,000
annually,
that
chase, for parking facilities. Plans committee. Among other busi- the Chamber of Commerce; Aid.
Rumors
of this great wealth also W. Kooyers reported collections
and specificationsby a competent ness matters which will be brought Edward Brouwer,chairman of the is not the main reason back of reached the ears of other countries $6.60. and Justice Raymond
my
order.
In
order
to
run
this
architect have already been gone up is the development of' a new Civic Improvements committee of
who immediatelysent fleets to the Smith, of $6.40 .
business efficiently we should be
into.
o
reject for the year. Because of the common council, and Mayor Henry
attack. They succeeded snd the
in
a
position
to
send
out
auditors
The club, when completed, will iteresting program, members Geerlings.Mr. Houtman brought
sack of the extremely rich city was
HEADS
CHURCH
GROUP
have a large lounge, a dining hall, have been askeu to bring their up the matter of paying the direc- who could take a spot inventory in complete. Part of the town was
a
couple of hours.
also a private dining room; also a friends.
tors of the club for work which
Rev. Peter Jonker of He
rebuilt and one of the sights is the
Seven Hours for Inventory
locker room for men, a rest room
they now do without pay. Mr.
has been elected president of
Burmelster
House
three
hundred
“As it is, with most of the boxes
for the women, and also a commoleague of Yc
Lievense appointed a committeeof
years old and entirelycovered with Holland-Zeeland
dius kitchen, and two rooms to acHyo Bos, chairman; Mr. Brouwer in the storerooms of the branches roses. Visby was seemingly a very Men’s Societies of the C
broken
open
in the search of specommodate the staff conducting the tinued operation. Arrangements and William Visser to investigate
rich city, with Its many churches, Reformed church. Other ot
cial numbers, it is impossible to
place. There will be plenty of porch trill be made so that the dining the matter.
but it was also a wicked city. Its are: Vice-president, Comic
room around the clubhouse, over- room is self supporting.Other John Woldring, Arthur De Uke an inventoryin less than history is strange and dramatic, sten of Zeeland: secretary,Ji
seven hours.”
looking the bay. A regular program operatingexpenses yriH he small Waard, Abel Sybsema and Mr. Viscentering about its religiouswars, Wildschut of Zeeland; treasu,
Kelly said he was sure that when
Russell Plockmeyerof Holland;
of entertainingand dancing is con- and will be paid from yearly dues aer served as the election committhe persons who demanded special its wealth, its opulence, its strug- slstant secretary-treasurer,“
templated, and meals will also be and initiation fees.
tee while new officers were chosen.
gle
for
sea
supremacy.
Today
plates realized what it was costing
served.
A membership of 100 was proVisby is peaceful and Old World Tinholt of Holland.
in efficiency, to say nothing of the
Part of the dock will be construc- posed with expectationsthat 10 MARINUS DEN HERDER IS
time of other car owners who must and memories of her warrior days
ted in such a manner to take care new members will be taken in
ELECTED 13 TIMES
sleep quietly amid her ruins and
wait in line while special numbers
AND OUT
mystery play on the older of
of small boats and a place for stor- during the course of a year.
are sought, they would cooperate roses. Her great creellated wall
age has also been thought of. There
Officersof the local yacht club
with its enormous gate-towers,still opera and it was very, very
gladly.
At the annual business meeting
it a. possibilitythat there may be indude Hollis Baker of Holland,
stands. On a hill a half-dozen Rie singing by only
o
Marinus Den Herder, Grand Raputiful amid tolUng od
tennis courts and other recreational commodore; O. W. Lowry of Hoi
Mrs. Donald Charles Howard stone erected gallows of medieval
ids attorney, was re-electedfor his
features constructed on the grounds land, vice commodore; Edgar
days, rather gruesome contrast- and chimes and so with that
died
Tuesday
afternoon
at
her
LSndwehr of Holland,secretary; thirteenth consecutive term as su- home in Saugatuck township at the ing with masterpiecesof Gothic play and music fresh on our
for the use of members.
bade Gotland good-bye,
Reportingon the present finan- an Henry S. Maentz of Holland, perintendent of the Bethany Re- age of 60 years. She had been ill architecture, monasteries grown
formed Sunday school at Grand
cial condition of the club Henry S. treasurer.
mellow with age, stained glass win- with just a short poem so
Rapids. Mr. Den Herder thanked for at least four years. She came
Commodore Baker appointed the teachers for their confidencein to Saugatuck 20 years, ago. Funer- dows overrun with flowers and priate to Visby, we will write
Maentz, Treas., said the
climbing ivy, and arches and gables Sweden next
$12,000. Five thousand dollarshas the following chairmen of the
him and stated that under no cir- al services are being held this afbeen paid for the property, a bid various committees: Fleet cap- cumstanceswould he serve beyond ternoon at 2 o’clock,Rev. H. E. proudly bearing their 13th century
A BALLADE OF VISBY
$3,500 to improve thd club tain of sailboats,Irving Orr of this year.
Maycroft officiating. Interment U labels. Still, Visby was an attractive
place.
We
enjoyed
it.
The
house has been received, $2,000 Grand Rapids; fleet captain of
taking
place
in
Riverside
cemetery.
The Sunday school has an enrollBy Ethel Vtaaming
will be required to refurnis
sh the powerboats, Charles R. Sligh, Jr ment of about 550 pupils and the Saugatuck, the Dykstra Funeral people were very friendly, good• *
club house and $1,500 is listed of Holland; regatta, James Lowe average attendance has been near Home of Holland having charge looking and intelligent.It has a
for incidentalexpenses.
and Robert Hermann, both of the 400 mark each Sunday. Gifts of the arrangements.
population of 10,000 and lies beau- Queen of all the Baltic in days
old,
tifully at the foot of a cliff. It
At the present time there jmi Grand Rapids, and
' p
for missions were greater this year
Visby
stood proud in her
only
covers
half
the
area
it
occu12 life memberships,totaling $6,- Campbell of Holland, co-chairmen: than in previous years and offerThe German club of the local
wall;
000, others have made pledges of judge-advocate, Orien 8. Cross ox ings for all purposeswere nearly Christian high school held its first pied in its palmy days, when it had
from $100 to $800, totaling, $3,- Holland;fleet surgeon, Dr. H. P. $8,000. The school supports a mis- meeting of the season Friday eve- a population of 20,000 inhabitants. Warriors guarded her hoards
gold,
060 which leaves a goal of approx- Harms of Holland; inter-club, Mr. sionary to Japan.
hing. Te program was opened by The town is still enclosed by its
High were her church spires,
imately $3,000 to subscribe, he said. Lowry; publidty, Mr. Landwehr;
Attorney DenHerder is well a reading by Mildred Schrotehboer ancient walls and towers. The
towers tall.
A 18th life membership was attain- by-laws, Mr. Orr, A. W. Tahaney known in Holland.He has been a concerningthe origin of German Cathedral of St. Mary is the only
ed during the meeting. He reportM of Holland and Mr. Cross.
church
that
has
been
maintained.
literature.
A
reading
including
a
resident of Central Park for at
that the property has been purRacing, Henry Van* Steenwyck least 80 years, spending six months German poem and several German There are 87 towers, each one with Famed was her wealth in Gi
and Gaul,
chased with Commodore Baker and of Grand Rapids; house, Willis each year there. He arranges the jokes were given by Abe Vander a history attached. One tower
himself as trustees and that all Diekema of Holland; trophy, Mr. summer service schedulefor the Ploeg and Gerrit Klomp followed called the Mardius Tower, or the Envied her marts, her garden
closes;
checks in payment for subscriptlittle chapel at Central Paik and by a reading by Jay Tinholt. Re- Jungfrutoret,was so called beGreat was her pride and
ions will be held until the ful
he has plenty of divines to choose freshments were served by a com cause, according to tradition, a
her fall,
amount is realized and that if this
from since at least a dozen “men mittee conssiting of Herman Van- maiden who betrayed the town to
fails the money will be refunded to men's chairman, Mrs. Lowry, as of the cloth” reside there every de Reit, Jay Tinholt, Sylvia Stiel- Valdemar, the Danish conoueror, The city of nrin and reaee.
subecribers.
women’s chairman, and Edgar summer. It was once called “Saints’ stra and Francis Dornbos.Follow was walled in it as a punishment
Life memberships,costing $600, Orr, Jr., of Grand Rapids as jun- Rest” since so many minister vis- ing refreshments, German games and left to die, so the legend Spices and jewels, and
sold,
are non-assessable and does are ior chairman; Venetian night, to he itors stopped there for the summer were played. James Wildschutpre- goes. The Burmelster House is now
late; special organiza- vacation.
sided. Marvin Baas, German in- an attractiverestaurant in a beau- On wharf and street and in
paid. The stock of the club la to
Jhall;
be issued in $100 units to those tion ___ Ittee for finance and
structor, was in charge of the tiful garden and used as headPerfumes >ndi™^adirr
group.
subscribing amounts from $100 to building, Mr. MaenU, Mr. Lowry,
quarters for tourists.
TO GIVE LECTURE IN
Of ships from
------$600 and all stock is to be non- Mr.
ehr, Mr. Diekema and
HUDSONVILLE
In the ruins of the ancient St
assessable.Stockholders are to enBaker; architects, RobRichard Belch will appear be- Nicholas church, walls standing but
Gone is the
joy special voting rights ant
Campau of Grand RapDr. William Masselink of Grand fore Justice John Galien today, roof gone, a pageant was held for
Lester Rapids will give an illustratedlec- Friday, charged with selling alco- our entertainment^’ This pageant The power
as well as to hold
------- —
Jeson Europe at the Hudsonville holic beverages to minors. He play is an annual event ana it was
•PPointcd as'school suditorium this TT
Thurs- conducts
is the Log
Log Cabin near .Ag- on the order of the pla
call
wnmergau, the paaaion
*
of tl
whether there is held every ten
is evidence to
him to the cir- of this play was
“•
1
cuit court.
Three acts shout
a most
vH 'jVV

World Traveler
Ancient
Swedish Ruins

—

31-33 Eabt 8th

Decorated
With Tul

Grand river from Baas river to
the Construction Aggregates company docks is being navigatedin
January for what u believed the
first time since heavy shipmenta of
gravel from the Bass river pits to
the Ferrysburgdocks began. Barg-

The weather has been eo wild
that unseasonable things are

Local Police

>

‘

.

PECKS
Cut Rate Drugs
Hotiand’s Busiest

Drug Store

Eighth

Corner River end

Holland, Mich.

SALE NOW ON THRU SATURDAY
25c Anacin
75c

Baame

Tablets

14c

Bengue
Pills - •

-•

75c Carters Liver

75c Doans Kidney

Pills

30c Edwards Olive

47c
46c
44c

Tablets

18c

- - 25c Golden
Shampoo 30c
Cascara Quinine
Oxydol Soap Chips - Ponds Creams - - •
Quinine Capsules gr. Pint Rubbing Alcohol - Fever

Thermometer

47c

Glint

17c
14c

Hills

25c

18c

35c

21c

2 doz.

5 lbs.

Epsom

SALE!

of Curtains and

• $Iclge

Sets now

$1.49 Cottage Sets

9 $1Ru8id

$1.19

$3S5a£eady Drapes

-

set

$1.39

now

pr.

98c

$2.98

-

o

-

.

now 98c

Curtains now

-

‘ _

Drapes

$1.49 Ruffled Curtains now

$4*75

9c

Salts

AFTER INVENTORY

•

16c

2

a

pr.

Home Spun Drapes now $3*98

‘

9

fringe11 Curtains

now $2.69

$3.75 Two«Tone Curtains now

_

$3.88

Other Curtains, Drapes, Fringes, and

, Reduced

pr.

Yard Goods

for this Sale.

De Vries & Dombos Co.
THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE
40-44 East Eighth

St., Holland,

Michigan

CLEMMCE SUE!

-

•

......

Overcoats

SUITS
3

$9.50

Groups at

$15.00

to

$18.50

$96.50
Real

Savings

$30.00
.

BOYS’ SHIRTS

B

.

.

Boys’ Knickers
Wool Mixed

Made by Kaynee

J. Special

'

—

a#

78 c
SCARFS X

o'

price

tehwbkbn $1.45
•i

™
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^

„

m

m
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OfReera of the Woman’s Relief
corps are: President, Mrs. Ne

NEWS

fffh:

Ellison; vice presidents,Mrs. Me!
Crowle and Blanche-Shaffer; treas-

and
/

urer, Bliss Mae Hiler; chaplain,
68, of Grand Mrs. Katie Hofsteen.
jraa aaaewd a line and co»U
85 Monday
iy n
when he pleaded
to fishing without a license Jj^and^nA. LJs ffief^e
j Jastice John Galien. ForLavoy, Ottawa county conser- make their home in Holland, ^hey
reside at 633 Wallace st Mr.
Mr.
tm oflcer, swore to the com- reside
Hleftje, Grand Haven representative of the Prudential Insurance
w • •
company the past 12 years, has reelected Friday night at
ceived a promotion as assistant

Onowaki

----

of the Union Bibie
________
class

f

Comparative Financial Statement
'

\

MUis*

HPSuieDTHtsme
looTtmm&HFoKSS

Dec., 1938

Dec., 1937

Dec, 1936

Mortgage Lotos ............................ . 1129, 983.42
Accrued Interest on Mortgage Loans .................. 92.14

S 76,596.12

$57,655.13

FlrstT

vw-ey nr/sm/foe

oFRvaavi.

superintendent
ide at Holland— -Muskeran Methodistchurch st gon Chronicle.
- of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
* • •
of 17th st and Central ave.
Saturday
Mr.
and Mrs. Carl
Jennie Hanes, presiMi*- Betty Northuis, vice- Zicklerand Mr. and Mrs. Alex Van
t; and Mrs. Trade Veele, Zanten were in Grand Rapids
where the two husbandsattended a
meeting of the Equitable Life InChristmas seeling was re- surance Co.
id High school from
• • •
iltwia, former art
Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper and
_______iss Hartwig lives in Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lievense left
Vork city where she teaches with the latter’s trailer Saturday
> in a French school and in
for a trip to Florida.
------- 1 takes sculptoringand
• • •
•tone lessons. ‘
Mrs. Maggie Van Dort, Mrs.

H

tee
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Jansen of
106 West 19th st became the
parents of a son Sunday morning.

After spendmg‘#aeveralweeks
•ere recovering from a knee operation, Miss Atagusta Heneveld, K. Nv
has returned to Presbyterian hospital, Chicago, to continue her work
; there.

»

A

mm
K: '

single blue gill may
than 10,000 eggs.

group of friends attended a
aity at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
knest Bear of 220 West 11th st
Thursday evening, the occasion being the Bear’s seventh wedding an-

TOTAL

mTum

RMR

M

'UUUS

1hm

is non oni7ohT^~^
THOUSANDTH7Nt AMOUNT

IT

Of tV/lP UFf M THt **
UNHID STATU THAT
WAS JOO UfARS A 60...

mm

8 Tenth

for bargains.

—

Mich.

.

Monday thru Saturday

MICHIGAN MADE

BEET SUGAR
if

one of Michigan’s most important crops. Thou-

sands of Michigan farmers and wage earners get a
good part of their living from this crop.
It is

important to your whole community that

your local stores carry Michigan

Mode

beet Sugar.

Also sec that your family uses Michigan Made
I

Beet Sugar.

But by all means talk to your local grocer. See
that he carries this home product. Insist on it.
Take no other.

Michigan Made Beet Sugar
product Best

is a

CHRISTIAN HIGH
695 BIRTHS ARE
ROLL OF HONOR
IN 1938

PIONEER GREAT LAKES RED ARROW
10

CHIEF

land Christian high school is as
follows:

Students receiving all A’s include Charles Bazuin, LucilleBouman, Theodore Lucas, Clarence
Pott and Betty Warner.

Under the

Four A’s, rest B’s: Vernon
Roersma, Cornelia Garvelink, Lois
Kaashoek, Ardene Koetsier, Lloyd
Lemmen, Martin Sjaarda,Emily
Vander Vlies, Ervina Van Dyke,
Dorothy Van Loo and Myrtle
Weener.
Three A’s, rest B’s: Dell Boer- on its record in this department.
ments of the day, the "chest of viosma, Alvin Bonzelaar, Marvin
0
lins” containedat least five different
Bonzelaar, Richard De Ridder,
MRS. WELMERS HOSTESS TO sizes, roughly corresponding to the
Genevieve Deur, Julia Grotenhuis,
human voice-treble violin, afterW. C. T. U.
Ralph Martinus, Janet Piers, John
wards called the violin; alto violin,
Pool, Lois Por, Jacoba Prins and
Members of the local union of

-

Louis

-

and Pietro Guaraleri.
plan,
Great care was used In assempresented by Mrs. Albert^ Pieters,
TWINS HERE FACE
of sending a letter to Gov. Fitz- bling It Sycamore, pine, ebony,
PRISON TERMS OF
gerald, requesting that Warden iyory and rosewood went into it The
V/i AND 15 YEARS
Garrett Heyns of Ionia reforma- secret of the unusual finish died
tory be kept in office in recog- with the master craftsmen. The
Twin brothers confessed break- nition of his plan for preparing strings are of aheepgut which Is
ing and entering into the Chandler young men for honest lives while treated so that It can be cut into
Dress Shop in Plainwell during they are in the reformatory.
thin strands and then twisted toMrs. Paul E. Hinkamp gave a gether by a ropemaker's wheel The
December, when arraigned before
Judge Fred T. Miles in circuit port on the National W. C. T. bow, made of Pernambuco wood,
court at Allegan. They were Henry U.’s
-- — drive
--- — to
— 7raise $1,000,000
» --w for
^—
contains 100 to 150 hairs taken from
J. Lake and Robert Lake, 21, of use in an anti-alcoholeducation in
Grand Rapids. The two were honor of the 100th birthday anni- the tails of white horses, most of
the supply coming from northwest
arrested by state police last week ersary of Frances E. Willard.
in New Buffalo and were part of a
Mrs. Carl Dresael, who took Canada, Russia and Chins. The vioring of thieves operating for some charge of the program, introduced lin Is tuned in fifths.

The group discussed the

2.665.07

68.91

62.18

91.17

1,631.23

5,332.88
1,226.02

$122,190.53

$95,677.64

IB 3%

of fee State of

Mlohlfau

Phone 2205

LONG DISTANCE CALLS
SAVE 9260. -GET ORDERS

FOR BIRMINGHAM
BUSINESS MAN
Faced by

the World’s Prayer Day. Mrs. Hinkamp was in charge of devotions
and Mrs. N. Essenburg rendered a
solo, accompanied by Mrs. Ellen
Ruisard, Mrs. Essenburg and Mrs.
Ruisard also sang a duet.

Since that time, five or six years purchased by the Board of Education. This new piece of equipment will be used m various ways
in our school system. It will immediately rep.
jroduce
______
an ___
acetate
___ __
recording of any audible sound.
While it is primarily for use in
the music and speech departments,

ago, Robert was convicted on a
breaking and entering charge, and
was sentencedto a term in the
Southern Michigan prison at Jackson. Judge Miles told Henry his
minimum sentence under law would
be seven and one-half years, while
Robert faces a minimum of 15

_

any student or faculty member
years.
may make use of the machine by
Motion pictures on The Nether-oappointmentand by defraying the
lands, taken by Rev. William GouLouis H. Osterhous, Charles E. cost of the records.
looze of Grand Rapids, will be pre- Misner, Edward Soule, Howard W.
A new Cable-Nelsonpiano has
sented in Forest Grove Reformed Fant and Harvey Scholten contribpurchased for the music
church Jan. 19 by R. J. Scholten of uted to the program of discussion
room, to replace the old one which
Grand Rapids.
on the new rules of circuit court has aeen long and hard use.
procedure at the January meeting The high school band will use
• • •
The Vogelzanghardware store of of the Ottawa Counto Bar associa- their new set of Lyra-bells in fu75 East 8th st., was robbed of tion in the Warm Friend Tavern ture marching and concert appear$13.95 last week Thursday night. in Holland. Besides those on the ances.
Police said that the robber seemed program, Grand Haven attorneys
The band this year will parti
to have had entered By using a key attendingwere Leo C. Lillie and cipate in the Band Review along
to the front door because no other M. C. Locke. Nearly all Holland with the American Legion Zouaves
point of entry could be discovered. attorneys were present
of Jackson and the other visiting
.

bands.

EVANGELISTIC
January Itth

HETINGS
to

29th

Corner 17th and Pine

ALL BIBB

Conducted by the ptstor, Rev. C. W.
Regal
Meredith,

and assisted by Prof. N. B.

Vandall, nationally

Hard Coal

SERVICES EACH

—

known leader in song.

AT 7:30

EXCEPT

a long,

expe^ivc buam^trip

“I

pany

turned to the
customer* ^Atlanta,

of Cleveland, Ohio,

telephoneto contact

Danas

and Oakland. C«nfornU.

Uere^

were especially gratifying and profitable.
Here

is

what

he says:

“I got the business! The telephone calls cost

me 10 days’ time and approximately *260 traveling expense, and

only>$l^> saved

were a splendid inveatment.

MICHIGAN

j

Mrs. WilUam Vander Schel and
Russell, Ottawa-AUegan council was set for Thursday, Jan. 19.
Scout executive. Charles R. Rath- However,on Tuesday, they changed Mrs. Minnie Meengs were in charge
their minds and waived examina- of the social hour. Mrs. Margaret
bun is skipper of the ship.
tion. Justice Ferris bound them Markham presided.
over to the circuit court under
Use of more butter in homes of
bonds of $5,000, which they were MUSIC DIVISION OF SCHOOL
this vicinity is the program of the
unable to furnish. The two youths GETS SOME NEW EQUIPMENT
NationalDairy council, in which
face long prison sentences, for it
the Taylor Produce Co. of route 4,
(HollandHigh Herald)
is the second offensefor Henry and
Holland, joined last Friday. “It is
the third for Robert. Both had
Santa Claus, during his stay in
unfortunatethat the consumption
been previously convicted of steal- Holland, was very kind to the muof butter in this country is much
ing an automobile and were placed
sic department
lower than it should be — less than
on probation.
k “Presto” recorder has been
one-half as great as the butter consumption in New Zealand, for example, and much lower than in several other countries,” the local
company said. "The small expense
of increasing the amount of butter
eaten daily should be regardedas
an investment in increased food
enjoyment and health.”

1,234.55

4,778.38

'

Clock

viola ip Italians; tenor violin, obso-

Van

HOLLAND WESLEYAN
METHODIST CHURCH

Coal Co.

10,725.00

977.46

mi

CUI

Two

-Sft

Anthracite

$75,568.60

35,000.00

,

HOUSEWIFE’S FAVORITE

QUALITY
FUEL
WB CABBY

S 78,506.73

Eight Strings Used on
Allegan county’s births during
Ancestor of the Violin
1938 numbered 695, topping the
record of a year before
ore by ififtyThe violb bed ss its Immediate
seven, records of the county clerk ancestor the lira da bracclo, an
revealed this week. Death records ancient bowed Instrument having
showed an even greater increase, eight strings. It is not definitely
1938 having 589, and 1937, 462.
known who constructedthe first perMarriages in the county during
fect violin, as It required only slight
the past year numbered 21
_____
268, twenalterations to change the lira into it,
ty-one less than in the previous
year. Divorces were also less, 46 but most authoritiesagree that to
Gasparo da Salo (1540-1609) belongs
filed in 1938, and 54 during 1937.
Twenty residents were given citi- the honor, observes a writer In the
zenship papers during the past Chicago Dally News.
year, but 1939 already
:ady has
hi
thirteen
As In the cue of other instru-

The honor roll for the third quarter of the present semester at Hol-

high quality

In the following brand*:

$95,977.64

Members of the calling committee of Fourteenth Street Adult
Bible class were entertained last
RECORDED week by Mr*. John Van Wleren.

for all cooking and table use.

QUAUTY GUARANTEED

$122,190.53

Ottawa Coijnty Building & Loan Ass’n.

WASTHFSWt."

Wieren.
the W. C. T. U., meeting Friday at
A’s, rest B’s: Margaret the home of Mrs. Thomas E. Wel- leted early in the Eighteenth cenHuizenga, Audrey Kalmink, Hen- mers on Graves place, heard the tury; bus violin, to Italians, violoncello; double bass, to Italians conrietta Lubbers, Mildred SchrotenRev. John Vanderbeek, pastor of
trabass.
boer, Hester Timmer and George
Sixth Reformed church, speak on
Vander Ploeg.
Consisting of some 70 pieces of
"Man’s Extremity Is God’s OpporOne A, rest B’s: Wilma Blystra, tunity.”
wood, 60 of which are built perschool is the giving of Christmas
Thressa Heerspink,Edgar Holke“We must pray that God’s peo- manentlyinto it (the balance being
baskets. Miss Emma Hoekje, a forboer, Grace Knoll, Garrietta ple may see the need of prayer
mer member of the faculty, was inmovable),the violin has a distinstrumentalin beginningthis cus- Petroelje,GertrudeVork and Wes- and pray without ceasing. There guished history. The most famous
ley Vryhof.
tom in our school. The program
is never time to rest upon laurels
All B’s: Alvin Dykema, Paul won in bygone days,” he said, ’school of makers was that centering
this year consisted of: carols; a
around Cremona,whose valuableInChristmas play by speech students; Grevengoed,Janet Jonker, Corrine urging his hearers never to relax
struments were wrought by the
Pool,
Lois
Tinholt,
Marvin
Vander
and a solo by Claribel Dunnewin.
their vigilancein the cause of temAmatl family, Antonio Stradivari
Each ward, representing an aspect Vlies and James Wildschut.
perance.

St., Holland,

$176,256.17

Incorporated under Ike Laws

time in soothwestem Michigan.
When they were brought in the
Sea Scout Ship 107 of Otsego two were arraigned before Justice
recently applied for renewal of its Volnev W. Ferris of Allegan on the
charter with a membership increase breaking and entering charge. They
of 100 per cent, according to M. P. demanded examination and date

Watch

........ .......... . .................

AT THt A6t Of 10. HAD
F/HOOFNAHS sntMcxn lout,

/7

MAMfiER’S WEEK

River Ave.

TOTAL

OUR

The A Cappella choir at Holland
• • •
High school m preparation for their
The mourning dove feeds its
trip to the Central Music Festival
young with food prepared in its
in Detroit has started a doughnut own body. The food is called
sale to be carried on in the same “pigeon milk’’ and is regurgitated
manner as last year's. Donna Eby by both the male and female parent
is the general chairman of the cambirds.
paign with the following persons
• • •
as her committee: Dorothy Ann
One of the largestall-school proVan Dyke, Virginia Dvkhuis, Harvey Koop, Beatrice Bekken, Homer jects undertakenby Holland high

MARKETS

1,396.40

.

.....

SIP RClOH- COiOKHDO.

Barber and Junior Pruis. The merit
system which the organization has
had for the last two years will have
an increase of a certain amount
for every member who sells 10
dozen or more.— Holland High Herald — There should not only be a
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
merit system for sales volume but
; Old Holland City State Bank
for quality of product. But then
doughnuts with the hungry smell of Christmas, presented their bas“Oder the clock.’’
kets. Ervin Eisenbergeras Santa
will sell themselves.
presented gifts to the custodians
A son, Mark Otto, was bom Jan. and some members of the faculty.
Holland, Michigan
10 to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin O. An inventoryof contributions is
Schaap of Cornelia, Ga. Mrs. as follows: 134 cans of vegetables
2 bushels of carrots,4*4 pecks of
potatoes, 2 heads of lettuce, 1
bunch of celery,65 cans of fruit,
1 peck of apples, 3 dozen oranges,
3 dozen bananas,prunes, raisins,
23 jars of jam, 15 pounds of dry
groceries,10 cans of miscellaneous
groceries,115 toys and books, and
clothing of all kinds. The total collection was $34.50 and £om this
fifteen hams and seventjPtwo Iwxes of cracker jack were bought.

SUPER

1,000.00

10,870.80

!

••

fox squirrels will feed on turtle
eggs when they can find them.

DETHMERS

1.00

1,500.00

Govt. Subscription (Including HOLO shares) .......... 35.000.00
Advances from Federal Home Loan Bank ........... 5,000.00
Unearned Profit on Beal Estate Sold . ............... 952.44
Uncollected Interest-Loansand Contract ........... 1,245.33
Legal Beserye (Include Federal Insurance Reserve) .. 4,793.26
Other Beeerves ................. ........................14.21
Undivided Profits ....................................2,677.82
Net Income for Period
........... ..............

THtF/mii
BfXKOFA MTlRFAU Mf JM/IUS JJtIPSOitf
HAM THFUt Home M A STOHS CAi/i BfHlATH
7H( SMWIlTMD A BOM AM BAO( Of Pit
POIHT AT NHKA Vf€ /MIOA FAUi HITS

™

R.

23,659.75

.

Mr. and Mrs. George Slocum of
Mrs. Vaudie Vandenberg of 73
Kalamazoo had as guests last week East 16th st. visited her son, Vaudie
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Oudemolen Vandenberg, Jr., in Chicago last
of 181 West 9th st., Mrs. Garry week before he left on his return
Visch and daughter, Mrs. Joe trip to California.
Sloothak and son of West 17th st
• • •
and George Oudemolen of South
Coyotes, foxes, skunks and even
Haven.

10,754.01

LIABILITIES

Klomparens, John Van
• » •
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Dyke and Tatenhove, Albert P. Kleis and
James T. Klomparens left SaturTyping awards wore given to stu- son, Roger, of Chicago, recently
visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs. day by automobile for a two-weeks’
i; dents of Biiss Iva Davidson’s class
business and pleasure trip through
. at Holland Eight school for Octo- Martin Dyke. Fred Dyke of Chithe Rio Grande valley of Texas.
cago
was
also
here.
; her and November tests. The out-

JOHN

....... ...........................
1176,256.17

Invested S hares (Including Dividends) ................ $126,573.11

Andy

standing typist of the semester is
Charlotte Vander Schaaf who took
a ten-minute test with the mult
ef 72 words a minute. Her reward
was a Competent Typist Certificate
from the Gregg company. Contestanta in the October test were Harriet Kleinhekael,55.5 words a minute; Evelyn Vande Lone 54; Edith
50.3; Eloiae Hulett, 50.4;
Van Lente, 50.7. They each
received m gold typipg-pinfrom the
Gregg company. November typists
receiving pins were Beatrice Bek-- for 52.6 words and Rose Brunselle, 51.6 words a minute.

9,43162

101.00

1

.

is

^ niversary.

217.15

16,288.24

2,416.69

Albert Van Huis. Sr., of 144 East
18th st, celebrated his 69th birthday anniversary Saturday. He has Schaap was formerlyMiss Muriel
been confined in Holland hospital De Witt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
for eight weeks and is recovering H. H. De Witt of Holland.
• • •
slowly.

* * •

A

8136

..

«•.'!« © WNU Svrvtct
again at her
home at 140 East 18th st. after
Romans in the time of Caesar had apeclai (loves to keep their tinrernalla from breaking off while they slept,
spending four weeks in Holland
ihe Simpsons get to their home by means of a narrow ledge. The falling water passes within eight feet
hospital
after
an
operation.
produce
of their front door.
• • •
Mrs. Alma James

.

Beal Estate Acquired .....
.......................
i6, 895.51
Furniture and Fixtures ...........................
101.00
Stock-FederalHome Loan Bank ..................... ,500.00
Cash on Hand and In Bank ............................12,156.25

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin 0. Schaap Mary Schaap and D. Vander
of Cornelia Ga^ announce the birth Schaaf, all of Holland,Mr. and
of a aon, Mark Otto, Jan. 10, 1939 Mrs. Ida Shore of Canon City,

Mra-

.

Beal Estate Sold on Contract ......................... 15,627.85
Foreclosures Subject to Bedamptton ....................

A

Colo., left recently to spend the
winter in Florida.
• • •
Mrs. Fred Stolti of 151 West
14th st., is confined to her home as
a result of an accident with boiling
water, which burned her leg.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Yonker of
East 20th st., and Mr. and Mrs.
William McVea and son, Billy, of
Douglas, left here Saturday to
spend six weeks in Florida.
» • •

of Condition urf

-i-

i

s^nro
DoMMOHDt*

SELL TELEPHONE CO.

IndUnt Had No Horses
Before Europeans Came<
The American Indians had no*
horses before the arrival of Europeans upon this continent Dogs
were the only animals which the
natives at North America had subdued to any considerabledegree of
tractability and domestication. Although fossil remains of a prehistoric horse-likeanimal have been
found In America, these animals
bad become extinct thousandsof
years before Columbus ventured
upon his first voyage across the Atlantic, notes a writer in the Indianapolis News. The first horses seen
by Indians were those brought over
by the Spanish Invaders of Mexico
and they excited the wonder of the
Indians, who at first regarded horse
and rider as one animal A few
years later De Soto brought horses
to Florida, and it is supposed that
he abandoned a number of them
near what is now the eutern boundary of Texas.
Coronado, on his march

to

UARN

10W COST

THE

of calls to points at

which you have prospects and customers!
Ask

Long Distance

the

operator for rates to
•ny place!

Quivira

in 1541, introducedthe horse to the

2

Indians of the Great Plains.Some
authorities believe that all the wild
and Indian horsfes of the West
sprang from a nucleus formed by a

few animals which escaped from
the troops of Coronado. The south-

re

ern plains proved very favorable to
range horses and they multiplied
rapidly.

Cera a Valuable Plant
Corn Is native to the Americas—
before Columbus It was unknown In
Europe. Research indicates that it
first grew os the high plateau of
Mexico, and from there its cultivation and use spread to Central and
South America. When white men
first explored the Interiorof the
Western continentsthey found corn
being raised from lower Canada as
far south as Peru. Though little but
white and yellow corn were seen in
the United States, there are varieties of many different colors—red,
purple, pink, brown, blue, black and
variegated.The Peruvians cultivate
• variety with very large kernel*—
so large that, when boiled, they are
eaten singly as we eat grapes. Before the white man came, certain
familiesin each tribe were entrusted with the cultivation and breeding
of corn and the maintenance of dieunoi coior*— wmen wooia

OUt Of

3

dependent

c

others at

65
Two’thirdsof the aged depend upon Government aid, private charity or relatives and
friends for all or part of their support. This

finding

was made by the Federal Social

Security Board in a study of 7»816^00 per*
sons

of

On

65 yean or over.

the other hand, well over a million

aged men and women are independent,
through their own thrift and foresight. Another million still work, and the balance
receive pensions and annuities.
To which group will you belong

Now

of65?

your

later

*

is

at the

age

tlm time to start providing for

yean with

•

regular deposits in

-

SAT.

*

^

let

1V,,: Si®/

|

a

y

i

A mouse trap which

tins the
victim to exhaustion has been invented by accident in Hamilton.
Miss Flomnce Lugten, assistant
postmistress then, decided to trap
some of the rodents after she dis-

ESTIMATES
and Expert
429 CoHege Ave.

“Uwcst

Boards, rough, $84.00

Get our prices on Bam
and rough Hemlock and
nine Barn Boards. Anything
want in YeUovr Hne.WMtol
and Fir lumber it lowest prieea,^
.

1 «

We deliver anywhere. .1
All Types of Insulation.
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. C*
200 R. 17th
Holland. Michhrut

BtgW'WW

#

Expires Jan. 21-17581

STATE OF MICHIGAN

in Overisel cemetery.
. • • •

«.

Wc

LUMBER BARGAINS

Funeral services for Johannes
Agteres, 70, of Overisel,were held
Thursday at his home and in Overisel Reformed church. The Rev.
H. W. Pyle was in charge of the
rites. Mr. Agteres died early Monday of complications. Burial was

• • •

Price* for Better

Hemlock, Rough or dmaed.

Succeeding Marion McAleer as
stenographer-clerkin the Michigan
state employment office at Holland,
Miss Alma Northgrave of Fennville
began her work Monday morning.
• » *

great-grandchild.

|

Quality

covered that there wen mice in the
post oiTice. She baited two ordinary
traps, and placed the extra cheese
in a glass jar. The next morning
the ngolar traps were snapped, but
empty. Lying next to the jar was
a mouse, too tired to move. Apparently he had been worn out by
nis efforts to reach the cheese in
the transparent jar.
« • •

He is survivedby the widow,
Mrs. Minnie Agteres; three children, William, Mrs. John Plasman
and Mrs. Dora Dampen, all of Overisel; eight grandchildren and one

Quality

NEW YORK— ( Special)— Giant
steamshovels are tearing away at
the soil and hundreds of men are
working on the $3,000,000Federal
Area for the New York World’s
Fair where Uncle Sam will preside, figuratively, at a 1939 world
peace table that is expected to
have a lasting beneficial effect

an

This structure, which Is now bearound
enormous parade
upon internationalrelations.
Uncle Sam will be represented ground which will be the scene of ing built under the directionof the
by a huge Federal Building which parades, pageants, drills and other United States New York World's
Fair Commission,will contain excolorful events of a like nature, and
will be placed at the head of a Hall
of Nations, where foreign coun- where many thousands of Fair hibits Interpretingthe background
and functions of the legislative,
tries, 64 of which have agreed to visitors will gather on opening day
participate, will show their official to listen to a speech by President judicial and executive branches of
Roosevelt.The architect is Howard government
exhibits at the Fair.
Secretary of Agriculture Henry
‘ All the buildingswill be grouped L Cheney.

A. Wallace is Chairman of the
Commission and its memberthip
includes Secretary of Commerce
Roper, Secretary of Labor Perkins,
Senators Wagner and Copelandof
New York and White of Maine and
RepresentativesMerritt and Wadsworth of New York and McReynolds of Tennessee.

The Probate Court for the
ty of Ottawa.
At a aesnion of said Court hi
at the Probate Office In the City
Grand Haven in the said Com
on the 29th day of Dec., A.
1988.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wi
ter. Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate.
Augusta Garbrecht Deceased.
It appearing to tho court
the time for presentation of
against aaid estate should be
ted, and that a time and place
appointed to receive,examine

Suffering from bums received
Jan. 4 when her clothing caught
Are, Mrs. William Hammer, 68, of
Eye, Eer, Note and Throat
Saugatuck township died Monday
Spedaltat
in Douglas hospital.Funeral servExpires Mar. 4
(Over Model Drug Store)
adjust all claima and derm
ices were held Wednesday from the AAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAand gave a New Year’s message. ing of the executive committee of
Oath Taken by President
against said deceasedby and
Dykstra Funeral home, Saugatuck,
Holland, Mich.
Mrs. R. F. Keeler presentedthe the Golden Chain union held at the
The Constitutiondirects that the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
with the Rev. C. W. Bolles officiatnews from Washington. Mrs. Har- home of James Heuvelhorst, union Presidentof the United States shall THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE Office Bonn: 9-11 taa. 24 p.m. ore eald court:
ing. Burial was in Riverside ceme- vvvvv vVvwVvvTvVf VT^f
old McLean and Mrs. J. D. French treasurer.Following devotions
Evenlnge—Saturday 7:00 to •.•00 lit is Ordered, That creditors
take the following oath or affirmaCOUNTY OF OTTAWA IN
tery. A cooking stove ignited Mrs.
which
were
in
charge
of
Sherwin
’honea:
Office
Rea. 1774 said deceased are required to
were
in
charge
of
the
social
hour.
All students enrolled in the
sent their claims to aaid com
Hammer’s clothing, and her hus- French and German classesof Hoi- Mrs. F. E. De Weese, regent, pre- Hungerink, the president, reports tion: “I do solemnly swear (or af- CHANCERY
THE
HOLLAND
CITY
firm) that I will faithfully execute
said Probate Office on or before
band, although blind, tore the and high, are eagerly awaitinga sided.
were given by various officers and
the office of Presidentof the United
DEPOSITORSCORPORATION,
3rd day of . May, A. D., 1
clothing away. She was treated at Mardi Gras party which is being
relieve*
departmental
superintendents
in• • •
Plaintiff,
States, and will, to the best of my
at ten o’clockin the forenoon,
hospital. She was a member
_ of planned. No definite date has been
cluding
Menno
Bont,
devotional
The members of the cast of “Hot
vs.
time and place being hereby
Saugatuck M. E. church. Besides set but it will be held sometime in Water,” a comedy presented at superintendent; Ray Huizinga, mis- ability, preserve, protect,and depointed for the examination
fend the Constitutionof the United Isreal Platt, George Stassey, Alexthe husband, she is suvived by a •’ebruary. Norma Rutgers and AlLincoln school, gathered with their sionary; Beatrice Borr, extension;
FEVER
and
ander C. Mitchell,Cyron Burdick,
adjustment of all claims and
brother, Frank Knapp of Hastings. vin Schutmaat have been chosen as
States.”
George
Washington,
as
Russell
Vollink,
recreational;
Doris
HEADACHES mands against said deceased.
John Elzinga of Hamilton was co-chairmenand have announced guests last week Wednesday in Vander Molen, publicity; Gerald President,took the followingoath: Matthew Mitchell, Hosea B. HusBoone’s
Kountry
Kitchen
for
a
Liquid. Tablets
dot to Colds
It is Further Ordered, That .
pleasantly surprised last week by their committeesas follows: music
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) ton, William S. Driggs, George W.
De Wendt, unifiedfinance.
a group of fnends, who called in —Alice Vandenberg; decorations—chicken dinner. The group included
Rice, Daniel S. Walbridge, William ialva,Note Drepa
ic notice thereof be given by p
that
I
will
support
the
Constitution
• • •
Try “Rub-My-TUm”—
Mackay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall,
Hcatlon of a copy of this order
honor of his birthday anniversary. Violet Eberhardt, Bob Heasley, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Colton, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Veldheer and Mrs. of the United States.” In place of FrederickW. Macy, Jan Trimpe,
• Wonderful Linlaenft
A two-course lunch was served.The ack Whelan; program— Joyce Mc- Mrs. Don Zwemer, Mr. and Mrs.
three successive weeks previo
"protect.”
W.
H.
Taft,
when
he
took
Adrian
Moes,
Mrs.
Florence
BirthJacob Veldheer were joint hostessgroup gave Mr. Elzinga a lovely Cormick, Dorothy Wichers, Bob
said day of hearing, in the
Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry
isel, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyk- es at a miscellaneous shower in the oath, used the word "maintain.”
Expires Jan. 21—17636
gift. A social time was spent in
land City News, a newspaper
D. Parkman, Andries VerSchure,
ousma; refreshments — Shirley house, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver, honor of Miss. Marie Veldheer, who
STATE OF MICHIGAN
playing games.
ed and circulatedin laid com
Gabriel Van Putten, Nelson B.
Carter, Bob Whelan; prizes— Eddie Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Dalman, Mr.
will be a bride this month. The
The Probate Court for the CounCORA VANDE
Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdale
Grave Hu Many Visitors
Nieusma; invitationsand programs and Mrs. Jay De Koning and Mr. party was held in the home of Mrs.
Judge of
Bullock,Joseph W. Wilds, Hugh O. ty of Ot^wa.
A fresh supply of gasoline for —Grace Hanchett, Katherine and Mrs. Bemie Vander Meulen. Jacob Veldheer, 84 East 17th st.
The tomb of Abelard and Heloise,
At a session of said Court, held A true copy:
Reilley, Reuben Moore, Stephen
the breakwater light at the en- Sederholm, Betty Peterson, Elaine
Games were played and prizes in the cemetery of Pere la Chaise
at the Probate Office In the City of
Harriet Swart,
trance of Saugatuck harbor was Edding; elections and advertising Mrs. Bert Vande Water of East awarded the winners. A two-course in Paris, is, after 700 years, a place Moore, James Lockie, Hiram H
Grand Haven in the said Countv,
Register of Probate.
ers,
George
A.
Fitch,
Jennie
taken there Monday by a crew from — Bob Longstreet;finances— Bob 13th st., gave a farewell party last
on the 24th day of D4c., A. D.,
lunch was served. Attending the of sentiments! pilgrimage. Since
the Holland Coast Guard station Beukema, Bob Holleman. Under week Thursday for Mrs. John affair were the Mesdames Peter their tragic romance, notes a writer Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey, Amon W. 1988.
Langdon, or their unknown heirs
in the surf boat Members of the the chairmen’s supervision, with Wiersma, who is leaving with her
Expires Feb. 4-17695
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaBontekoe,Martin Efc Graaf, Hercrew were Aldred M. Anderson, Miss Margaret Randels as advisor, family for Fort Wayne, Ind. Be- man Bontekoe, George Bontekoe, in Collier's Weekly, 'this grave Is devisees,legatees and assigns,
ter, Judge of Probate.
believed
to
have
been
more
widely
Defendants.
delightfulparty is rapidly get- sides Mrs. Vande Water, other
STATE dr MICHIGAN
Carl W. Walters,E. 0. Feddick
In the Matter of the Estate of
Neil Bontekoe, Harold Bontekoe, known, to have had more visitors
ORDER OF PUBLICATION
ting under way. Everyone attend- hostesses were Mrs. J. Post and
and K. E. Leslie.
The Probate Court for the
Cornelius A. Caauwe, Deceased.
Albert Prins, Dick Poppema, Her- and to have been the subject of . On filing the bill of complaint in
ing the party will be required to Mrs. C. B. Dalman. The group
It appearing to the court that the ty of Ottawa.
come in costume, in keeping with enjoyed Chinese checkers.Mrs. man Brewer, Henry Timmer and more storiesand songs than any the above entitled cause, and on time for presentation of claims
At a session of said Courfco
Miss Lelia Boyce of the Hoffthe
Misses
Hazel
Veldheer,
Fennah
the true Mardi Gras spirit. Every
other in Christendom, with the ex- reading the affidavit of Elbem Phr- •gainst said estate should be lim- at the Probate Office to the City
man law offices in Allegan was re- : eature of the party will resemble Wiersma received^ a gift.
Bontekoe,ElizabethBrewer, Mil- ception of that of the Savior.
sons, attorney for plaintiff, on file,
ited, and that a time and place be Grand Haven In the said _
cently admitted to practice before
dred Brewer and Julia Prins. Outthe original Mardi Gras as closely
from which it appears that it is not appointed to receive,, examine and on the 81st day of De&, A.
Luella
Joyce
Weaver
of
305
East
the supreme court of the United
of-town
guests
were
Mrs.
Martin
possible. Prizes are to be award- 7th st., was honored by eight of her
known and plaintiff after diligent adjust all claims and demands 1988.
States. This is the office in which
Meadowlark Well-Known Bird
ed for the best costmues. As yet, friends last week on her eighth Bontekoe and Miss Wilhelmina
search and inquiry haa been unable
Congressman Hoffman is the senior
The eastern meadowlark ta a to ascertain whether the defend- against said deceased by and before Preeeat, Hon. Con Vanda Wi
place for holding the event has birthday anniversary. Mrs. Weaver Bontekoe of Grand Rapids and Miss
Judge of Probate.
said court:
partner. Edward Hutchinson of not been decided on.
Jean Smit of Kalamazoo.
common and well-known bird oc- ants, Isreal Platt, George Stassey, It Is Ordered, That creditors of
In the Metter of the Estate*
served refreshments and the group
Fennville,who was admitted to the
curing from the Atlantic coaat to the AlexanderC. Mitchell,Cyron Bur- said deceased are required to preLeon C Hillen, Deceased.
* « a
games, prizes and giving
bar last October, is now associated
Great Plains, where it gives way to dick, Matthew Mitchell, Hosea B. sent their claims to said court at
It appearing to tho court
The Holland C. E. union will hold
with the law office of Leo Hoffman
Huston, William S. Driggs, Georife said Probate Office on or before the the time for presentation of
the closely related western species,
skating party Monday in the
in Allegan.
which extends thence westward to W. Rice, Daniel S. Walbridge, Wil- 3rd day of May. A. D„ 1929 against said astato should be
» • •
Plans for the Michigan State
roller rink of the Virginia Park
iam Mackay, George Torrey, Isaac at ten o’clockIn the forenoon, aak itod, and that a time end place
the Pacific. It winters from our
Community hall, it was announced Christian Endeavor convention to
Officers of the Glenn Mutual Tel
Sunday
night at the “hymn sing” be in Holland next June sponsored
southern border as far north as tho Hall, Frederick W. Macy, Jan time and place being hereby ap- appointed to receive, examine
ephone company elected last week
29 East 9th St.
in Bethal Reformed church. A large >y the Holland and Golden Chain
District of Columbia, southern Illi- Trimpe, Lyman Mower, Israel pointed for the examination and adjust all claims and
are: President, J. D. Hoard; vice
Holland, Michigan
crowd attended the affair Sunday. unions, were discussed at a meetnois, and occasionallyIowa. The Foote, Henry D. Parkman, Andriea adjustmentof all claima and de- against said deceased by and
president, Ed Lyman; secretary,
VerSchure, Gabriel Van Putten, mands against said deceased.
D. H. Vande Bunte of Hudsonville,
said
'
western form winterssomewhat farMrs. Randall Corwin; treasurer, a former president of the Michigan
Nelson B. Jones, James B. Porter, It ie Further Ordered, That pubIt is Ordered, That creditors
ther north. Although It is a bird of
Steve Hamlin; directors, Ed St.
Tisdale Bullock, Joseph W. Wilds lic notice thereof be given by pub- said deceased are required to .
State C. E. union, acted as song
the plains, and finds its most conJohn, Charles Lockhart, Dwight leader. John Swierenga and Comie
Huj?h O. Reilley, Reuben Moore lication of a copy of this order for sent their claims to said court
genial haunts in the prairies of the
Hadaway; manager, Fred Bowles. Steketee played their trumpets, and
Stephen Moore, James Lockie, three successive weeks previous to said Probate Office on or
• • •
West, it is at home wherever there Hiram Rogers, George A. Fitch, said day of hearing, in the HolMiss Angelyn Dombos served as
the lOth day of May,. A. D„
is level or undulating land covered
Miss Allie Engle of Allegan was accompanist.
Jennie L. Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey, land City News, a newspaper print- at ton o’clock in the forenoon,
volunteer choir
with grass or weeds, with plenty Amon W. Langdon, or their un- ed and circulatedIn said county.
guest speaker at the meeting of also sang, and Mr. Vande Bunte
time and place being hereby
CORA VANDE WATER, pointed for the examination
of water at hand.
the Fennville Woman’s club Wed rendered a solo. Berlin Bosman.
known heirs, devisees,legatees anc
Judge
of
Probate.
nesday. “Poetry” was her subject. iresidentof the union, introduced
assigns, are living or dead,
adjustment of all claims and
A true copy:
• * •
dr. Vande Bunte. The invocation
where they may reside if living,
mands against said dsceassd.
’Misfortune,’ ’Calamity’
Harriet Swart,
The Rubinstein club of Fennville and benediction were pronounced
It Is Further Ordered, That
During the period when Gladstone whether the title, interest,clai
Register of Probate.
will present a musical evening Jan. by the Rev. C. A. Stoppels.
lien or a possible right to the real
lie notice thereof be given by
and
Disraeli were opposing leaders
28 in the high school auditorium
• • •
estate hereinafter described, has
Ikation of a copy of this order tc
Expires Jan. 21—17549
in British politics, Disraeli and a
with a group of students from
been assigned to any person or
three successive weeks previous
Mrs. Dora Haight, district deputy
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
number of his cronies were dining
Western State Teachers college
persons, or if dead whether they
hearing, In the
The Probate Court for the Coun said day of hearini
one night when the conversation have representatives or heirs livgiving a program under direction iresident of. the Erutha Rebekah
City News, a newspaper
ne
odge,
and
Mrs.
Myrtle
Bennett,
ty
of
Ottawa.
turned to distinction between words ing, or where some or any of them
of Prof. H. C. Maybee.
and
circulated in aaid county.
grand
marshall,
acted
as
installing
At
a
session
of
said
Court
held
• • •
of similarmeaning. After the com- reside, or whether such title,interCORA VANDE WATER,
officers Friday night as the lodge
at the Probate Office in the City
Welborne S. Luna, who recently
parison of several pairs of words est, claim, lien or possible right to
Judge of Probata,
wa! presented its new leaders. Mrs.
of
Grand
Haven
in
the
said
County
retired as prosecuting attornev of
had gone round the table someone the said followingdescribed real on the 21st day of Dec., A. D. A true copy:
osephine Bender and Mrs. Gladys
Allegan county, and his wife, Mrs.
asked Disraeli the difference be- estate has been disposed of by will, 1988.
Harriet Swart,
Burrows were given gifts. The new
Marjorie Lee Luna, have formed a
Register of Probate.
tween "misfortune”and “calam- and that plaintiff has been unable
officers are: past noble grand,
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWatei
partnershipunder the name of
gent search and inquiry, Judge of Probate.
ity.” With but a second’s thought
Josephine Bender; noble grand,
Luna A Luna, and are opening a Gladys Burrows: vice grand, MilDisraeli answered: "If Mr. Glad- to ascertainthe names of said perIn the Matter of the Estate of
Expires Feb. 25, 1939
law office on the second floor of dred Van Vulpen; secretary,
stone fell into the Thames river it sons included as defendants herein.
John H. Ktriper,Deceased.
MORTGAGE SALE
the Allegan State Bank building in
Now,
therefore,
on
motion
of
Blanche Shaffer; financial secre
would be a misfortune;but if someIt appearing to the court that
Allegan, where they will conduct
Elbem
Parsons,
attqmey
for
plaintary, Nell Haight; treasurer,Leona
the time for presentation of claims
one pulled him out. a calamity.”
Default having been made
a general law practice and handle Norlin; chaplain, Anne Roos; wartiff, it is ordered that the said
against said estate should be lim- conditions of a certain
collections.
above named defendants,Isreal ited, and that a time and place be made by Anthonv W. Kwiatl
d«i, Rosie Burrows; conductor,
Platt, George Stassey, Alexander
Sarah Van Slooten; outside guarAllegan, Ottawa and Barry co
appointed to receive,examine and and Frances Kwiatkowslri, bust
Don’t Turn Back The
C. Mitchell, Cyron Burdick, Mat- adjust all claims and demands and wife, to Frank S. Baldwin daU
dian,
Jennie
Keller;
inside
guartv lodges of I. 0. 0. F. will
w Mitchell, Hosea B. Huston, against said deceased by and be- ed the 1st day of December,A. D.,
Clock
March 8 in Fennville for a business dian. Mary Streur; right supporter
William S. Driggs, George W. Rice,
meeting and awarding of degrees of the noble grand, Blanche Bur1928, and recorded in the office
fore said court:
Daniel S. Walbridge, William MacThe Rebekahs will serve a dinner rows; left supporter, Rose KetIt is Ordered, That creditors of the Register of Deeds for the Co
chum: right supporter of the vice
It’s a curious paradox that there kay, George Torrey, Isaac Hall, said deceased are required to pre- ty of Ottawa and State of Mk
in the evening.
grand, Pearl Kamerling,left supis no question as to the necessity FrederickM. Macy, Jan Trimpe, sent their claims to said court at gan, on the 4th day of December*;
and merit of mass production of Lyman Mower, Israel Foote, Henry said Probate Office on or before A. D., 1928, in Liber 137 of Me
An 11 per cent gain in receipts porter, Nora Harris.
•
•
•
goods— yet, at the same time, there D. Parkman, Andries VerSchure, the 26th day of April, A. I)., gages, on page 230. which
at the Hamilton post office occurre<
BE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tysse enteris an aggressive,politically-in- Gabriel Van Putten, Nelson B. 1989, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, gage was assigned by mesne
in 1988, according to Herman Ny'T'HESE young Quecbua Indians the more remoie villagesof the spired campaign under way to de- Jones, James B. Porter, Tisdale said time and place being hereby veyances to ReconstructionFinhoff, postmaster. Money orders tained the executive committee of
Trinity Sunday school, of which
^ were snapped enroute to a wed- highlands.At the time o* the festi- troy mass production’s essential Bullock,Joseph W. Wilds, Hugh O. appointed for the examinationand ance Corporation, on which moi
issued totaled 275 more than the
Mr.
Tysse
is
superintendent, at
val the Indians come to the chosen
Reilley, Reuben Moore, Stephen
ally— mass distribution.
previous year.
adjustment of all claims and de- gage there is claimed to be due
ding festival in a neighboring viltheir home on East 24th st. last
village from nearby farms and
the date of this notice, for princiIt would be ridiculousto suggest Moore, James Lockie, Hiram Rog- mands against said deceased.
o
lage in the Andean Altlplano. The
week Wednesday. Plans for the
smaller villages. The celebration, that we go back to the handicraft ers, George A. Fitch, Jennie
Olive Center
It is Further Ordered, That pub- pal and interest to 114548
Andean Altlplano, a platean in the luting six days, is communal In age in tne productionof motor Fitch, Jacob B. Bailey, Amon W.
coming year and a social hour were
sum of $8,047.10 Dollars, and an
lic notice thereof be given by pubenjoyed. Those present were Mr.
clouds,is located In the highlands spirit with a great deal of singing can, electrical devices, building Langdon, or their unknown heirs, lication of a copy of this order for Attorney’s fee of thirty-fiveDolMrs. Peter Koiker and Son La and Mrs. E. Van Eck, Mr. and Mrs.
devisees,legatees and assigns, and
lars, as provided for in said
veme spent Tuesday at the home D. Damstra, Mrs. Peter Damstra, of Bolivia and Peru— two of the and dancing, and much drinkingof materials, furnitureor almost any- each of them, shall enter their ap- three successive weeks previous to gage, and no suit or proceedings
thing
else
in
common
use
and
desaid day of hearing, in’ the Holof their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
most colorful republics of South the native “Chicha," By the end of
Mrs. G. Kooiker, Mr. and Mrs.
mand. The cost of these necessities pearance in this cause within three land City News, a newspaper print- law having been institutedto
Prince.
America, popular with American the festival as many u three or (our
cover the moneys secured by
Herman Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
months
from
the
date
of
this
order,
would be inflated many times.
Mrs, Henry Redder is ill at her
ed and circulatedin said county.
voyagers taking the.weekly cruises hundred couples have been mar Where almost all the population and that in default thereof that
mortgage, or any part thereof.
Kleinheksel, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
CORA VAN DE WATER,
home.
Notice is Hereby Given, that
down the west coast of Sonth Amer- ried. But the most Intriguingpart can purchase them now, only
Van
Klink, Mr. and Mrs. C. Beltsaid bill be taken as confessed by
Whmifred Timmer was absent
Judge of Probate. virtue of the power of salt
man, Dr. and Mrs. Walter Van
- '
of the ceremony from our modern small per cent could enjoy them at the said defendantsand each of
from school this week due
A
true copy:
tained in said mortgage, and
Saun, Dr. Teunis Vergeer, the Rev.
In the Altlplanolive the descend- point of view Is the unique privilege anywhere near the extent they do them.
chicken pox.
Harriet Swart,
statute in such case made and .
and Mrs. C. Roos, Mr. and Mrs. J.
And
it is further ordered that
now,
If
they
were
produced
by
the
ants
of
the
Incas,
living
their
lives
bestowed
on
the
women.
During
the
Rerister nf Probate
Rev. P. D. Van Vleit exchanged
vided, on Friday the 24th day
Jipping and Marvin Oonk.
within
forty
days
from
the
date
alow,
hand
methods
that
preceded
in much the same manner u did six days of celebrationsthe women
pulpits Sunday with the Rev. Nick
• •
. *
February,A. D., 1989, at ten
hereof, plaintiffshall cause this
the industrialage.
Beute from Rusk.
their
ancestors
centuries
before
the
have
the
right
and
duty
to
Insalt
the
Mrs. Orien S. Cross reviewed
clock in the forenoon, the
order to be published in the HolIt
would
be
equally
ridiculous
to
Stars
• Mr. and Mrs. John Vinkemulder Rachel Field’s MA11 This and
discoveryof the New World. One of men to their hurt’s content They
signed will, at the North door
land City News, a newspaper printfrom Holland spent Sunday at the Heaven Too” before members of
their most Interestingcustoms Is do this in song and prose. The rest attempt to turn back the clock and ed, published and circulatedin said Moat beautiful tribute to one de- Court House in the City of Gi
home of their parents Mr. and Mrs. the ElizabethSchuyler Hamilton the annual marriage ceremony, cele- of the yur, however, the women outlaw mass distribution. Most
parted is the offering that expecta Haven, that being the place
Harry Vinkemulder.
everyone knows that the cost of County of Ottawa, and such publichapter of the Daughters of the
brated In its purely Incaic form in have to be very obedient— and quiet
cation
shall
continue'
once
each
reward save its own evidence the Circuit Court for the Cot
Jack Nieboer, Jr., from Zeeland American Revolution last week
distributing a product has often
of Ottawa is held, sell at Put
week
for
six
weeks
in
succession.
been as great as the cost of making
of lasting worth. Whether eimple Auction, to the highest bidder,
spent the week end at the home o: Thursday at the home of Mrs. C.
FRED
T.
MILES,
his parents.
it — and in many instances much
or im peeing in ehsracter,memorial premises described in said m(
Vender Meulen of West 11th st
Miss Martha Redder spent Thursgreater. Mass distributionreduces Countersigned:Circuit Judge.
Mrp. W. J. Olive served as chaplain
iroblems of youra become ours gage, or so much thereof as may
WILLIAM
WILDS,
day at the home of her aont Mrs
this cost and makes it possible to
necessary to pay the amount so
roa the day you conault us.
County
Clerk.
pass on to the consumer the great
James Knoll.
aforesaid due on said
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rissalada
savings effectedby modern manu- ELBBRN PARSONS,
with six per cent interest, and
PARK TOWNSHIP
visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
facturing and producingmethods. Attorney for Plaintiff,
legal costs, together with sakT
Business
Address:
Holland,
Mich.
extended
the
payments
of
Jade Nieboer Sunday evening.
Efficiency in manufactureis of no
torney’sfee, to-wit: all that
This suit involves the following
service to the consumer— if waste
taxes without penalty to Feb. 1,
piece of land situate in the
described lands and premises menin distributionoffsets it.
ship of Tallmadge, County of
1939. I will be at the People’s
tioned in the Bill of Complaint, towa and State of Michigan, del
Today’s real problem is not how
FRIENDLY
• SERVICE
State Bank to collect taxes Jsh.
ed as follows:Starting_
to destroy mass distribution,but wit:
Beginning at a point 686.9 feet
23-30.
Wt know our
donl wiah to «ubnl! to
how to extend it— how to bring stil
Southwest corner of the
DICK NIEUWSMA,
more of the economies of manu- W. of the SW comer of the
quarter (SEU) of
of
the
SE14
of
Section
18,
Town
5
facture to the hard-pressed buyer.
ty-seven (27) of!
Park Twp. Treu, R. B. 1.
(7) North of Ran
If the public welfare is the deter- North, Range 15 W, running thence
mining question, there should be an
Attomeys-at-Law
AAAAAAAAJ
end to the senseless harrying of
•M? (ISO)
Office: Over Holland State
those groups which are working to
BRIDES:—
Bank
perfect distribution—and, in its thence S 88 degrees 38 minutes,
Toor cor.
Holland, Michigan
place, a policy of utmost encour- W 66.4 feet to beginning; all being
By ammgeMt vtt* a Nnr York
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IMMANUEL CHURCH

The Rev. and Mn. S. Fopma of ma and
Mr. and
Noordeloos entertained the consis(Meetingsin the Armory.)
tory members and their wives and Mr. and Mn. Harvey Poll' of' Hal
er-FresheAmerican Legion post,
Dr. John R. Mulder of the WesC. M. Beerthuis, Pastor.
the three pianists at their home land were entertained in the heme
ship sponsors, jiarents and scouts.
tern Theological seminary, Holland,
Sunday, 10:00 A. M— First Pa-' Friday evening. A two-course lunch of Mr. and Mn. Wallace KempAlette Lohmen of Fillmore, who
spoke at Zeeland high school Tuester: “The Relationship of Husband was served. A small rift of appre- ken last week Thursday evening.
kat been confined at Holland bos- f Dr. S. Blocker of the Western day night on the subject,“The His
HisThe Ladies Missionary society of
ciation was presented to Rev. and
Theological seminary, Holland, was
and Wife.”
tory and EducationalSystem of
tm . Flnt Reformed church met
Mrs. Fopma.
in charge of morning and evening
11:80 A. M. — Bible School
the
Morvavians.”
The
lecture
was
4 e •
last week Thursday evening in the
servicesat First Reformed church
6:80 P. M. — Young People’s
ven under the auspices of the
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of Eafles Sunday. A. Mulder directed the arents-Teachers Association.
church parlon. The program was
HAIHLTON
Fellowship.
p;
will hold their regular meeting to- hymn sing at the evening service
in charge of the program commit4 4 4
7:80 P. M. — Special mute: voAt the annual congregational tee. Mn. Henry Wedeven served
nifht Friday, at eltht o’clock, at that Zeeland church. Dr. H.
James Boersem Poole, Zeeland
Phe
orchestra
under
the
cal solos. The
when January birthdayswill be Maassen was in charge of the af- paid a fine of $8 in Grand Rapids
meeting held in the American Re- as hostess.
direction of Mr. John Swierenga
celebrated.
ternoon Holland service. Dr. John traffic court charged with running
George Kaper returned
formed church last Tuesday even"will play.
4 0 4
CITY MISSION
Van Peursem, the eZeland pastor, a “red Ught.”
ing, the followingoffloers w’ere from the Blodgetjt hospital last
Monday,
7:80
P.
M.—
Orchestra
51-53 E. 8th St
Monday evening.
Henry Van Kampen today cele- filled a classical appointment in
practiceat 17 W. 8th St
elected: For elders, Joe HagelsKenneth Folkertsma - of Zeeland
brates his 81st birthday at his Dunningville.
Mr. and Mn. Bert Voaa and chil• 4 4
* Tuesday, 7:80 P. M. — Young kamp and George Schutmaat; eldhas purchased the Wichers resihome, 210 E. 18th Street. He was
dren were xuests in the home of
Sat, ,7:80 Praise and Testimony People’sBible Class. Studies on the
er to fill vacancy, Henry Van Door- Mr. and Mn. Roger Van Dyke
born on January 19, 81 years ago.
. c|s which have oc- dence on East Lincoln St now oc- Service.
Tabernacle.
• 44
cupied the Junior Welfare league cupied by Leon Kleis. The FolkertSunday, 1:30 — Bible School.
nik;
for deacons, Jos Lugten and last Sunday evening,
Thursday,7:80 P. M.-Midweek
Mr. and Mrs. John Pieper at- extensively during the past few sma family will move from Cherry
At 2:80 —- Song, Message and Meeting. Rev. Ralph Phillips, mis- Bernard Voorhorat.
The Woman’s Study club met
tended a meeting of the optome- years, were continued at a meet- Court to their home in the near fu Praise.
sionary home from China, will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Brink
Jr. last Thunday evening in the home
trists of western Michigan held at ing of the group in the Woman’s ture.
At 6:30— Junior Prayer Band.
of Mn. Marvin Kooiker. The proshow motion pictures of mission4 4 4
-Literary club. It was voted to supthe Pantlind hotel.
At 7:30 •— Evangelistic Service. ary work and conditions in war- and Bernard Voorhorat left Thurs- gram on Mexico was in charge of
day
morning
on
a
combined
bui4 4 4
ply two more children with needed
Mr. and Mrs. G. Nyenbrink, who Special Mute.
torn China.
ness and pleasure trip to New Or- Mn. Gonline and Mias Bntl Roll
Mrs. Hayward Walker of Hol- glasses, and one family was sup- were recently married have moved
Tues., 7:80 — Prayer Meeting.
Saturday, 10:00 A. M. — Chil- leans, La. They plan to be gone call response was made by giving
land, R. 2, is visiting her sister at plied with an OB kit and layette. into the upstairs apartment of the Sunday School Lesson.
Mexican recipe. Mn. H. D.
Class.
about ten days.
the Drake hotel, Chicago.
The group has been particularlyTen Harmsel residence on Cherry Wed., 7:80— Young Peopled Fel- dren’s Bible
Strabbingpresided in the absence
•
o Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Kooiker
and
active in these two fields during St., recently vacated by S. Bever- lowship Club.
• 4 4
Mrs. John Weener of NoordelOos daughter Joyce entertainedthe of the president,Mn. B. Kibby.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. George the past two months. Decision was wyk.
was surprised on her birthday an- following in their home last Mon4
4
4
also
made
to
hold
a
roller
skating
T. Elshoff at the home of Mrs.
OVERISEL
SCIENCE SOCIETY niversaryWednesday evening at day evening: Mf. and Mrs. Henry
Maggie Lampen, 117 W. 17th St, party for members of the league
An interesting meeting was CHRISTIAN
Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
her home by her father and sisters. Schutmaat, Evelyn Schutmaat,
a son Gerald Albert. The parents and- their husbands at the Virginia held in Second Reformed church Subject: “TRUTH.”
Dainty refreshment*were served Mr. and Mn. Wallace Kempken,
Mr. Johannes Agterea died Mon
Park rink on Feb. 8. Following the Friday night when Dr. William Wednesday, Testimonial meeting,
live at 160 W. 10th Street.
and an enjoyable evening was Norma Jean and Donna Lea Kemp- day morning at hia home at the
4 4 4
business meeting, the evening was Moerdyk presentedan illustrated 8:00 P. M.
spent.
ken and Mr. and Mn. John Haak- age of 79. He leaves the widow, a
lecture on missionary work in
Howard Tucker of Fillmore,who devoted to welfare sewing.

toeUNEWS

featured tiie meeting. Among those
present were members of the Brun-

ZEELAND
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‘

is confined at Holland hospital
4 4 4
with a broken leg, is improving.
The Junior C. E. council met
As he was returning home from Tuesday evening at the home of
school a passing car struck him,
Miss Necia De Groot, Miss Irene

which resulted in the accident.His
sister, Basel Tucker, has also been
seriouslyill with influenza. Apparently the Tucker family has had
considerableto worry about
4 4 4
The common council, Zeeland,
is planning the paving of five miles
of dty street*. It is expected that
the project will be done through
WPA. The curbs and gutters have

a

—

pictures .included
those of missionaries,native helpers, buildings of various stations
including hopitals and missionary
homes.
4 4 4
Miss Lillian Borst, who recently was graduated from the Blodgett Nursing school in Grand
Rapids, was a Sunday visitor at

4*4

uniforms for the patrolmen,and Third, Fourth, Trinity and Sixth Holland, who fracturedher hip
new blankets for the jail. The Reformed churcheswere present. three months ago, and who has
matter has been referred to a
• 4 4
been cared for at the Zeeland hoscommittee, who were given power
pital since that time, has been
A play yritten by Hanna Par- taken
to purchase these imperative necto the home of Mr. and Mrs.
kyn, mathematicsinstructor in
4 4 4
Holland high school, entitled Bert Riemersmaat New Groningen, where she is now receiving
The dty recreationcenter at “When Wishes Come True” ap- care.
Zeeland will be provided with six pears in the January issue of “The
ping-pong tables. The common Mathematics Teacher” which is
council of that city approved such published by the National Counan expenditure. Zeeland is doing cil of Teachers of Mathematics.
considerable for recreationalpur- The one-act play which contains
several scenes was presented at a
poses to interest the youth.
local assembly program some time
Ben Sterenberg of Fillmore ago.
4 4 4
township is no longer deputy sherThe
following
members of Grace
iff of Allegan county. He has servBy CORA ANTHONY
ed ten yean in that capacity under Episcopal church here attended
XHraetorof the AAP Kitchen
different sheriffs and has made an the conventiondinner held last
excellentofficial. He expresses his night in Grace church, Grand Tj'OG prices have continuedto drop
J2/ to a vary reasonablepojnt for
thanks for the whole-hearted coop- Rapids: Otto P. Kramer, Bert first quality and to cheap for ordinary
eration always extended him while Habing, William Roy Stevenson, grades. Even the cheapest egt* should
an officer of the law. Deputy Tim- John P. Kramer, Gerald Kramer, M unusuallygood. Butter end cheese
merman, also of Fillmore, will be Verne Chapman, Jack Leenhouts, gXO inexpensive.
Forequartercuts of beef end lamb
his successor,and he is connected and William Dekker, Messrs. Otto
are lower, making for a more normal
with Hamilton Telephone Ex- Kramer, Habing, and Stevenson ufeo range between chucks and binds.
were the delegates from the local Lime ether change will be noted in
change.
parish at the convention of the either moat or
poultry
»r pou
. costs.
Apples and the citrus fruits conHolland’s births far exceed the Diocese of Western Michigan of
fttau* to be plentiful end cheap. Peaa,
deaths in 1988. The stork brought the Episcopal church.
cauliflower, broccoli, and lima beans
889, while the grim reaper took
4 4 4
are bow reasonably priced. Green
162. During December, the last
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Siersma of beana arc less cheap but the quality
month of the year, there were 26 Noordelooshave arrived in Flori- is better and the price still reasonable.
new babies,9 of them were girls da. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Slagh are Bated greens, cucumbers and tomatoes
and 17 boys. The year’s total were keeping house for them while they ace available at moderate cost
Bara are three dinner menus.
107 girls and 172 boys. The total are away.
Low Coat Dinner
deaths were 80 females during the
4 4 4
year, and 82 males.
The Young People of Harlem
Beaded Shoulder Lamb Chops
Green Beans
will present their play, “Taking ledteped Potatoes
A house and lot in Drenthe of the Court,” January 26 and 27 at
Bread and Butter
the Ti rawer estate was sold to the Harlem school. It promises to
Oh»erCoffwIeBett7 Milk
.Dick E. Timmcr of Holland. H. be a very popular offering.
Medium Coat Dinner
Dannenberg is now occupyingthe
4 4 4
home. *
Jteeet Staffed Shoulder of Lamb
L. S. Miller,who assisted in ar-

Now-Save

Stock Up

Yoa wffl sare many an extra dollar if you stock op your pantry
with the fine canned foods we are offering at these very low
pricaa. Select an assortment of seafoods such aa tuna fish,
xalmon, crab meat, sardinesor shrimps; add some corned beef
hash, deviled ham, beef stews; and be sure to buy plenty of
can* of our garden-freshvegetablesand fruits. We are cooper-

'

4 4 4

Gravy

Potatoes

Scout ExecutiveM. P. Russell, ranging the business clinics in
ia Saugatuck Monday night, pre- Holland last week, spoke to memsented a new charter to Sea Scout bers of the Holland Lions club
Ship No. 128. He was accompaniedat their meeting in the Warm
by Mrs. Russell.A potluck supper Friend tavern yesterday noon. He
was introduced by E. P. Stephan,
manager of the chamber of com-

*

Green Peas
Bread and Butter
Floatingbland
Milk

Coffee

yery Special Dinner
Broiled Grapefruit
Chicken Pies with Peas,

Onions and Celery
spoke briefly concernNew Potatoes
ing the campaign to “re-finance
Currant Jelly
and re-member” the local chamPriad of Mixed Greena
ber. Mr. Miller cited Roger BabRolls and Butter
ptzawberrieaand Cream
son’s forecast of a 20 per cent increase in business activity during
1939, and urged merchants, bankers and industrialists
to get their
“houses in order to participatein
The regular issue of the Woman’s
a better business future.” He class!,
Day, a monthly publication sponed cities in four groups: (1) Cities sored by the Atlantic A Pacific
that have decayed and are desert- Tea Co., is now available and coped; (2) cities that are on the down- ies can be secured at 2c each at
grae; (3) cities that are losing any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
SPECIAL— Several very good used factoriesthrough lack of coopera- county
food stores. Ask
gas, oil, gasoline, and electric tion of the citizens;(4) cities that for your copy.
are
on
an
even
keel,
but
are
progrtni^s on hand. Come in and get
your pick. Prices from $8.95 up. ressive.He placed Holland in the
Phone 2284 or call at 209 Central fourth group. Mr. Miller said the
Expires Feb. 4—17709
chamber of comerce here needs
Ave^ Holland, Mich.
man power and more money. “It
STATE OF MICHIGAN
FOR SALE— Newton Incubator— has been indicated that Holland The Probate Court for the Coun16,500 capacity. Good condition. will provide the man power. For ty of Ottawa.
Cheap. Ed E. Cook, R. R. 1, the proposed program of work.
At a session of said Court, held
Zeeland Mkh., Tel. 7226F2.
$10,500 is needed."
at the Probate Office in the City of
4 4 4
'"for SALE ^ — Wood, Thuber- Mrs. 'WilliamMeyer of 153 E. Grand Haven, in the said County,
on the 12th day of January, A. D.,
Beach, Maple, by acre or cord. Good 16th Street, Holland,entertained
1939.
road, easy access. Sell whole or several Zeeland guests at her
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Waany part Call or write Perry Sir- home. Among the guesta were Mrs.
ter, Judge of Probate.
rine, Allegan Mich. Box 43.
Gerrit Gebben, Mrs. Lambert GebIn the Matter of the Estate of
FOR SALE: — La undried flour ben, Mrs. George Gebben, Mrs. Otto Westing, Deceased.
sacks. 2 for 15c. Tuurkstra’s Bert Zuwerink, Mrs. Dorus GebIt appearing to the court that the
ben, and Mrs. Herman Gebben, all
Bakery, Holland, Mich.
of Zeeland, Mrs. Glas of Borculo, time for presentation of claims
FOR SALE: — Lady’s brown fur and Mrs. Albert Barveld of Hol- against said estate should be limcoat Size 88. Very reasonable. land. On Friday evening Mrs. Mey- ited, and that a time and place be
Inquire 245 W. 17th Street Hol- er also entertained the employees appointed to receive,examine and

who

A&P

on

all
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Winter Auto Supplies

$6.27
Covers (for best heater performance) S4c
Robes [big
$2»f9
Radios [Push Button Tuning] - $15.95
srFw.
$2.19
GIovin— Imported Leither SX.X9
flexible type construction$2.29
SS.29

Hot Water Heaters

value]

-

>

. .

- •

Harvey Kleinhekseland daughten, Karel Mari and Sara Jo, are
spending the winter months In
Florida.

The Sunday evening Prayer
Meeting was in charge ef Mn.
Jake Kleinheksel. She had for her
subject, “Contentment.”Mr. Arthur Hoffman and hia little son,
Myron Jay, of Hamilton, sang several vocal selections,accompanied
by Mr. Hoffman playing on hte
guitar.

adjust all claims and demands
against said deceased by and be-

fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditors of
said deceased are required to present their claims to said court at
said Probate Office on or before the
17th day of May, A. I)., 1989,
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, said
time and place being hereby appointed for the examination and
adjustmentof all claims and demands against said deceased.
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of bearing, in the Holland City News, a newspaper printed and circulatedin said county.
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RED SOUR
CHERRIESB
PITTED

25c

cam

No. 2

Fruit Cocktail, 16 oz.
Kieffer Peart

states that these Manager’s Week I
events have become important onesJ
from year to year. Mr. Jekel states
that he has become well accustomed to the buying needs in grocand foods in this community,
specials that the super ser-

2

No.

2

SULTANA
TIU FISH FLUES

25c

2
2

cans
cans

tall

Pkieappl#

4 cant 17c

Stew

2h~«.«29c

Green Beans
Tiny Peas

A1F Wholo

Grwn
AliP

2
2
3
3

Seaside Lima

Beans

Maiz Niblets

Campbell’s Beans
B & M Baked Beans

Peas
Sauerkraut

Reliable

Beets

—

Mixed Vegetables
BuMom

Mushrooms

Grapefruit Juice

2l",,“”29c
2 cant 19c
4 cant 25c
4 cant 25c
2-oz. can 10c
47-oz. can 17c

lent, Htlvoi

Peaches

2 i.rg. *..*

—

70

Size

—

2S2 CALIF. SEEDLESS

ORANGES
BANANAS

u“;1***

BOWLENE

4

Ibt.

23c

4

Ibt.

15c

BROCCOLI

3

Ibt.

LARGE BUNCHES

SPROUTS

BRUSSELS
HEAD LETTUCE “Ira

TOMATOES
CUCUMBERS
SHALLOTS
PEAS

19c

DRANO

Small,

Loan,

“.r

FRESH EGGS

or

dox>

17c

Sugar

Cured

2

lb.

BOILING

GROUND
BlEF

ROAST

PORK LOIN
PORK

10c
2 Ibt. 25c
R>. 17c
lb. 14c
2 Ibt. 21c
IUAHB ft. 19c

‘SST5

...

17c
10c

DUCKS

BOMB COFFEE

FANCY LON#

kill It White Horn A tall
ItIIImIw Evaporatad 4 earn

ROASTING CNICKENS^r'Ii.XSc
SPARE
2 bt. 27c
LAMB ROAST ’SSMtSS’ *5c

RIBS
HAMS
OYSTERS

lb.

SMOKED

3 for 10c

APPLES
APPLES

TEA

21c
wucmoMYMicoAn i9e
ft.

RING BOLOGNA MANN'1 2

FL0>IM 2R>t.25c
4 Rtf. 25c
-«tuwncy 41m. 25c

PRUNES

FRANKFURTERS
LUNCHEON MEAT

Ibt.

25c

CUJ,m, 2 be.

25c
25c

2 bt.

70/80

<

19c
17c
10c

2K 39c

ROAST

SAUSAGE

10c
3 for 19c
2 Ibt. 29c
long, grbn, hothousk 10c

FRESH

4 cant

Flour

.-»>

I

FRESH TEXAS

SPINACH

25c

\

PICNICS OLEO
15t
LARD
BEEF
BEEF
DOUGHNUTS ^

2doz.29c

2doz. 39c
ORANGES
SWEET POTATOES TB(AS
TAMS 4 Ibt. 17c
No.
POTATOES IDAHOS IS-lb. peck 31c
RUTABAGAS CANADIAN WAXED l». 2c
CARROTS FRESH TEXAS 2 bunches 9c
S.

|ar

2

HOCKLESS

FLORIDA17k

U.

-

SANIFLUSH

37c

IDAHO SWEET SPANISH

ONIONS

2

*•**•tetHm

Seedless

19c

6,..

Math
Sugar

25c
3 pkgt. 10c
each 21c

58-41.

2

Feed

Cattup
ISc
16-oz. can Sc
kM 6 cant 25c
Kidney Beans 6 cant 25c

Rad

25*

GRAPEFRUIT
Large

Sown
Wwtt—

Pafa

Flakes

Seedkst
Bread
3
Dettert

Broom, 4
Appk
Tomato

Aaa

it

Coffee

Sparkle

Sauce

29c
21c
10c
4 Re! 25c
Corn
2 largo 15c
Whcatlcs — Huskies pkg. 10c
Swantdown Cake Flour pkg. 21c
Calumet Baking Pdr.
37c
Scratch
100 lit. $1.39
Dairy Feed, 16% 1 100 lbs. $1.10
Laying
f 100 In. $1.79
Beet
' 25-lb. bag $1.19
Wltcontln Cheese
lb. 16c
Pancake Flour \ 54b. bag 15c
Iona
A 24>/t Ibt. 49c
Commeal, Yellow 1 54b. bag 13c
24b. bag Oc
Navy Beans
Blue Rot#
4 Ibt. 19c
Fancy Rice
34b. can 50c
Crisco — Spry
\ 2 largo 37c
Dxydol — Rinso

Coffee

25c
25c
25c
25c
25c

cant
cant
cant
cant
can 10c
4 cant 29c

Strlnqloi*

Foncf

Who l« Kornol
AIR Gold.n lairtim

l*Orn
Del

3 cant

19c

7-os. cans

qL

Seupe
Food
Macfcard

2lt~u"25c
Armour’s Corned Beef x - ILV Sto
3 cant 10c
Potted Meat
D,'rfyMo0"

CM

‘MrJir-

Feed

Sardines in Oil
Corned Beef Hash

2

21c

Juke

Mustard COM

Beef
Deviled Ham

2 for

10c

2 cant 19c
2 '£
„„ 19c
Pineapple
46-oz. can 25c
Daly Deg
6 cant 25c
Heinz Seupt “-*««- 2 cant 25c
Campbel’t
3 cant 25c
Clapp’t Baby
4 cant 29c
3 tall cane 25c
Soda Crackere bc*" 24b. box 13c
Choc. Doodk Cookiet 2 R>«. 25c
8 o’Clock
34b. bag 39c
Hilt Bret.
24b. can 51c
Maxwefl Houta Coffee 24b. can 50c
Raiakts,
44b. bag 25c

21c
tall
37c
can 27c
2 cans 25c
Shrimp, Wet Pack
Tomoto «r O
California Sardines

Salmon
Red Salmon
Crab Meat
Pink

4

S3c

ib..19c

e-.Mb.2SC

«~.

BUTTER .27c
OWvffhroohCountry RoN
Cooperating ^wlth rtho Dairy

the

Frath Side
Salt Side

true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

is the whole thing. In this particular instance it is Bill Jekel, who

No.

-

Judge of Probate.

The Atlantic A Pacific Tea Co.
at their super service store on
River Avenue and Tenth Street,
Holland, is conducting a Manager’s
Sale, which will continue through
Saturday evening Of this week. On
this occasion the manager la in full
charge of the laying-in of stock,
the arranging of special bargains
and food stuffs. In other words, he

atmg with the canners to bring you values that you can’t afford
to miaa. Look at the prices listed below. It w91 pay you to
buy a pantry full — to lay in a (apply of canned goods that
will last you several months. Come in today. Get the thrill
of thrifty buying. You will make real savings .on America’s
quality canned foods when you buy at AAP.

TOMATOES GRAPEFRUIT 3
PEAS CORA BEARS

CORA VANDE WATER,
A

JUP

Boilars at

RIVER AYE. & TENTHS!., Holland

Quick

of the Zeeland Telephone office.

The Women’s Missionary society
meeting of the Reformed church
was held Wednesday afternoon.
The subject “Changing the Indian
Picture”was given by Mn. Ed
Gunneman.
Mr. Marius Mulder of Holland
spent the past week at the home of
Mr. and Mn. Neil Voorhont
Mr. and Mn. Stanley Wolten
entertained u their supper guests
Mondav evening, Mr. and Mn. Julius Kfeinheksd and sons, Victor

Copf. IDS by Octal A&P Tea Co.

-

land, Michigan.

in Overisel

Canned Feeds

Big Bargains on Fine

ndXyTdinneh

mm

were held at 1:80 Tht
home, and at 2 o’clock at
iael Reformed church, with burial

Arabia. The

Plakke of First church was in
charge of devotions.The Secretary
and Treasurer’s reports were given. The followingofficerswere
re-elected for the coming year:
Miss Necia De Groot, president;
Miss Irene Plakke, vice president; the home of her mother, Mrs.
Miss Jeanette Timmer, secretary; William Borst, on Lincoln St.
Mrs. Marie Van Eerden, treasurer.
Mrs. Minnie Languis who ocPlans were made for the rally to
be held in Sixth church on Febru- cupied apartments above the Zeealready been approved through ary 5. Miss Nellie Zwemer has been land State bank at the time of the
that body.
secured as speaker for that occas- fire, has moved into the Poest resiion. Junior problemswere discuss- dence on W. Main St., Zeeland.
The chief of police of Zeeland, ed for a time. Refreshmentswere
Fred Bosma, has requested new served.Representatives from First,
Miss Clara Veldheer of North

merce,

great

Salt

Back

Pork

Pork

^

W5

25c
be. 25c

2 bt.

Chlckent froth dratted

2

Pollock

Pork

b.

Smal FrankfurtertNojAxb.

Sautagt

9c
18c

16c
SBccd Bacon 2 pkgt. 25e
Unk

b.

Fllleti

Saueihrmit

19c

lb.

9c

H“M 3be.Me

Ob-dUvcr
Lamb

lb.

2bt.23c
b. 7e

Stow

Holand

Herring

oa.75c

V/E CASH WPA CHECKS
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PORK
CHOPS

